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FOREWORD 
This $236,000 Low Energy Stage study was performed by Vought 
Corporation under NASA Contract NAS8-327l0 for Marshall Space Flight Center 
from September 1977 through August 1978. The prime obj ective of the study 
lias to determine the most cost effective I1ppl'oaches for placing autcmated 
P!IYloads into low energy Earth orbits. These payloads are injected into 
circu~ar or elliptical orbits of different inclinations with ene~gy re-
quirements in the range of capability between that of tr..~ Space Shuttle 
standard orbit altitude (296 Jon) and of the Shuttle ~,ith a Spinning SoUd 
Upper Stage - D (SSUS-D). The study results are d!Jcumented in five volumes: 
I. Execut i ve SUIIllIll1ry 
II. Requirements and Candidate Propulsion Modes 
III. Conceptual Design, In'~erface Analysee:, Flight 
and Ground Operations 
IV. Cost Benefit Analysis and Recommendations 
V. Program. Study Cost Elements and Appendices 
The Vought Corporation study manager was Mr. J. M. Bean. Other 
key Vought participants were H. r., Knight, J. J. Banchetti, B. H. Fuller, 
B. J. Cathey, and. C. D. Stephens. 
The study was performed tmder the te;chnical direction of C. C. 
Priest, Marshall Space Flight Center. Mr. M. Kitchens waG the overall pro-
gram manager at NASA Headquarters, Office of Space Transportation Systems. 
Inquiries regarding the study should be addressed to the follow-
ing: 
• Claude C. (Pete) Priest 
NASA-MarShall Space Flight Center 
Attention: pso4 
Huntsville, Alabama 35812 
Telephone: (205)453-279l 
i 
• Jack M. Bean 
Vough't Corporation 
P.O. Box 225907 
Dallas, Texas 75265 
Telephone: (2l4)266-4513 
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1.0 INTRODUCTTON 
The Low Energy Stage Study provides a thorough and objective 
ded vat ion ~,nd evaluation of the most cost-effective approaches for placing 
NASA Space Transportation Sys'cem Orbiter automated payloads into low energy 
Earth orbits. A brief review of the study background and objectives is 
followed by the overall study guidelines and aSDumptions and an explanation 
of the report organization. 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
In early 1977 tr.a baseline Space Transportation System (STS) 
manifests projected many automated payloads to be delivere<l to Earth orbit 
with energy requirements lower than the capability of the smallest of the 
Shuttle upper stages planned at that time. This smaJ-1est stage was the 
Spinning Solid Upper Stage - Delta Class (SSUS-D). Additionally, at that 
time the STS planning had not addressed space transportation accommodations 
for Scout expendable launch vehicle clai:S payloads. The low mass (usually 
less than 200 kg) does not allow efficient economic utilization of the planned 
Shuttle upper stage concepts. A Shuttle small low energy upper stage for both 
of these classes of payloads, that provides perigee and apogee propulsion 
and attitude control, C8.!.l be a cost-effective concept if multiple payload 
delivery capabilities per Shuttle launch can be achieved through innovative 
packaging arrangements in the cargo bay or if minimum length stage concepts 
are developed. The Shuttle user charge policy provides a cost driver toward 
short and lightweight cargo bay installations, especially for smaller pay-
loads. The cost effectiveness of Shuttle/small low energy upper stage con-
cepts compared with payload deliVery by the Orbiter/Orbital Maneuvering 
Subsystem (OMS), currently planned Shuttle upper stages, existing expendable 
launch vehicle upp&r stages, and the Scout launch vehicle required furth&r 
assessment. 
1.2 STUDY OBJEC'rIVES 
The prime objective of the study was to determine the most cost-
effective approaches for placing auto~ted payloads into low energy Earth 
orbits. These payloads are in~ected intD circular or elliptical orbits of 
different inclinations with energy requirements in the range of capability 
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between that of the Shuttle standard orbit altit\lde 296 kIn (160 run) a.nd of 
the Shuttle with a SSUS-D. This primary objective was to be attained by 
meeting the following specific objectives:. 
• Def·ine payload/mission requirements, a set 
of reference missions representative af 
these requirements, and u~per stage design 
criteria necessary for initial definition 
a.nd screening of cost effective Shuttle 
upper stage approaches capable of accoIllll1o-
dating 10. !;n.:~·gy missions. Requirements 
were drawn from a low ene~gy payload mission 
model supplied by NASA. 
• Describe and analyze Shuttle upper stage 
design approaches, cargo bay paclcaging schemes, 
and interface concepts for cost eff~ctively 
accoIllll1odating low energy missions. Define 
supporting systems, integration and operai;ions. 
Evaluate, compare and select propulsion e:J?-
proaches for conceptual design .• 
• Perform conceptual design and syste~ analysis 
of selected payload delivery approaches. De-
fine the impact of low energy stage (LES) 
characteristics on payload design trends. 
• Determine payload, low energy stage, and 
Shuttle Orbiter interface requil'ements and 
their impact on low energy propulsion approaches. 
• Determ:lne ground and flight operations require-
mente and their impact on low energr propulsion 
approaches. 
• Perform cost/ben~~it comparison of conceptually 
designed propulsion approaches with currently 
planned Sh.'.lttle upper stage systems. Shuttle 
with OMS, and the Scout lavnch vehicle. 
• Complete a development and implementation plan 
for the recommended concept for accommodating 
the low energy payloads of the STS payload mission 
2 
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model and the low energy regime they represent. 
Incorporate cost and scheduJ.e projections, test 
requirements, and supporting technology require-
rents sufficient to support future NASA [rogram 
decisions. 
GU~INFB AND ASSUMPTIONS 
The following basic guidelines and assumptions were used in the 
• Th~ payload mission models, Shuttle user charge 
policy, and low energy regime mass-energy enve-
lope data were provided by NASA. 
• Investigation was limited to expendable propulsion 
systems with the exception of the Teleoperator 
RetrieVal System which jos being considered for 
the Skylab Boost Mission. 
• Electric propulsion systems were excluded from 
the study. 
• Liquid and solid fOIoms of chemical propulsion and 
hybrids were considered in the study. 
• Solid propellants were limited to Class 2. 
• Operational period for comparison analysis of 
propulsion systems begins in early 1980's and 
extends through 1991. 
• Space Transportation System physical and opera-
tional data ere as defined by JSC document 07700 
Volume XIV, Revi~ion E. 
• Applicable data and results from other govemment 
sponsored stUdies are used in this study. 
• Study cost data is in 1977 dollars. 
REPORT ORGANIZATION 
The report is organized to present the results of the ~,tudy in 
the order in which the work was accomplished. The study began with a re-
quirements definition (Task 1) (see Figure 1.1) that established a set of 
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l'eference missions and pa;yload characteristics representative of a NASA 
defined pa;yload/mission model. Launch cost envelopes were defined. Candi-
date propulsion modes were defined (Task 2) whiCh accommodated the reference 
payload/missions. A screening process was developed, based on cost and 
benefits, and used to screen these candidates. Some were eliminated; adapta-
tions of existing/planned propulsion systems and new approaches were selected 
for conceptual design in Task 3; screened existing/planned systems flowed 
to Tasks 4 and 5 for as~essment related tQ Shuttle interface and flight and 
ground operations, along with "l:he eonce:9ts from Task 3. Some surviving 
existing systems, such as Orbiter/OMS, 'Were carried directly into the cost/ 
benefit analysis (Task 6). The conceptual design effort of Task 3 consisted 
of stage subsystem refinement and selection, concept design, performance 
evaluation to assure meeting the requirements of a new pa;yload mission model 
provided by NABA, cost/schedule definition, integral propulsion concept 
analysis. and definition of impact on pa;yload design trends. Tasks 4 and 5 
assessed the surviving concephs from. ·Tasks 2 and 3 relative to Orbiter inter-
face and ground and flight operations, Costs and quantified benefits of the 
concepts from T~Gk 3 and the existing systems from Task 2 were defined in 
Task 6. Scenarios of those concepts which met the missions requirements of 
the pa;yloads of a revised mission model were defined and life cycle costs 
developed. These scenarios were ranked and the most cost effective approaches 
recommended in Task 7 along with implementation plans to support NASA program 
decisions. 
VOLUME 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
The report is contained in five volumes and orgF.Ulized as follows: 
TASKS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
CONTENTS 
Executi ve Summary 
Requirements Definition 
Candidate Propulsion Modes 
Conceptual Design 
Interfa~e Analysis 
Ground and Flight Operations 
Cost Benefit Analysis 
Recommendations 
Program Study Cost Elements 
A listing of references applicable throughout the report j.s included at t'he 
end of each volume. 
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2.0 TASK 1: REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION 
The Low Energy stage (LES) Study is an evaluation of propulsion 
approaches to accommodate p~loads within the low energy regime. Initial 
definition of this regime and the requirements for the study were embodied 
in a p~load mi8sion model furnished by NASA. This model, covering 129 
launches, was examined and compared ~ainst the Space Transportation System 
Shuttle standard orbit inclinations and a Shuttle launch site implementation 
schedule provided by NASA. Based on this examination and comparison a set 
of six reference missions were defined in terms of spacecraft weight and 
velocity requirements to deliver the p~load from a 296 kin circular Shuttle 
standard orbit to the spacecraft's planned orbit. Payload characteristics 
and requirements 'representative of the model p~loads included in the regime 
bounded by each of the &ix reference missions were determined. A set of 
launch cost envelopes were developed and defined based on the characteristics 
of existing/planned Shuttle upper at ages and expendable launch systems in 
terms of launch cost and velocity delivered. These six reference missions 
were used to define the requirements for the candidate propulsion modes which 
were developed and screened (Task 2) to determine the propulsion approaches 
for conceptual design (Task 3). A revision of the p~load mission model, 
which incorporated the p~loads of the Space Transportation System "487" 
model of 1978, was furnished later in the study by NASA and was used as the 
payload mission requirements for Task 3 through 6 (Volumes III and IV). This 
r'evised model is presented in Volume III, paragraph If.!. 
2.1 PAYLOAD MISSION MODEL 
The payload mission model used in this volume of the study was 
developed by Battelle Columbus Laboratories and provided by NASA-MSFC Low 
Energy Stage Study Contracting Officer Representative (COR) during the first 
month of the study. Missions within the low energy regime include a variety 
of payloads from small, Scout-class automated spacecraft to large free-flying 
laboratories and observatories. Destination orbits range from altitudes of 
a few hundred kilometers to a few thousand kilometers or mOI'e with inclina-
tions from zero to more than 100 degrees. Geosynchronous transfers are not 
included in the model. 
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Candidate p~loads for this low energy model were selected by 
Battelle using the National Space Trausportation System (STS) Payload Model 
of September 1976 (Reference I), the STS Traffic Manifest 1980-1991 (Ref-
erence 2) and the NASA Payload Model Generic Payload Descriptions (Reference 
3). Battelle augmented and updated these data with information provided by 
cognizant NASA personnel based on recently completed 5-ycar planning activi-
ties for Fiscal years 1979 through 1983 (References 4 and 5). The Battelle 
Outside Users Payload Model was the source for non-NASA/non-DoD missions 
(Reference 6). Battelle also included candidate DoD missions in the model. 
Model Description 
The payload mission model, Table 2-1, covers a period extending 
from 1980 through 1991 and includes missions sponsored by NASA, U.S. Govern-
ment/Civil organizations, DoD and foreign organizations. The payloads are 
identified by their mission names and their generic payload codes, where 
appropriate. The mission line items are numbered sequentially and are re-
ferred to b~r these numbers in this Volume. Data shown for these missions 
are Battelle estimates of annual launch rate and schedule, mass and size of 
the payloads, the currently planned launch system, the perigee, apogee and 
inclination of the destination orbit. 
2.1.1.1 NASA Payloads - The NASA payloads shown in Table 2-1 include a 
total of 32 mission line items with a total of 75 payloads of which nine are 
Scout payloads, 37 are small to j.ntermediate size automated spacecraft (SES, 
SSO, 8SF, ASF and AIF, generic payload codes from Reference 3) and 29 are 
intermediate to large free-flying laboratories and observatories (SID, SLO, 
LSO, STI and STL). Scout-launched NASA payloads are projected on the basis 
of: 
• Planned or possible missions through the early 
1980's (e.g., 1/12 Active Magnetospheric Particle 
Tracer Experiment, 1/13 Solar Mesosphere Explorer, 
. 1/36 Transit) • 
• WTR launches prior to the Shuttle's introduction 
there (e.g., #23 Soil Moisture Sat., #40 
Canadian Scientific). 
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TABLE 2-1 BASELINE LOW-ENERGY PAYLOAD HODEL 
SPACECRAFT r---oErl.r.RY 
PAlW1EtERS ORBIT 
LAUNCH SCHEDULZ LENGTH APOGEE 
~~NE~!~/~~~e I SO Sl B2 I 33 MJ.5S ~ lAUNCH Pffiffi" IHCJ.. lAUNCH DATA HISSION HAKE &Vln n 
" 
85 1\6 B7 88 89 90 91 TOTAL k. • VEHICLE ~ del. SITI': OOD, SOUJ.C!! 
NASA-OSS 
ASTROPHYSICS 
1. COSHIC BACKGROUND SES "" «0 AS-O' 1 1 , 955· 11' sn 9OU/90a 91 IITR '.5 
2. EXTREME ~~Iroli" SES or ssa - 1 1 2~O'" 
"' 
STS 550/5~ 2B.S En ,.S 
3. «TOO I C:J:'C' OR ssa _ 1 1 2 ,;~~- 1/4 STS 1~~g;&Oo 28.S En 1-3 
,. 
.'.TOn SES OR ssa - 1 1 J 1~~~- 1/4 STS 1~~~~600 5' En 1-3 
5. , • .,n SES OR ssa - 1 1 
300 
"' 
STS 400-600 90- 1ITR 1-3 1000 eIRe 00 
,. GAHHA(~Yn~STRONOMY ons. GRAD Sro/HE-OSA. I 1 2 8170 S.~I , STS ir.60/460 28.5 tTIl 4.5.7 
7. COSHIC RAY OBS. (eRO) SIol - 1 1 2 8110 S.~, , STS '60/460 
" 
En 4.5,7 
B. x-~'Y OSS. (YROI SLo/IiE-OlA 1 1 2 10830 161, , STS lo60/46D 28.5 ETIl '.5.1 I 
0> 
9. 1. 2-111 X-!VoY 'Tn_,... sI0/IlE-11A 1 1 2 6240 ".2r STS "60/460 28.5 En 
4,5,7 --I 
LARGE AREA HODUL\R SLot - 121, < 10. ARRAY OF REFLECTORS 1 1 8)20 STS 460/460 28.5 En 4.5,7 
11. METER-CLASS UV TELl. SLOt - 1 1 832 121, < STS 460/&60 28.5 "R 4,5,1 
SOLAR TERREStRIAL 
ACTIVE HAGNETOSP~;RICE' ~ /1::, Bre/ZOO 12. PARTICLE TRACER AMPTE '""n,_' 66/Sq - SCOUT 2.9 SH 5.8.9 10re/1OO 
SOLAR HES~;r~~RE 
.& roro,,,, & Ll & 150 .~I. SCOUT 13. EXPLORER SHE OR STS 500/500 ,. Irnl 5.8.9 
". SOLAR MAXIMUM Flo 1 1 1 
3 13' 214.5 STS 5751515 28.5 ETIl 7 
UPPER ATMOSPHERE 
15. RESEARCH SAT. (UARS) ""IAP-03 1 1 1 3 30e 1.~:, STS SaO/SOD 28.5 ,n 4,5.7 
"'. 
UPPER ATHO!~~E~; 51 RESEARCH SA. UARS 00./>"_"' 1 1 1 3 )0 1.~I, STS SOD/SaO 90 \ITa ',5,1 
ORIGIN or PARTICLES IN 1.~1, r/JOO 11. EARTH NEICHBORHOOD~(OPru, ... "._M 1 1 2 210 STS 28.5 En ',5,7 
lB. ~~LL ~~SERVATORY 'V) LASS LIFE SCIENCE • o. _ 2 I 1 1 I 1 1 11 '~~ 31' STS I~~;~OO 28.5 ETIl 1-3 
- - -I-- I- I- I- ----'- I- -- -- --
"-' 
"" • '. " 
, 
""' 
\D 
KISSION NAKE 
NASA-QA 
19. HAGSA! Flo 
20. STEREOSAT 
21. STEREOS"T Flo 
22. EARTH RADI.";~~~,,\ 
2.3) I::nrr. Wt'IT<:l1lRl; SAT 
GEHERlC/SSPO 
PAYLOAD CODE 
(SCOUT) 
ASFI -
ASF/ -
i .... !::F/::-.n-1n? 
TABLE 2-I BASELINE LOl,-ENERGY PAYLOAD MODEL 
(Continued) 
L..\UHQl SCHEDULE 
8a 811 821 81 8' I 85186 I 871 8~ 89 I 9019' TOTAL 
IL Iii IA lSI 
1 1 
, 1 
1 1 2 
IL 
SPACECRAFT 
PARAMETERS 
HJ.SS 
.. ' 
170 
200 
,on 
200 
170 
LENGTH 
DIA. 
• 
I.AUNCH 
\-1!HICLE 
Ls/ SCOUT 
',5{ 
.0 STS 
1.5/ 
1 n C'I'C 
1.5/ 
--Wl 
1.5/ 
...JW!. 
STS 
scout 
DELIVERY 
ORIlIT 
APOGEE 
PffiG"iE Il"CL. 
b de,. 
E;t' 6 77 577 6.S 
L77/S77 6.5 
!! 
7.5 
LAW", 
SIn: 
vn 
1m 
\IT. 
ETR 
vn 
DATA 
CODE I SOUlCE 
5.8.9 
'.5 
4.5 
'.5 
'.5 
".I nm ". I ." 00' 1 200 -~'Ln STS -uYXhn 9,5 I WT1l I 1 •• 5 
25. SH APPLlCATION EXPL. I ASFI _ 1 1 1 3 ,~~g- l/~ STS ~~g~1000 ~~.5-1 E11l I i 4.5 I 
,.51 ~n
00/600 
,00/600 
,0001 
; lo  
1 
26. SH. APPLICATION EXPL. 
27. A a 
28. F 
'2.9. RDS 0 P 
30.1 COASTAL ZONE MONITOR 
INTERMEDIATE CLASS 
31 OBSERVATORIES 
32 GE OBSERVATORIES 
NASA 
SUBTOTAL, NASA 
l..s!!rrOTAL. _NASA 
I AS'll _ 1 1 1 1 4 l~gg' 1/4 515 r.~g~lOOO ggl;' 
AIF/OP-07A 1 1 2864 4.~~. ATlAS-F 750/750* J/87 
t.1F/Eo-08A. 1 2 1610 7 0 2t, STS 05/105 3.2 
AIF/ro-lZ -13 1 1 2 1430 6,5£. STS 25/825 8,6 
AIF/ - 1 2. 1000 4.6/4 STS 00/600 5 
snl -
sn/-
scour 
SES, 550, 5SF. 
''iilt' .In'' 
I LSD, SID, 5LO, 
• STT _ STL 
11 I 1 
1 11 I 1 
2 I 11 2 1 1 
2121 41 41 31 41 3 
11214111313 
1 , 
1 1 
,I 4' 3 
31 21 , 
4 
4 
9 
37 
29 
400 3/4 
800 9.1/ 
10000 I. 
STS 
STS 8.5 
\Itt 
WT1l 
lITO 
WT1l 
1lT1\ 
ETR 
ETR 
4.5 
1-3,7 
1-3.7 
1-3.7 
4,5.7 
1-3,7 
1-3,7 
II!'II!!'iI --'"! 
-
.....o! -.. ....... ..-« 
-
,-... ,--~< 
""-~ _ Jt , ... 
~'~1'!!! 
'1 
> 
~ r..,. 
~ 
I-' 
o 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
J7 
38 
39 
,. 
41 
42 
GF.NERIC/SSPD 
HISS rON NAME PAYLOAD con: 
U.S. GOV./CIVIL 
OPERATIONAL SEASAT AIF'/ -
NOAA. (HOS) Flo AIF! -
EARTH RESOURCES SAT T" _ 
DoD 
TRANSIt Flo SCOOT 
USAF SPACE TEST PROG AIFI -
USAF METEQROLOGICAL SAt AIFI -
FOREIGN 
SAN MARCO - D, scour 
CANADIA~ SCIENTIFIC scour 
CANADIAN SCIENTIFIC NOS/ -
CANAOIA:.! ALL-WEATIIER 
. I NY-rfinV VE NOH! -
SUBTOTAL. NON-NASA SCOUT 
SUBTOTAL, NON-NASA AtF.NOS,NOH 
tOTAL SCOUT I TOTAL AUTOMATED SPACECRAFT 
LABORATORIES Ii 
TOTAL OBSERV/,TO~ __ 
* Revised data (Ref., BHt-NLVP-tM-77-5) 
TABLE 2-I BASELINE LOW-ENERGY PAYLOAD HODEL 
(Continued) 
SPACECRAFT 
PARAMETERS 
LAUNCH SCHEDULE LFlIGTfI 
KASS ~ 
8. Bl 8 83 8& 85 86 87 88 8' 9 91 TOTAL k. m 
I 
2 1 I • )090 9/4 
\ 1 3 1090 1/4 
1 1 1 1 1 1 I • I~~~ 114 
1,1 Ll 1& ,1 &. 170- 1.5/ I,nn 0 .• 
1 I 1 I I 1 1 1 I 1 12 910- 1/4 1000 
1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 1150 6/3 
1,& & 64 1.5~. 
1& & 11::, 150- 1.5/ 200 0.8 
1 1 3 20. 
1.5/ 
0.8 
1 1 2 2040 1.5[,. , 3 
3 2 I 8 
2 2 2 , 6 4 , 7 46 
5 4 1 1 I 1 17 , 
2 I , 6 8 7 1C 7 11 83 
41 I 2 3 3 ,I 2 23 
--
, 
~ 
~~~ 
, 
DELIVERY 
OJl.![T 
APOGEE 
LAUNCH PERiGEE INCL. LAUNClI DATA 
VEHICLE k. des· SIn; roDE SOURCE 
STS a08/80B lOB lITO • 
STS 825/825 98.6 lITO 6 
STS 700/700 93.0 IITR • 
-
1000/ 
SCOUT 1000 .n lITO '.8 I 
STS 500-1000 28.5- ETR- 5 I eIRe 100 lITO 
STS 750/750 98.4 IITR 5 
SCOOT 6re !200 0_3 SH 8,' 
scoUT' 600/600 '0 lITO 6.12 
STS 600/60G •• 
lIT" 6,12 
STS I,on"oo 82-B' Irr< 6,12 
';" 
! 
" 
'I 
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• Estimated follow-on activities ouring the mid-
to-late 1980's (e.g., #13 Solar Mesosphere 
Explorer and #19 Magsat Follow-On) (Reference 5). 
The small to intermediate size automated spacecraft include 
sci,· .ce explorers and application explorers (items 1-5 and 19-26 in Table 
2-I). They are expected to be launched at rates of one and two per year 
(References 4 and 5). The Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) (items 
15 and 16 in Table 2-I) is being considered as a possible new start in the 
early 1980's and will feature pairs of cooperating spacecraft launched every 
three-to-four years to conduct soundings of the upper atmosphere (Reference 
3). Another possible new start, Origin of Particles in the Earth Neighbor-
hood (OPEN), Will use spacecraft launched into highly elliptical orbits to 
study the composition of plasma in the Earth mesosphere. It is scheduled to 
repeat the OPEN experiments every three to four years (Reference 5). A Solar 
Maximum Follow-On. mission (item 14 in Table 2-I) is included in the low energy 
payload model. .~~though the first Solar Maximum mission spacecraft (to be 
launched in 1979 by Delta) is to use the Multimission Modular Spacecraft (MM3) 
bus and propulsion system, the fOllow-on spacecraft are assumed to be viable 
candidates for this low energy payload modeJ.. A similar rationale is consi-
dered applicable to the cases of Landsat DIE follow-on (item 28) and TIROS 
alp (item 29). 
The intermediate to large laboratories and observatories presented 
in the NASA ;portion of the low energy payload model represent payloads which, 
for the most part, could be launched to their destination orbits by the Shut-
tle alone. Nevertheless, they are included in this low energy payload model 
as possible candidates for further study. Only the astrophysics observatories 
(items 6-11 in Table 2-I) are identified specifically. Other peyloads are 
identified generically (items 18, 31, and 32) based on data presented in 
References 1 through 3. 
2.1.1.2 Non-NASA PayloaC'.s - The non-NASA payloads of the model include 
10 mission line items and a total of 53 payloads of which 7 are Scout payloads 
and 46 are small to intermediate size automated spacecraft. A brief review 
of non-NASA user requirements indicates that relatively 'few missions fit the 
low energy mission category. Most non-NASA payloads will be placed in 
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geosynchronous orbit and are not part of this low energy payload model. In 
addition, Battelle did not include Japanese or European small spacecraft in 
the model since the Japanese and the Europeans are introducing launch vehicles 
which are expected to launch most or all of their own spacecraft. The pay-
loads that are included are predominantly meteorological and observational 
spacecraft placed in polar and Sun synchronous orbits. 
U.S. Government/c),vil activii;ies are represented by a projected 
Operational Seasat program, a NOAA (ITOS) follow-on program and an Earth 
nesources Satellite (operational Landsat) program. A total of 17 payloads 
are projected for these three programs based on the "loW-level model" of 
Reference 6. 
The DoD programs include a follow-on series of Transits for the 
U.S. Navy ~~d those representative U.S. Air Force programs (items 36, 37 and 
38 in Table 2-I). The Transits are expected to be launched by Scout. After 
the four launches indicated in Table 2-I are completed, it is expected tha:I; 
the Transit program will be terminated and its function will be served by 
the U.S. Air Force Global Positioning System (GPS) Navstar satellites. These 
satellites will be outside the range of this low energy peyload model. The 
USAF programs considered appropriate for this model are the follow-on Space 
Test Progr!llll (item 37) and the USAF meteorological satellite program (item 
38). Both programs are estimated to continue through the decade of the 
1980's at a rate of one launch per year for each program. At the present, 
the USAF meteorological satellite program is served by the Block 5D space-
craft with two solid-propellant upper stage motors (Reference 10). 
The foreign peyloads in the low energy payload model include two 
San Marco Scout launches. Three Canadian scientific spacecraft are projected 
for launching in the early-to-mid 1980's using either Scout or the STS. The 
Canadian scientific program j.s expected to continue with two Shuttle peyloads 
in the late 1980's. In addition, the Canadians are planning an All-Weather 
Microwav~ satellite that might be operated in conjunction with the Operational 
Seasat program (NOAA) to provide an operational global microwave observation 
system. 
2.1.1.3 Payload Mass Estimates Mass estimates for the low energy pay-
loads are given in Table 2-II, categorized by major subsystem to indicate how 
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TABLE 2-IIPAYLOAD MASS ESTIMATES (a) 
Mass of Indicated Item~ 
Payload Instruments Structure 
Other (b) 
Subsystems Total 
l. Cosmic Background Explorer 590(4) 165*(4) 200 955* 
2. Extreme UV Explorer 75*(4) 50*(4) 115* 240* 
3-5. Astrophysics Explorers(3) Note 1 100-500 100-250 100-250 300-1000 
6-7. Gamma Ray Astronomy Obs., 6ls5 500 1515 8170 
Cosmic Ray Obs.(7) 
8. X-Ray Observatory(7) 8815 500 1515 10830 
9. 1.2-m X-Ray Telescope(7) 4226 500 1515 6240 
10-1l. LAMAR, Meter-Class 6305 500 1515 8320 
1-' UV Telescope 
w 
12. Active Magnetospheric 66 
Particle Tracer (AMPTE)(8) 
13. Solar Mesosphere Explorer(S) 150 
14. Solar Maximum F/o(7) 570 379 411 1360 
15-16. Upper Atmospheric 70 100 130 300 
Research Satellite (UARS) (7) 
17. Origin of Particles in 
F~rth Neighborhood (OPEN) (7) 
60 100 110 270 
18. Small Observatory Class(3) 1500-2000 
19. Magsat F/o(S) 170 
20-2l. STEREOSAT 35(4) 50 .115 200 
~ 
... • 
, 
r 
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TABLE 2-IIPAYLOAD MASS ESTIMATES 
(Continued) 
Mass of Indicated Item, kg 
Payload Instruments Structure 
Other (b) 
Subsystems 
22. Earth Radiation Budget 25(4) 50 125 
Satellite (ERBS) 
23-26. Applications Explorers (3) 
27. SEASAT B (7) 1324* 259* 1281* 
28. LANDSAT DIE F/O(7) 483 435 694 
29. TIROS olp (7) 272 531 630 
30. Coastal Zone Monitor 500 250(4) 250 
1-'31. Intermediate Class Observatories (3) 
.".-
Large Observatories (3) 32. 
(a) Superscript numbers in the table are references .', 
'. 
'" 
Total 
, 
'. 
20(}, 
200-1000 
2864* 
1612 
1430 
1000 
4000-5000 
8000-10000 
(b) Estimates includE allocations for attitude control ~10 to 20 kg) but not for orbit adjust propulsion. In 
those cases where orbit adjust propulsion was included in the original estimate (e.g., GRAO, CRO, XRO, 
LANDSAT, TIROS, s~ru), the a~location, generally 180 kg, was deducted. 
* Revised data fr.om "SEABA~-B an~ c;lperational SEABAT Configurations" Battelle Columbus Laboratories, 
BMI-NLVP-77-130, November 23, 1977 
NOTE: 
1. Numbers in parenthesis refer to references on~age 128 of this volume. 
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the estimates were derived. These subsystems included avionics, instrumenta-
tion, structure, electrical, thermal, attitude control, etc. The mass esti-
mates do not include allocations for orbit adjust prop\usion (raising and 
lowering orbit altitude and stationkeeping). 
For many small p~loads, the only item that has been defined and 
docun:ented is the instrument or experimerrt that is the heart of the p~load 
(Reference 13). For exploxer-class spacecraft, these items ~ weigh as 
l:i;i;tle ar, 25 to lOa kg. The remainder of the payload may be projected as 
either a ilcout-coII!Patible spacecraft or a Shuttle-coII!Patible spacecraft. 
For Scout-coII!Patible payloads, the allocation for structure is estimated to 
be about 50 kg, and for other subsystems, the allocation is about 100 kg or 
less. For Shu:btle-coII!Patible payloads, GSFe has proposed a basic truss 
s-bructure designeil. to span the Shuttle cargo b~ that would weigh about 250 
kg and would provide aII!Ple space and strength for mounting one or more in-
struments and their supporting subsystems (Reference 4). 
For intermediate to large spacecraft such as Gamma R~ Astronomy 
ObserVatory, Landsat D/E and TIROS O/P, the mass estimates in Table 2-II 
al:e based on the existing Multimission Modular Spacecraft designs (Referex.\ce 
7), with the mass allocations for orbit adjust propulsion deducted. This 
procedure leaves the MMS bus and the electrical thermal and the guidance snd 
control subsystems as part of the remaining spacecraft mass. 
Figure 2.l is a mass-energy map for the low ex.,,:gy missions. The 
uppermost boundary of the Low- Energy regime is the performance curve for a 
SSUS-D. For the payloads shown bere it is assumed that: 
• the Shuttle delivers p~loaas to circular 
parking orbits at 296 km (l60 nm) altitude, 
• the Shuttle establishes tbe orbit inclination 
desired by the payload between 28.5 to l04° 
• orbit inclinations lesa tban 28.5 degrees or 
greater than lo4 degrees would require plane 
cbanges provided by an upper stage. 
15 
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(WTR -1040 
'~-~-.:.-'-' WITH 4° 
::f-:--PLJ~NE CHAN 
o SHUTTLE INCLINATION LIMITS 
28.5° -104~ 
• SHUTTLE LAUNCH INCLINATION 
ASSUMEO AS REQUIREO BY 
PAYLOAD EXCEPT AS NOTEO FOR 
NO:s 20 ANO 33. 
_ 57° 
WITH 39.5° 
PLANE E) 
100+----1----+---+----+---+---1 
o 2000 4000 
VELOCITY mCREMENT (ABOVE 29& KM) 
(M/SEC) 
FIGURE 2.1 INITIAL LOW ENERGY PAYLOAD MODEL - MASS-ENERGY 
REQUIREMENTS WITHOUT SHUTTLE INCLiNATION 
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Plane changes would be required for two misGions. It hag oe,en proposed tha
t 
the 1981 StereClsat mission (item 20 in Table 2-I ) be laun<::hed a'bof;l.rd an ETR 
Shuttle at an inclination of 57 degrees and perform a plllr.e chauge of 39.5
 
degrees to arrive at its desired inclination of 96.5 degJ.'ees. The total 
velocity impulse requirement to perform the plane change and altitud" cha
nge 
is 5251~ mps. The other mission requiring a plane change is Operational Sea-
sat (item 33 in Table 2-I ); In this case, the Shuttle parking orbit is 
assumed to be 104 degrees and that of the Operational Seasat is 108 degre
es. 
Payloads are represented by numbered circles and by shaded re-
gions. The numbers correspond to the mission line item nunibers in Tables
 
2-I and 2-II. Three distinct groupings of payloads are evident on the ma
p. 
The payload grouping in the lower left corner consists of Scout-class pay
-
loads. The payloads in the upper left corner are the large free-f~er 
laboratories and observatories. The remaining are NASA, Civil, Departmen
t of 
Defense and foreign payloads. They' include Explorer series, small free-f
~ers, 
small observatories, alld Some medium-weight, highly-elliptical satellites
 
requiring intermediate v"lo~ity increment. 
This payload-mission model, developed by Battelle in Reference 
14, was provided by the COR in Reference 15. 
2.1.2 Model Review 
A Vought review was 
Civil and Scout payload/mission 
conducted of the latest available NASA, DoD, 
data (Reference ll~) and the results of this 
review compared against the r,ES payload-mission model. Based on this rev
iew 
Vought recommended to Battelle that the following chang.3s be made to the 
model: 
• Mission number 9 (in Table 2-I), the 1.2 meter 
X-ray Telescope, has only one launch which is 
scheduled in 1985. The payload weight is 10,000 
kg, and the length is 13.5 meters. 
• The Stereosat, mission number 20, paylolld weight 
is not firmly established and could be less than 
200 kg. It could be considered as a potential 
payload for a Scout laUD.ch from WTR. 
• Coastal Zone Monitor, mission number 3D, could 
be launched from ETR. 
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• USAF Meteorological SateJlite, mission number 
38, launches prior to Shuttle operations from 
WTR coula be launched with an e'lCPl'lndable 
launch vehicle. Prior to 1983 it should not 
be considered a LES p~load. 
• 
• 
The length ana diameter of the Solar Maximum 
Mission Follow-On, mission m:mber 14, are 
reversed in Table 2-I. 
The orbits for the two San Marco DL, mission 
number 39. were defined to be the following: 
39A - Apogee, 800 km 
Perigee, 200 km 
Inclination, 2.9 aegree 
39B - Apogee, 27400 km 
Perigee, 420 km 
Inclination, 2.9 degree 
As a result of the above recommenaed r.hanges to the payload mission model, a 
reduction of missions and payloads were made. The change was from (48/129) 
to (46/l25). The payload mission model with the changes noted here was used 
as the basis for the selection of reference missions, representative of the 
model, which were then used in this Volume, paragraph 3.0, as the basis for 
the development and evaluation of propulsion approaches for LES payload 
delivery. A revision to the mission model was received in April of 1978. 
This revision, which is discussed in Volume III, paragraph 4.l, was used in 
all work subse~uent to T~sk 3, Volume III. 
2.1.3 
16, are: 
Mass/Energy Relationship of Payload Mission Model 
The standard Shuttle mission destinations, defined in Reference 
MUM CH SITE 
ETR 
vlTR 
CIRCULAR ORBIT ALTITUDE 
296 Jr.<ll (l60 nm) 
INCLINATION 
28.5° 
56.0° 
90.0° 
104.0° 
In addition, i~structions received with the LES Payload Mission Model 
(Reference l5) state that Shuttle launch and landing a:'c WTR should be assumed 
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for pa:yloads launched in 1983 and beyond. 
Based on the four Shuttle inclinations specified and the initial 
operational date from WTR, the pa:yload weight/energy reca.uirements were re-
computed 'ho include the velocity increment reca.uired for transfer from the 
Shuttle orbit altitude (296 Km) and available inclination to the pa:yload 
destination orbit altitude and inclination. Inclination change is held to 
the minimum by assuming that the orbit incHnation delivered by the Shuttle 
is the one closest to the pa:yload destination orbit inclination. The dis-
tribution of velocity increment reca.uired by the pa:yloaes of the model is 
shown in Figure 2.2. Here the pa:ylc,ads fall into five or perhaps six dis-
tinct groupings. Pa:yloads in the upper left cornE';r are the large free-flyer 
laboratories and observatories. The Scout-class payloads now fall into two 
groups: (1) the very low mass and veloci'hy increment near 3500 meters per 
second for the near eca.uatorial orbits when launched from a 28.5° Shuttle 
orbit, and (2) the heavier pa:yloads with polar and sun synchronous inclina-
tion reca.uirements ~Ihen launched from ETR prior to 1~83. There also are some 
Scout payloads in the low mass, low energy region. The remaining payJ.oads, 
with velocity reca.uirements less than 1000 meters per second, tend to divide 
into two weighh regions - one near 300 ltg and the other concentL'ated near 
1000 kg. There is, however, a reasonable scatter of payloads in the last 
region that extends to weights near 3000 kg, and reca.uire plane changes be-
tween four and nine degrees. The upper boundary of the low energy pa:yload/ 
mission regime is also shown. 
2.2 REFERENCE MISSIONS 
The reca.uirements and characteristics of the L'ES model pa:yloads 
and their missiolls are ca.uite diverse. They cover a broad spectrum of 
destination orbit altitudes and inclinations; their launch schedule spans 
the period of Shuttle operational initiation from both ETR and WTR and be-
yond; and their mass properhies, geometry, acceleration, stabilization, and 
accuracy characteristics and reca.uirements cover a broad spectrum. Mission 
and budget planning data recently available and refinements of plans for 
introducing the Shuttle tend to help firm up projections of mission activities 
and pa:yloa,ds through the early 1980's. However, after that time projections 
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NOTES 
1. SHUTTlE STANDARD INCLINATIONS 
- ETR: 2C.5° AND 56° 
- WTR: 90° AND 104° -
2. LEGEND (NOS. BY SYMBOLS -
ARE MODEL PAYlOAD NOS.) -
o srs PAYlOADS 
-4,00 0 A SCOUT CLASS PAYlOADS 
33 27 ~ •• PAYlOADS LAUNCHED ON STS o -~ PRIOR TO 1983 fROM ETR 18 TO PERFORM WTR MISSIONS _ 
28 , K--l LOW ENERGY REGIME 
~14 0 290 UPPER LIMIT 
25, 5 R~8 30 .38 
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39B 1~/.,39A 
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VELOCITY INCREMENT (ABOVE 296 KM) 
(M/SEC) 
FIGURE 2.2 INITIAL LOW ENERGY PAYLOAD MODEI_ - MASS-ENERGY 
REQUIREMENTS WITH SHUTTLE INCLINATION CONSTRAINT 
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are less fb"lJl due to uncertainties in technical, schedule, ana. budget plans 
including the impact of the introduction of the Shuttle. Consequently, not 
only are the requirements and characteristics of the LES model payloads 
diverse but their specific characteristics, schedules and budgets are not 
firmly defined. This diversity in requirements and characteristics, the lack 
of firm definition and the large number of missions and payloads (46/125) 
make it difficult to address each mission or payload in the course of a 
feasibility study to assess cost effectiveness of the many existing, planned 
or new propulsion approaches for delivery of these payloads to their desti-
nation orbits. Consequently, a set of six reference missions were selected 
to represent the significant areas of the low energy regime for the initial 
screening of the candidate delivery approaches. These points were selected 
to assure that all of the payloads of the model were acconnnodated by at least 
one reference mission. 
2.2.1 Selection Rationale 
The rationale used in the selection of reference missions assured 
that the definition of the missions wou.ld be compatible with the logical 
groupings of pF;yloads and missions of the LES study model as shown in Figure 
2.2. This grouping reflects the Shuttle standard orbit inclinations speci-
fied i.n Reference 16 and the currently defined schedule for initiation of 
operations from botb ETR and WTR (Reference 15). The specific factors con-
r,idered in the selection of the six reference missions which represent the 
groupings of the model payloads are as follows: 
• Representative payload definition in terms 
of weight and energy required. 
• Launch site definition and orbit plane 
change required of the upper stage system 
from the standB.rd Orbiter inclinations. 
• Potential launch modes in terms of Orbiter/ 
OMS capability, existing/planned upper stages, 
new low energy stages, new low energy stage 
approaches, and expendable launch vehicles. 
21 
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• Orbiter cargo bay installation potential 
as reflected in horizontal, vertical, andl 
or side-by-side installation oriented to-
ward minimizing the Shuttle user charge 
for the upper stage and deployment system. 
The implementation of this rationale and the considerations for each of the 
reference missions are shown in Table 2-III. A secondary goal of the 
selection was to define exist ina or planned upper stages or expendable launch 
vehicles with capabilities consistent with the reference mission re~uire­
ments. 
2.2.2 Selected Reference Missions 
The relationship of the selected reference missions weights and 
velocity increments (above 296 km) to the re~uirements of the missions and 
payloads of the LES model is shown in Figure 2.3. Each reference mission 
Was selected to provide a Weight-energy relationship which assures coverage 
of the related payloads which are enclosed in dashed lines. The reference 
missions relationship to the LES mission model is shown in Table 2-IV in 
terms of payload type, mission model payload codes, mission model numbers 
and ~uantity of payloads, number of missions and payloads, payload weight, 
and velocity increment above the Orbiter altitude of 296 km. Also shown are 
the resulting destination orbit altitudes and inclinations for each reference 
mission as well as the Shuttle orbit altitude, 'inclination and launch site. 
• Reference Mission A, at 10,000 kg, is representative 
of the large and medium size observatories and 
laboratories to be placed in near 500 km orbits at 
inclinations of 28.5 degrees from ETR. It reflects 
the re~uil'ements of 8 missions and 17 payloads of 
the model. 
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TABLE 2-lJI REFERENCE MIS
SION SELECTiON RATIONALE
 
REFERENCE REPRESEN
TATIVE ORBIT I
NCLINATION 
POT.I!,;NTlAL 
CARGO BAY 
MISSION PAYLOA
D FA
CTORS LA
UNCH 
INSTALLATION 
POINT 
LAUNCH SITE INCLINAT
ION MODE 
POTENTIAL 
CHANGE ..... DEG 
A • HIGH WEIG
HT ETR 
0 • ORBITER/OMS 
• SINGLE LARGE PAYLOA
D 
• LARGE SIZE 
• STAR 48/AKM (SSUS-D) 
INSTALLED HORIZONTAL
LY 
• LOW ENERGY 
• MID SIZE NEW LES 
B • MEDIUM mG
H WEIGHT WTR 
4-9 • TELEOPERA
TOR WITH TANKS • M
EDIUM HIGH SIZE PAYLO
AD 
• MEDIUM HIGH SIZE 
• STAR 4B/AKM(SSUS.D) 
INSTALLED HORIZONTAL
LY 
• MEDIUM ENERGY 
• LARGE NEW LES 
C • MEDlUM W
EIGHT ETR 
1 • ORBITER/OMS 
• MEDIUM SIZE PAYLOAD
 
el 
• MEDIUM SIZE 
• MMS +PM-lt 
INSTALLED HORIZONTAL
LY I 
g LOW ENERGY 
• TELEOPERATOR WITH 
TANKS 
• SMALL NEW LES 
I 
D • LOW WEIGHT
 WTR 
4-9 • ORBITER/O
MS • I
NNOVATIVE PACKAGING 
: 
• SMALL SIZE 
• MMS + PM-1.1 
• HORIZONTAL OR VERTI
CAL 
• LOW ENERGY 
• TELEOPERATOR WITH 
TANKS • OVER AND UN
DER 
o SMALL NEW LES 
• OVER THE SPACELAB 
• SCOUT 
E gLOW. WEI
GHT ETR 
Z5.6 • STAR 48/AK
M (SSUS-D) • SAME AS D 
e SMALL SIZE 
• LARGE NEW LES 
• MEDIUM HIGH ENERGY 
• SCOUT FROM SAN MARC
O 
F • LOW WEIGHT
 ETR 
41.5 • STAR 48/AKM (SSUS-D) 
• SAME AS D 
• SMALLSlZE 
• LARGE NEW LES 
• BIGH ENERGY 
• SCOUT FROM WTR 
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• 32 - ETR: 28.
5° AND 56° 
(22,046) 10,aoo 
9 
to, t1 
- WTR: 90° AND 104° 
_--+_2. LEGEND (NOS. BY SYMBOLS 
ARE MODEL PAYLOAD NOS.) 
o STS PAYLOADS 
.e. SCOUT CLASS PAYLOAOS 
4,000 ~:r-H---"-~~~--t- • 
(8,818) • PAYLOAOS 
LAUNCHEO ON STS 
PRIOR TO 1983 FROM ETR TO 
PAYLOAD MASS -
PERFORM WTR MISSIONS 
( I 18' KG LB) - - - APPLICA
BILITY OF 
1,000 
(2,205) 
REFERENCE MISSIONS 
TO PAYLOADS 
LOW ENERGY REGIME 
UPPER Ll,MIT 
400~~~-t----t-~--t-·----tr~~~t
-----j 
(882) ! 
100~.----r--·--~--+-t-~r-
·~-----+'----~ 
(120)'-1-_ 
Ul 
40 i---.---~-._-~-,....-+_-,....-+_
-,....-+_-~~ g 
(88) 0 1,000 2,000 3,000 
4,000 5,000 6,000 :Jl 
(3,281) (6,562) (9,842) (13,n3) (16,4
04) (19,685) ~ 
VELOCITY INCREMENT (ABOVE 296 KM) 
M/SEC (FT/SEC) 
FIGURE 2,3 RELATIONSHIP OF MASS AND 
ENERGY OF REFERENCE MISSIONS TO 
MODEL PAYLOAD/MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
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ETR PRIOR TO 
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TABLE 2-IV REFERENCE MISSIONS RELATIONSHIP TO LES MISSION MODEL 
VELOCITY OESITNATIOfl: O
RBIT 
LES MISSION MODEL PAYLOAD INCREMENT FROM ~LTITUOE 
PAY!.OAD MODEL MISSION NUMBERS NO. OF NO. OF WEIGHT 2i6 KM SHU
TILE KM I"Mil 
CODES IQUANTITY OF PAYLOADS) MISSIONS PAYlOADS KG ILB) ORBIT MPS IFPS) PERIGEE APOGEE 
SID, SLO, 6,1,8.9,10,11,31,32 
, 11 to,OUO 120 500 500 
Sn,STL 12,2.2.1,1 ,1 ,4,4 ) 122.0501 13941 12101 
1270J 
SES,SSO, t, 5, 27, 28, 29,30, 33 11 38 J,OOO 1,000 1,0
00 1,000 
A1F, NOM 12,1,1,2,2,2,61 1',Gl5J (3,211t) 
(540) (5<101 
34, 35, 38, 42 
13 " " ,2 J 
SES, SSO, 3,4,14,18,25,31 ~ 32 1,000 40
0 UOO 1,000 
SSF, LSO, 12,1,3,l1,3,12J 12,205) 1I,312J 15<10) 
15401 
ASF 
SES, SSO, 2,13,15,16,19,21 11 22 200 SOO 571 
577 
55F, NOS, (1:2,3.2,2,1) 1441] 12.953J (3121 13121 
ASF.SCOUT 22,24, 26, 36, 41 CLASS 12,1,4,1,3J 
SSF, 12A, 12B, 11, 39A, 39B 3 
, 170 2,300 1,111 1,111 
SCOUT 11 ,1 , 2 .1 , 1 I I375J 110,8271 16001 1'001
 
CLASS 
SSF,ASF, 13,16,19,20,23,36,40 7 10 200 5,400 
1,000 1,O~Q 
SCOUT 11,1,1,1,1,3,21 1441] 111,7171 15401 15401
 
CLASS 
"'. .1'; 
l; 
, .. 
INCL. 
OEG. 
28.5 
97 
57 
96.5 
2.9 
91.5 
-------"~-~~"'""""''''' 
SHUTTLE OR liT 
(ALT." 29_& KM. 
INCL LAUNCH 
DEG. SITE 
21.5 HR 
90 WTR 
56 HR 
90 WTR 
21.5 ETR 
56 ETR 
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• Reference Mission B, at 3000 kg, represents 
medium size free-flyers into polar and StU! syn-
chronous orbits of up to 1000 kID altitude when 
launched from WTR. There are 11 missions and 
38 payloads in this model category. 
• Reference Vdssion C, 1000 kg, reflects the re-
quirements for small size free-flyers launched 
from ETR in orbits of 1000 kID altitude and in-
clinations up to 57 degrees. Six missions and 
32 payloads of the model are represented. 
• Reference Mission D, at 200 kg, is representa-
tive of Explorer and Scout class satellites 
launc:hed from WTR into sun synchronous orbits 
to 577 kID altitude from 90° inclination Shuttle 
orbits from WTR. There are 11 missions and 22 
payloads of the model represented here. 
• Reference Mission E, 170 k,g, represents Explorer 
and Scout class payloads destined for essentially 
equatorial orbits at altitudes near 1111 km when 
delivered from the Orbiter in a 28.5° orbit. 
Launch is from ETR, There are 3 missions and 6 
payloads in this class. 
• Reference Mission F, at 200 kg, is representative 
of Explorer and Scout class payloads destined for 
1000 km polar or sun synchronous orbits prior to 
the 1983 operational date of the Shuttle from 
WTR. The velocity increment is that raquired to 
deliver these payloads from the Orbiter which is 
in a 296 kID altitude; 56° inclination orbit after 
launch from ETR. Seven missions and 10 pa~loads 
are in this group. 
For each of the selected reference missions there is at least one existing/ 
planned upper stage or adaptation of these that will satisf'y mission require-
ments. For half of the missions there are three approaches for payload 
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delivery. Preliminary investigation indicates that the payload geometry of 
half of the missions offer opportunities for innovative packaging arrange-
ments in the Orbiter cargo bay. 
2.2.3 Existing/Planned Unper Stage Performance Capabilities 
The capability of existing/planned upper stae,es to meet the pay-
load weight-velocity increment re~uirements of the reference missions is 
shown in Figure 2.4. This relationship of existing/planned propulsion 
approaches or their adaptations to specific reference missions is shown below. 
REFERENCE 
MISSION 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
EXISTING/PLANNED APPROACHES 
, 
OR ADAPTATICNS 
Orbiter + 1 OMS Kit. 
SUSS-D + AKM 
SUSS-D + AKM 
Orbiter + 3 OMS Kits 
MMS / PM-II 
Teleoperator / 2 Tanks 
Teleoperator / 4 Tanks 
Cr:out 
SUSS-D + AKM 
Scout from San Marco 
SUSS-D + AKM 
Scout from WTR 
A very inefficient use of a SSUS-D (also defined as Spinning Star 48 in part of 
the report) with an apogee kick motor (~1) will also handle reference Missions 
C and D. 
2.3 PAYLOAD CHARACTERISTICS AND REqUIREMENTS 
In the development of the characteristics and re~uirements for 
the six reference payload missions the following procedure was used. The 
payload idenh: " , in the LES model (References 14 and 15) Were reviewed 
against those .. el1tified in the STS Payload Model Summary (Reference 1), the 
STS Traffic Manifest (Reference 2), the NASA Payload Model Generic Payload 
De~criptions (Reference 7) to establish, where possible, more detail descrip-
tions of the characteristics and re~uirements of the payloads. Data for most 
of the NASA payloads were available from these refer~nces, but there were 
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less significant data available for C~vil, 
payload data descriptions were available. 
payloads had Level B data (Reference 3). 
DoD ana. foreign payloads. Scout 
Approximately 28% of the LES model 
Level B data (Reference 7) provides 
engineering descriptions of payloads identified by the payload program offi~es 
and Shuttle Payload Planning working groups which are projected for the early 
Space Shuttle era. Thb characteris'bics and requirements of the payloads were 
grouped according to their relationship to the selected reference payload/ 
missions. Reference payload characteristics and requirements were chosen 
which either essentially encompassed, or where necessary because of the nature 
of the parameter, were representative averages of those of the payloads of 
the model. A selection of characteristics or requirements which were the 
. largest and most stringent of all of the parameters would have produced re-
ference payloads with such extremes that they would not have truly represented 
the payloads of the model. 
Payload Data Review 
The almost 50 different payloads of the LES model which include 
a broad spectrum of payloads from research through application to operational 
satellites for NASA, Civil, DoD end foreign users and developed to be lavnched 
by expendahle launch vehicles as well as the Shuttle have a broad and diverse 
combination of characteristics and requirements. However, when these payloads 
are grouped as they were earlier in terms of spacecraft weight and energy 
requirements, there results some degree of ordering of the other payload 
parameters. Reference mission p~y, • .:>ad weights and mission requirements in 
terms of velocity increment, ~d destination orbit description as well as 
Shuttle launch site and orbit description were reviewed earlier when reference 
missions were selected. However, a review of these and other characteristics 
and requirements of the payloads of the model follows. 
• Payload Masr Of those missions represented by Reference 
Mission A only one, scheduled in the 1985-1989 time frame, 
has a mass greater than the 10,000 kg, selected (see Table 
2-V). Only Operational Seasats, to be launched after 1985, 
are 96 kg heavier than the selected 3000 kg mass selected 
for Reference Mission B and these have an energy require-
ment below the level selected. About half of the missions 
of Reference Mission C have mass greater than 1000 kg 
selected but their energy requirements are much lower than 
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'~hat selected. For Reference Missions D, E atld F each 
have a few payloads whose mass is greater than selected 
but here again energy requirements are below the levels 
selected. 
Payload Dimensions - With exception of Reference Mis-
sions A and D all selected lengths and disme,ters are the 
same as the maximums shown in Table 2-V. For Reference 
Miss:Lon A the X-Ray ObserYatory (#8) has a length of 16 
meters (2.5 m greater than selected), which does not 
leave length in the Orbiter cargo bay for one OMS kit. 
Since this paylo~d is considered a candidate for a dedi-
cated la.unch '1:..)'" the Shuttle with an OMS kit, thus to 
develop a reasonabJ.e candidate for a LES stage the length 
for Reference A payload was selected as 13.5 m. For 
Reference Mission D only two missions (total of 5 payloads) 
have diameters greater than the 1.4 m selected. Four of 
these payloads are scheduled after 1985 and may not .be 
well defined. 
• Orbit Altitude With the exception of Reference Mis-
sions D and E the selected circular orbit altitudes are 
equivalent to the maximum altitudes shown in Ta.ble 2-V. 
Several of the payloads grouped under Reference Mission D 
haye higher altitudes but the 577 kill circular orbit is a 
reasonable representation of the eleven missions and 22 
payloads. In the case of Reference Mission E all of the 
orbits are highly elliptical and the 1111 kill circular 
orbit selected is representatiye of the energy required. 
• Orbit Inclination All of the Reference Mission A model 
payloads require the 28.5° orbit selected. For Reference 
Mission B the payload orbits vary from 65° to 108°; the 
maximum plane change required £'rom the selected Shuttle 
inclinations is only 9°. The inclinations required by the 
payloads of Reference Mission Care 28.5°, 56° and 57°; 
maximum plane change is 1°. The missions grouped under 
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TABLE 2-V SPECTRUM OF LES MODEL PAYLOADS MASS, 
DIMENSIONS AND DESTINATION ORBITS 
R~FERENCE NUMBER OF MODElPAYkO~rB~ASS ~ lENGTH ~M (Fl1 DIAMETER ~M (FT) ORBIT AlTITUDE~KM (NM ORBIT INCL ~DEG. 
MISSION MISSIONS PAYlOADS MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. 
A 8 17 4000 10830 3 16 4 4.5 400 500 28.5 29.5 I . (8818) (23,878) (9.84) (52.5) (13.1) 114.8) (216) (270) 
B 11 38 300 3093 1 9 2.2 4 400 1000 65 108 
(661) (6819) (328) (29.5) (7.2) (13.1) (216) (540) 
G 6 32 200 2000 1 3 4 4.5 400 1000 28.5 57 
(972) (9720) (3.28) (9.8) (13.1) (14.8) (216) (540) 
D 11 22 150 1000 1 1.8 0.8 4 270 1000 28.5 104 
(331) (2205) (3.28) (5.9) (2.6) (13.1) (146) (540) 
E 3 6 54 270 1.5 1.8 0.8 1.4 PERIGEE APDGEE 2.9 28.5 
(119) (595) (4.92) (5.9) (2.6) (4.6) 200 68.860 
, (108) (37,180) 
F 7 10 150 300 1.5 1.8 0.8 1.4 500 1000 90 97.5 
(331) (661) (4.82) (5.9) (2.6) (4.6) (270) (540) 
~- ----- ---
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Reference Mission D re~uire launches from both ETR and WTR 
but the maximum plane change is only 90 • Four of the mis-
SiOIlS grouped under Reference Mission E are Scout class 
payloads scheduled for San Marco launches into 2.9
0 orbits; 
for launch from ETR they re~uire 25.60 plane change, All 
of the missions of Reference Mission F are either polar or 
sun synchronous orbits re~uired prior to 1983 when the 
Shuttle. becomes operational from WTR. They require plane 
changes up to about 410 • 
• C.G. and Inertias - Prior studies of a broad spectrum of 
payloads scheduled for launch by the Shuttle have sho"Wll 
that the c. g. of these payloads is generally about 40% of 
the length measured from the payload - upper stage inter-
face. Mass properties of the reference mission payloads 
were computed based on this c.g. location, the ~engths"and 
di8llleters selected, and the assumption that the payloads 
have a homogenous radial mass distribution. The payloads 
are cons:i.dered to be right cir.-:.ular cylind.ers. 
.~cceleration - The maximum allowable longitudinal accel-
erations for Reference Missions A, B and C Were obtained 
from Level B data (Reference 3). Since the payloads of 
Reference Missions D, E and F are primarily Scout class 
payloads, allowable accelerations were obtained from ex-
pected accelerations for those payloads on the Scout 
expendable launch vehicle. 
• Spin Capability - With the exception of the payloads 
grouped under Reference Mission A which require a 3-axis 
stabilizat5.on reference system,. all other payloads of the 
loES model can be spin stabilized during transfer to their 
destination orbit. For the payloads of Reference Missions 
B and C, which are scheduled for Shu'otle launch, spin speed 
is about 100 rpm. Most of the payloads grouped under 
Reference Missions D, E and F are Scout class payloads and 
can be spun at 180 rpm. 
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• Accuracy - The .orbit altitude accuracy far Reference Mis-
sian A was derived fram the Level B data (Reference 3) far 
the large and medium sized abservataries and labarataries 
and are quite restrictive and campatible with a 3-axis 
reference system required during transfer ta the destina-
tian .orbit. Reference Missian B pa;yJ.aads are palar and sun 
synchr.onaus satellites mast .of which have an-arb it adjust-
ment prapulsian systems. These systems quite .often can 
accammodate additianal fuel ta pravide final .orbit inser-
tian carrectians at reasanable cast instead .of requiring 
precise delivery accuracy. Alsa these pa;ylaads can be spun 
during deliver. Far these reasans, accuracy requirements 
campatible with the level .of energy ta be expended. and can-
sistent with spinning attitude cantral were selected. The 
pa;ylaads .of Reference Missian C are all capable .of being 
spun and since the available Level B da:!;a was quite restric-
ted, a level .of accuracy requirement cansistent with a 
spinning attitude cantral system and the destinatian .orbits 
was selected. Since the pa;ylaads .of Reference Missians D, 
E and Fare predaminantly Scaut class paylaads, the accuracy 
capability .of Scaut has been used. Orbit inclinatian 
accuracy .of all Reference Missians Was .obtained fram rel-
avent Level B data. 
• Interface Requirements Structural interface require-
ments were .obtained fram Level B data. The effect .of 
functianal and ather physical interface characteristics an 
the determinatian .of cast-effective prapulsian appraaches 
far Shuttle upper stages is manifested in develapment and 
aperatianal casts. Since the definitian .of Reference mis-
sians and their paylaad requirements are intended ta be used 
in the evaluatian .of prapulsian system appraaches in Task 
2 and since that evaluatian is ta be based an appraach unit 
casts and Shuttle user charges, these interface casts will 
nat be used, and have nat been specified. 
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2.3.2 
• Shuttle Ba;y Installatio
n Some of the payloads of Ref-
erence Mission A are so large that th~y may well re9.uire 
support at cargo "!:lay attach points rathe~' than support by 
the upper stage. Other payloads of Reference Mission A and 
the payloads of all of the other Reference Missions can be 
supported. by the upper stage and it by a cradle. The 
geometry of the payloads of Reference Missions A, B and C 
dictate that they be installed horizontally in the cargo 
bay. For payloads of Reference ~~ssions A and B the lengths 
and diameters preclude vertical installation. The trend in 
the geometry of payloads of Reference M:i.ssion C over the 
last few years has been to increase the diameter and shorten 
the length to tak" advantage of the Shuttle user charge 
policy. However, the increase in diameter has produced a 
length charge for vertical installation that is greater than 
that for horizontal. Earlier shapes for these payloads had 
significant potential for vertical installations and the 
potential of reduced user charges. Payloads of Reference 
Missions D, E, and F all have potential for both horizontal 
and vertical installations in the ,:argo bay. 
Reference Mission Pa;yload Characteristics and Re9.uirements 
The characteristics and re9.uirements of the payloads for each pf 
the Reference Missions are shown in Table 2-VI. The first page of the t
able 
shows numerical and. qualitative definition of the characteristics and re
9.uire-
ments devised in the previous paragraph. Sketches of each payload with 
dimensions, c.g. location and structural interface definition, are shown
 in 
the second page of the table. 
2.4 LAUNCH COST ENVELOPES 
The basic objective of the Low Energy Stage (LES) study is to 
determine the most cost-effective approaches to placing automated payloa
ds 
into low energy orbits. For an approach to be "cost-effective", it mus
t, as 
a minimum, be cost competitive to NASA's existing/planned launch approac
hes. 
Cost and performance data for these approaches applicable to the 10,' ene
rgy 
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MISSION 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
WEIGHT 
Kg 
IlBI 
In,DOD 
122,0501 
3,ono 
(6.6151 
I,ODO 
12,205) 
200 
(4411 
170 (ml 
200 
(4411 
.-._--.=, .~'~, 
.; 
TABLE 2-VI REFERENCE MISSION PAYLOAD CHARACTERISTICS AND REQUIREMENTS
 
PAYLOAD MASS PROpERTIES ORB
IT INSERTION ACCURACY 13u) STABILIZATION MODE 
SIZE 
LONGITUDINAL SPIN 
tROLL 'PITCH 'YAW 
ACCELERATION HEIGHT OF HEIGHT OF INCI..!NATION CAPABILITY 
LENGTH DIAMETER MAXIMUM PERIGEE APOGEE 
AND TRANSFER IN 
M M Kg_M2 Kg.M
2 Kg.M2 ALLOWABLE Km Km DEGREE MAXIMUM ORBIT 
ORBIT 
(FEETI (FEET) (lS.FTZ, ILS·FTll ILB-nZ) g', (NMII (NMII RPM 
13.5 '.5 25,313 164,531 164,531 '20 !20
 :1"7° NO J·AXIS ]·AXIS I 
(44~1 (14.761 (S.OKlOS) 13.9xl06) 13.9xl06J 5 1= 10.B) (±oID.B) 
i 
9 • 6.000 23,250 
23,250 t 100 ± Ion ± .50 VES SPIN lAXIS i 
(29.61 113.121 n.42xtoS) 15.52xl05) 15.52x(05) 5 (, 541 I± 54) 100 J 
I 
3 '.5 2,531 2.016 2.II1S ±. 50 • 50 
±zo v,s SPIN 3-AXIS 
! 
( 9.81 11'.761 16.0...104) (4.18x104) 14,78xl041 5 (:t 271 It 271 100 
I.B I.' 49 7. 7' :l. 250 H50 =2° VES 
(42.%) SPIN 
SPIN 138%1 J·AXIS 
( 5.'1 ('.591 (116'1 (18751 118751 10 I± 135) It 135) 
tBU 12.0%1 GRAVITY 
GRAniENT 
1.8 I.' 
" 
67 67 :t. 250 ±250 ±l' V,S 
SPIN SPIN 
( 5.'1 ('.591 (ml (mol 115901 In II 135) I! 135) 180 
1.8 I.' 
" 
7, 7' t250 I :1250 ± 1.6° v,s SPIN srlN ( 5.'1 14.591 111631 (18751 (18751 10 It 1351 It 135) 180 l_ 
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'TABLE 2-VI REFERENCE MISSION PAYLOAD CHARACTERISTICS AND REQUIREMENTS (CONTINUED) 
ENCE MISSION B REFER ENCE MISSIO!LA 
• 
REFER (443'j 
~ 
13.5m . 
.1 
~ .. 
, 9.0m (29.6') 
1 
I' ~FWD 
I .. 
C+G 
-- 4.5m DIA 
I 
.l4.0m 
---- r--ct PIC 
(14.76' DIA) 
't' -iJ" '" 
, 
.J---L 
PI LIF 
--1---ct P/L 
4. 5mDIA. 
4.76' DIA) 
. 
+j P/L IF 
(1 
~ 
I 
/+-,3.6m· .1.49,:, DIA 
.1 
_8.1m _ .. 
(26.6') 
REFERENCE MISSION.Q 
'(11.9') (4.88) 
ENCE MISSION C REFER 
P/L IF 
RENeE MISSION F RENCE MISSION E REFE 
1.49m D. 
j-3.0m-i (4.8B'D) 
1.8m, 
REFE 
(9,B') .1"T 
tl~""''' 1.8m 104m DIA -ct. Cf: - (4.59') h5.9') (4.59') 
- /' 
P/L -l P/L IF 
~ 
~ '45mDIA 
--ct l.>. ~ 
-ct - -. (14.76' DIA) 
.12M 122m 
P/L 
P/L, i 
(2.39') (4.0') D IA 
1.2m DIA 
P/LIF 
.12m 1.22m (2.36') 
"(4.0') DIA 
(3.94') 
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regime were the input for this subtask. Cost envelopes were established to 
represent costs of launching low energy payloads using existing approaches. 
Existing/planned launch approaches considered and groundrules relative to 
their use in the study are: 
• Orbiter Maneuvering Subsystem (OMS); both integral 
tanks and from one to thl'ee OMS Id ts. 
• Teleoperator Retrieval System (TRS); with both two 
and four monopropellant tanks units. This system 
is considered a reuse able system. 
• Multimission Modular Spacecraft (MMS) with a PM-
II propulsion module; since this system is dedica-
ted to the payload it delivers, it is considered 
an expendable system in this study. 
• Spinning Star 48 (SSUS-D) .with an apogee kick stage. 
The SSUS-D with an apogee kick stage is an adapta-
tion of SSUS-D to provide a two burn capability for 
J.ow energy payload capability. 
• Scout expendable launch vehicle. 
All of these approaches, .except Scol.!!; and OMS, are upper stage concepts that 
might be used in~onjunction with the Shuttle. The Scout launch vehicle de-
livers the payload from a ground la;ullch to the destination orbit. 
2.4.1 Performance and Cost Definition 
The elements of the launch cost envelope are 'che performance 
capability of the eXisting/planned llropulsion approaches and the cost to 
launch to the destination orbit. Performance of these launch approaches is 
defined in terms of payload weight delivered and the velocity increment 
capability above the Shuttle standard circular orbit altitude of 296 Ion and 
have been taken from Figure 2.4. Costs to launch the payloads consist of 
recurring costs of these launch approaches and Shuttle user charges for the 
launch approach but not for the payload. These costs include: 
• Unit acquisition cost for existing/planned launch 
approaches and Scout. 
• Refurbishment costs for recoverable launch 
approaches. 
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• Amol~ization of the unit cost of any additional 
hardware re'l.uired to support the low energy 
regime for recoverable launch approaches already 
funded. 
• Shuttle user costs for existing/planned approaches 
based on the Shuttle user charge policy. 
With these costing groundrules, mlit costs for the existing/planned lau
nch 
approaches were determined using cost data accumulated from the cogniza
nt 
NABA centers or contra,ctor's. Shuttle user charges for the launch appro
aches 
were developed from the Space Transportation SysLem Users Handbook. 
In the developmen'c of user charge the length ~,oad factor was 
determined based on the length or width of the J,aunch approach alone; l
ength 
is used for horizontal cargo bay installation and width is used for ver
tical 
installation. Length of launch approach Airborne Support Equipment (ABE) 
(cradle) was not included for the following reasons: 
• ABE for most of the eXisting/planned launch 
approaches was not well defined in the early 
stages of the Shuttle. 
• Any cradle design that occupies significantly 
more cargo bay length than occupied by the 
stage will probably be modified. to reduce ex-
cess user charge. 
• Some ABE installation approaches allow other 
payloads to overlap cradle supports. 
• The launch cost envelope serves as a prelimi-
nary screening function, conse'l.uently it is 
desirable to keep its use simple. 
The weight load factor is based on the weight of the launch approach pl
ns the 
weight of the ABE including the cradle and launch support e'l.uipment. A
BE 
weight was included since it dir,~ctly impacts the user cost. ABE weights used 
were derived for the various existing/planned launch approaches as note
d: 
• OMS Reference 17 and 18 
• TRS Reference 19 
• MMS 
Vought MMS cradle installation studies 
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• Spinning Star 48 Plus .AKM - Vought cradle 
installation studies 
An example of the development of total user costs for the envelopes 
is shown in Table 2-VII for the OMS Kits. Cost development for three versions 
of the OMS kits including a comparison of length and weight load factors on 
the Shuttle are shown. User cost is based on the larger of the two factors. 
Costs are shown for the four standard Shuttle inclinations since costs are a 
function of these inclinations when the weight load factor is predOminant. 
2.4.2 Launch Cost Envelopes 
Six launch cost envelopes were developed for each Shuttle standard 
orbit inclination and Reference Mission combination using the data derived 
in paragraph 2.4.1. An example of the data is shown in Figure 2.5 for 
reference mission D as a plot of user cost in millions of dollars versus 
velocity increment available from the Shuttle in a 296 km circular orbit. 
The lowest cost launch approaches establish the envelope for the Shuttle orbit 
inclinations and Reference Mission payloads. Data for the other launch ap-
proaches such as Scout, TRS, MMS and OMS are also shown to depi,t their 
relative cost and perfo~mance. 
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TABLE 2-VII USER COSTS FOR OMS KITS 
NUMBER LAUNCH LOAD FACTOR USER OF BAY LENGTH INSTALLED WEIGHT INCLINATION COST COST 
KITS M/(FT) KG/(LB) DEGREES LENGTH WEIGHT FACTOR MILLIONS 
28.5 .154 .251 
1 2.82/(9.25) 7401/(16302) 56 .154 .286 90 .154 .441 
104 .154 .544 
28.5 .154 .453 
2 2.82/(9.25) 13379/(29468) 56 .154 .517 90 .154 ·797 
104 .154 .983 
28.5 .154 .663 
3 2.82/(9.25) 19537/(43033) 56 .154 .756 90 .154 1.16 
104 .154 1.14 
NOTE 1 2 
NOTE: 1 - REFERENCE 31 
2 - REFERENCE 32 
3 - BASED ili~ 21.834 x 106 DEDICATED USER COST - REFERENCE 22 
4 - KIT ~D NON-STANDARD ORBIT CHARGE - REFERENCE 32 
.335 
.382 
.588 
.725 
.605 
.690 
1.06 
-
.884 
1.008 
-
-
NO. NON-STANDARD KIT USE SERIAL IMPACT TOTAL 
KITS ORBIT CHAHGE-$M COST-$M COST-$M $M 
1 .20 .27 .33 .80 
2 .20 .53 1.07 1.80 
3 .20 .80 1.80 2.80 
... • 
" 
7.31 
8.33 
12.84 
15.83 
13.21 
15.06 
21.83 
-
19.29 
21.83 
-
-
3 
KIT AND 
NON-STANDARD 
ORBIT COST-$M 
.80 
.80 
.80 
.80 
L80 
1.80 
1.80 
-
2.80 
2.80 
-
-
4 
. 
--- -
~-:::~ C---""~'1I!J 
.~ 
TOTAL 
USER 
COST-$MI 
8.11 
9.13 
13.64 
16.63 
15.01 I 
16.86 
23.63 ' 
-
22.09 
24.63 
-
-
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Hr-------------------------------------------~ REFERENCE MISSiJN·D, WEIGHT = 200 KG (441 LIl) 
WESTERN TEST RANGE 
141--{21 900 INCLINATION LAUNC!I ~ USER COST IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 
221- REFERENCE 
MISSION D 
-0 
ter MMS(L) 
USER COST I- - - - ~ 
M$ ~ti I-
OMS (W) 
14 ~1) 
I"" 
NUMBER OF KITS 
lZ 
10 
81-
6 T11(; (L) (2) - NUMBER OFTANKS 
4 ,_ SCOUT(WTR) 
2 -~TRS-CORE (Ll 
LEGEND 
(W) - WEIGHT LIMITED 
(L) - LENGTH LIMITED 
• COST ELEMENTS 
- STAGE UNIT COST 
- SHUTTLE USER CHARGE 
FOR STAGE ONLY 
• MID 1977 DOLLARS 
• MMS INCLUDES SPACECRAFT 
BUS AND PROPULSION MODULE II 
• TRS BASED ON UNMODIFIED 
S[(YLAB BOOST TRS (9.4 FT. LG) ., 
I I I I I 01L-----~I~O~03~----2~0~00~----~30~O~0----~40~0~O----~50~0~0----~6~OOD 
(3,281) (6,562) (9,842) (13,123) (16,404) (19,685) 
AV - METERS PER SECOND (FT/SEC) 
(VELOCITY INCREMENT ABOVE 296 km) 
FIGURE 2.5 TYPICAL LAUNCH COST ENVELOPE 
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r 3.0 TASK 2: FORMULATE.llND EVALUATE CANDIDATE PROPULSION MODES 
The objective of this te,sk was to formulate and select various 
propulsion modes for handling the reference missions/payloads of Task 1. 
Four major activities were required to accomplish this task objective: 
3.1 
(1) Formulate concepts for v~-,ious propulsion 
modes - covered in paragraph 3.1 C.llNDIDATE 
PAYLOAD - DELIVERY APPROACHES 
(2) Develop an effective screening process -
detailed in paragraph 3.2 SCREENING 
METHODOLOGY 
(3) Generate concept parametric characteristics 
for screening - covered in paragraph 3.1 
CANDIDATE PAYLOAD - DELIVERY APPROACHES and 
3.3 COSTS .lIND CHARACTERISTICS OF CANDIDATE 
APPROACHES 
(4) Screen and select candidate propulsion modes 
for conceptual design effort in Task 3 -
described in paragraph 3.4 COST/SCREENING 
.llNALYSIS 
C.llNDIDATE PAYL0AD-DELIVERY APPROACHES 
The objective of this subtask was to describe the formulation of 
candidate approaches and establish approach characteristics for screening. 
Categories of approaches considered include the use or adaptation of existing/ 
planned Shuttle or expendable launch vehicle upper stages and new upper stages. 
The approach to formulation of concepts was: 
• Reference Missions and payloads A through F from 
Task 1 were used to determine apogee and perigee 
velocity requirements. 
• Existing or planned approaches which meet these 
velocity requirements, and are suitable for 
Shuttle use, were then classified as candidates 
for subsequent study. 
.. Nev approaches including tane.em, clustered and 
controlled solids, liquid bipropellant and mono-
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propellant and liquid/solid conc<; ~r yere 
selected and sized for appropriate reference 
mission coverage and detail~ of each were 
co1J.ected. Sufficient detail of other stage 
equipment, subsystems components and structures 
Was established for performance and sizing. 
• Adaptations of existing or planned approacr'8 
, (which, when combined with new, ,=xistinr 
planned approaches are Shuttle compat··' ',. 
also considered. 
• The Scout expendable launch vehicle was con-
sidered. 
The results of this effort provide candidate configurations defined for e
ach 
reference mission or group of reference missions. 
Requirements for an upper stage to transfer a payload from the 
Orbiter to a destination orbit of higher altitude and/or a difference inc
li-
natioa. involves propulsion, attitude control and payload separation. Two
 
impulses in near opposite directions are required: one at perigee and one
 at 
apogee. A broad range of propulsive impulses as a function of altitude a
nd/ 
or inclination change are required. For solids some means of impulse adjust-
ment such as a liq,J. oJ quench system, employment of energy management thr
ough 
inefficient orientation of the t,hrust vector, "r clustered solids is requ
ired. 
Liquid main propulsion systems require a two-pulse capability. The stage
 
must provide an attitude reference from Shuttle ejection to spacecraft separa-
tion. A control system must orient the stage for perigee burn and rotate
 the 
vehicle approximately 1800 for apogee burn 45 minutes to an hour later. 
Orientation at perigee and 81'ogee out of plane for inclination change and
/or 
in-plane for energy managelPnt of solid propulsion systems may be require
d. 
Spinning stage concepts may be constrained by payload spin limitations an
d 
may require a nutation damper. Three axis stage concepts must ~rovide thru
st 
vector control during perigee mld apogee burns in addition to providing 
pitch, yaw aad roll control for coast periods for a wi1e variety of payload~. 
Requirements also exist for a payload separation s;y st"m. 
Perigee and apogee velocity increment (bV) requirements for 
each of the reference missions were determined as a function of the amoun
t 
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of plane change accomplished at perigee and apogee of the transfer orbit, 
An example of the velocity increments and the total velocity requirements fOI' 
Reference Mission Bare shO;nl in Figure 3.1. 'l:here are minimum and maximum 
tN required based on the distribution of plane chfu,ge accomplished at perigee 
and apogee under the assumption of Hohmann orbit transfer. These maximum 
and minimum I::.V's are shown in Table 3-I. Reference Mission A does not require 
a plane change. 
TABLE 3-1 VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS FOR REFERENCE MISSIONS 
REQUIRED MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
REFERENCE PLANE CHANGE TOTAL DELTA-V TOTAL DELTA-V 
MISSION (DEG.) MPS (FPS) MPS (l'PS) 
A 0 115 ( 37'f) 
-
B 7 991 (3251) 1160 (3806) 
C 1 400 (1312) 421 (1381) 
- - ... -
---
---,-- . ---
D 6.5 879 (2884) 963 (3159) 
E 25.6 3290 (10794) 3692 (12113) 
F 41.5 5239 (17189) 5733 (18809) 
Existing/Planned AppI'caches 
To establish viable existing/planned approaches it was neces-
sary to examine and establish characteristics of a variety of approaches and 
screen out approaches which were not applicable for the Shuttle. This 
procedure is described in the following paragraphs. 
3.1.1.1 Candidate Existing/Planned Approaches - Existing or planned 
propulsion systems considered as potential approaches for the LES Study in-
clude three systems planned for the STS and the Scout expendable launch 
vehicle (ELV). Integral OMS capability, as well as the added velocity avail-
able from up to three OMS kits, provide capability in the very low velocity 
region of the LES regime. Two and four tank versions of the Teleoperator 
Retl'ieval System (TRS), as both reuse able and expendable upper stages, have 
poten:bial in the medium weight-1m; velocity region. The Multimission Modu.l.ar 
Spacecraft (MMS), while primarily oriented toward on-orbit support to payloads 
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NOTES: 1. REFERENCE MISSION B 
2. SHUTTLE ORBIT: 296 KM (160 N~'II) AT 900 INCL. 
3. FINAL ORBIT: 1,000 KM (510 NMI) AT 97° INCL. 
4. HOHMANN TRANSFER 
12rl------------------------------------------------------~ 
(39.4) 
~ .. __________ ~-----T~O~T~A~L~----------~ 
1':3°2.8) 
>< 
51 
en 
[ 8 
~(26.2) 
~ 6l !,2 
:;; (19.7) 
~J f'i (13.1) 
z 
~ 
U g 21----
g! .(6.6) 
(7) (6) 
I MINIMUM 991 MPS 
(2ND STAGE PLANE CHANGE -. DEG.) 
(~ W (3) ~ (1 ) (0 
O~ ____ ~ ______ J_ __ _L~L_ ____ _L ______ L_ ____ ~ ______ ~ 
° 
1 234 
FIRST STAGE PLANE CHANGE -- DEG. 
5 6 
FIGURE 3.1 TYPICAL REFERENCE MISSION VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS 
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and payload return to the Orbiter, may be used to transfer from the Orbiter 
to the payload orbit. 
Potential existing/planned systems include two planned for the 
STS - the Spinlling Minuteman Third Stage (SSUS-A) and a Spinning S'bar 48 
(SSUS-D) stage. Other ELV upper stages are the Global Positioning System, 
the Block 5D, Burner lIA and the Satellite Control Section. 
3.1.1.2 Screening of ApE roaches Figure 3.2 provides sketches of each 
candidate existing/planned approach, physical size and weight, energy capa-
bHity, apogee energy capability, and attitude control system availability. 
The TRS and MMS/PMII appear attractive for low energy payload transfer ,nd 
were considered in the final screening in Task 6 of Volume rv. The S.inning 
Star 48 (SSUS-D) and Spinning MM III (SSUS-A) are relatively compact and 
possess adequate energy for booster application of a low energy stage and 
were considered as "adaptations" in the study. The Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) 
is much too large for the low energy regime and was not considered further. 
- "---- - - --
The two-stage Burner IIA ELV upper Btage system :h-:a-:s~bC:eC:e"'n:-:o:"'u:-'t:-:o"'f;-p-:r:::o:::d:;:uction 
since 1974 and none are currently available. For this reason it was not 
considered further in this study. The Block 5D ELV upper stage is quite long 
for its el"'lrgy capability in comparison to the spinning stages and its cost 
is high, and was therefo"",, not cO'"'''idered further in this study as a candidate. 
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is long for its energy capability and has 
no guidance and control system and therefore was not eonsidered further in 
this study. The Satellibe Control Section is primarily a satellite support 
concept. It provides power communications and other functions as well as 
modules to house instruments and experiments. The monopropellant propulsion 
sY!Jtem mass fraction is quite low. For these reasons, this system ,ras not 
considered further in the study. In Figure 3.2, the top four approaches were 
selected for further study and included in the final screening in Task 6 of 
Volume IV. 
3.1.2 New Propulsion Approaches 
This section addresses candidate new propulsion approach identi-
fication and initial screening, candidate subsystems, sizing of candidate 
approaches and characteristics of approaches. Emphasis was placed on con-
figuring ne" approaches into compact, well integrated. stages which reduce 
Shuttle installation length while using existing hardware or proven technc·logy. 
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STAGE 
UPPEr. STAG E ~!AME 
LENGTH DlA. WT. 
M (FT) M {fT} Kg (LS) 
r2i~~ 2.0 3.048 4153 ~., 1. i: TRS 
"1" T'~ (nA) (10.0) (9,156) ..l.~LP (~ir-l 
-WEB MMS/prAtI 3.048 2.1J5 1207 i.;f~~.~ ._'. (10.0) (7.2) (2,660) 
SI:;:' ~ 2.103 1.402 1936 UPPER -- "': ; .. SSUS·D (6.9) (4.6) (4268) STAGES 
--r~(j $SUS·A 2.225 1.554 3743 JO (7.3) (5.1) (8251) 
-
I, \.-/ii\B IUS 4.542 3.170 14,m 
~ • J--.J .,.j . (WID.STAGE) (14.9) (1D.4) (32,000) 
'- \')';' . '. 
~~ BUIl;.lEfl 2.406 1.61. 1125 ..... '." .. '.' '- tlA (7.9) (5.3) (2480) 
~ 3.444 
1.615 2016 
ELV i!~ ,,,!. (. • BLOCK 50 (11.3) (5.3) 
(4444) 
. 
'.'- I 
UPPER 
STAGES 3.3B3 1.433 
2438 
~ GPS (11.1) (4.7) (5375) - ,- '!~' " .. - ' ....... , ..... 
~1 SATELLITE 2.469 3.048 2825 ,o>,§, ::;',fr CONTROL (8.1) (lO.0) (e228) 
~ SECTION 
(1) VELOCITY CAPABILITY FOR 10UO Kg {2205Ib.1 PAYLOAD 
FIGURE 3.2 EXISTING/PLANNED APPRO, 
('--'-0, 
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1 
AV (1) 
M/SEC HAS HAS REMARKS 
(FT/SEC) AKM ACS 
1000 YES YES CONSIDER IN TASK 6 AS I (3281) RETRIEVABLE OR EXPENDABLE 
I 
510 YES YES ALLOCAT~ COST TO P
AYLOAD 
(1673) & STAGE-CONSIDER IN TAS
K 6 
2452 NO NO COMSIDER AN ADAP
TATION 
(8043) 
3386 NO NO CONSIDER AN AD
APTATION 
(11,110) 
6248 YES YES TOO LARGE FOR LE
S REGlM~-
(~O,500) NOT CONSIDERED 
FURTHER 
I 
1560 YES YES NONE AVAILABLE; USE
S HJiOZ-
(5118) NOT CONSIDERED FURTH R 
2458 YES YES LONG FOR ENERGY 
COMPARED 
(8064) TO SPINNING STAR 48-
ii NOT CONSIDERED FU
RTHER 
2813 YES NO NO ACS OR G&C; L
ONG FOR 
(9229) I ENERGY - NOT CONSIDERED 
FURTHER 
926 YES YES SUS CONCEPT, LDN
G, LOW 
(303B) MASS fRACTION-
NOT CONSIDERED FURTHER 
ACHES AND ADAPTATIONS 
.. 
.. - .J 
~"-r" ~ •. I' 
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I 
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3.1.2.~ New Propulsion Approaches Candidate new propulsion approaches 
which satisfy reference missions reqtdrements were identified and sCI'eened. 
This section provides rationale for and results of this effort. Propulsion 
system characteristics considered desirab~e for screening purposes are: short 
~ength, ~ow weight, good performance, ~ow unit cos'l;, ~ow deve~opment cost and 
risk, high reliability and wide off-design performance capabilities through 
impulse variability. 
(a) Identification of Candidate Concepts Six basic types 
of propulsion approaches considered candidates are tandem so~id, c~ustered 
so~id, contro~~ed so~id, ~iquid biprope~~ant, ~iquid monoprope~~ant and 
liqtdd/so~id. 
• Tandem So~id - This expendab~e ~aunch vehicle approach 
utilizes off-the-she~f and/or new conventional so~id 
motors with c~ass 2 propel~ants. Because of the wide 
range of tota~ impulse avai~ab~e from existing motors, 
- - -._-----. 
new design mc~ors were not considersd-necessar~. 
Modifications .ere limited to shortening of the exit 
cone to an expansion ratio of 30:1. For ~ength-~imited 
app~ications, ~ong exit cones usually present on ELV 
upper stage motors are not desirab~e. 
• C~ustered Solid - Solid motors are clustered as re-
qtdred to meet the velocity reqtdrements. Potential 
problems of thrust misalignment resulting from dif-
ferences in ignition and propel~a!l.t burn rate were 
considered significant but the short stage ~ength 
achievab~e made this concept attractive. F~at pack 
concept has motors clustered norma~ to the vehicle 
longitudinal axis in order to reduce vehicle ~ength 
and decrease thrust misalignment prob~ems inherent j,n 
the conventiona~ c~uster approach. Nozz~es are p~aced 
as close to the centerline as practical and canted to 
direct the thrust through the vehicle center of gravity. 
To reduce control force due to thrust misalignment, ~ow 
thrust and end burning motors can be used. To reduce 
cost, rela:t;ively inexpensive ca:rtridge ~oaded grains 
48 
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are desirable. Total impulse variability is achieved 
by varying the num~er of motors and propellant grain 
length. 
• Controlled Solids If start-stop, start-stop capa-
bility is available, a single solid motor can be used 
for both apogee and perigee burns. This results in a 
'.gnificant length reduction over a solid solid tandem 
configuration. Thrust eld;inguishment with reignition 
capability can be achieved by use of pintle nozzle, 
liquid quench and liquid/solid hybrid configurations. 
(1) Pintle Nozzle Pintle nozzle technology is 
probably the most fully developed of all the variable 
impulse concepts. A special propellant blend of 
slightly lower perfornwmce than conventional propellants 
is pormally used. This concept is capable of stop and 
__________ ~restart at anx time during the burn. Inadvertent re-
ignition is not possible with the pintle open ill a 
properly designed system. 
(2) Liquid Quench - Liquid quench technology has been 
demonstrated with non-class 2 propellants but has not yet 
been developed. Most quench motors cannot be quenched 
over the full operating range, thus small and large 
motors or stage energy management may be required to 
cover a broad m:i.ssion spectrum. 
(3) Liquid/Controlled Solid - Technology has been 
developed in which a solid motor will only sustain com-
bustion with the addition of a liquid. This concept has 
been demonstrated on the High Altitude Supersonic Target 
vehicle. System complexity and d.evelopmen-c effort re-
qui ... ed make this concept less attractive than the pintle 
nozzle and the liquid (l.uench. 
(4) Dual Pulse Two discrete burns can be achieved 
with an end burning motor by placing a barrier in the 
grain at a predetermined point. This concept has been 
developed in a small diameter missile. 
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• Liguid Bipropellant This concept consists of multi-
propellant and pressurant tankage arranged for low 
length to diameter ratio, a single short central maj.n 
thruster, and one or more maneuver or nutation control 
thrusters with common feed system. One basic configura-
tion is sized to meet high energy mission requirements 
with low energy derivatives in which propellant and/or 
tankage is deleted. Proven thrusters, system hardware 
and technology are available. New propellant tankage 
using proven technology and tailored for compact pack-
aging, provide good modularity potential. 
• LiquidMonopropellant - This concept also consists of 
multi-propellant and pressurant tankage arranged for 
low length to diameter ratio but utilizes four thrusters 
which also fUnction as maneuver or nutation control. 
One basic configuration is sized for high energy mis-
sions with low energy derivatives where propellant or 
tankage is removed. Proven thrusters, hardware and 
technology are available. New propellant tankage in-
corporating proven technology and tailored for compact 
packaging, also provide good modularity. Th~ monopro-
pellant system is less complex and lower in cost but 
lower in performance than the bipropellant concept for 
similar size systems. 
• Liquid/Solid This concept offers the high mass 
fraction and bulk density advantages of the solid along 
with the packaging and impulse variability capabilities 
of the liquid. A conventional solid is used for the 
first velocity increment and a liquid packaged compactly 
around the solid is used for the second increment. 
Adaptations in which eXisting/planned motors are 1.lsed 
.,.re compatible with this concept. 
(b) Screening of_qandidate Concepts Advantages and dis-
,,~vantages of each candidate system are summarized in ~able 3-II, and form 
the basis for initial screening. Most of the candidate systems are retained. 
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SYSTEM 
Tandem Solid 
Clustered Solid 
Controlled Solids 
- Liquid Quench 
- Pintle Nozzle 
- Liquid Control 
Solid 
- Two Puloe Solid 
--------
- -:-1 r 
TABLE 3-II 
I 
ADVANTAGES 
• Off~the-shelf qualified hardware 
and technology 
• High performance and mass frac-
tj.on 
• Length efficient for vertical 
paorloads 
• Compatible with solid adaptations 
• Conventional stage design 
• Length efficient for horizontal 
or vertical paorloads 
, Off-the-shelf technology 
~ High performance 
• Good impulse variability 
• Single stage simplicity 
• Length moderate for horizontal 
paorloads 
• High performance and mass frac-
tion 
• Compatible with solid adaptations 
• Conventional stage design 
• Basic technology proven 
• Single stage simplicitlf 
• Good impulse variability 
(pintle ~~d. liquid. control) 
• More extensive technology 
development for liquid. quench and 
pintle nozzle. 
.... • 
~ T ~_~" "~, 
1 . 
RETAINED AS 
DISADVANTAGES CANDIDATE FOR TASK 2 I 
• Length inefficient for hori- • Yes 
zontal paorloads 
• Poor impulse variability 
• Two stage complexity 
• May be inaccurate with energy 
management 
• Poor mass fraction • Yes I 
• Motor and thrust control 
likely a problem 
• Development/qualification for 
new motor size as required 
• Unconventional design 
• Not compatible with solid 
adaptations 
f! CG control may be a problem 
• Extensive development/quali- • Yes - Liquid 
fication required Quench & Pintle 
• Relatively high risk program Nozzle 
• No - Liquid Con- I trol Solid and. 
Two Pulse Solid , 
! 
I 
;, J 
" 
'" 
Vl 
'" 
SYSTEM 
Liquid Bipropellant 
Liquid Monopropellant 
Liquid/Solid 
TABLE 3-II CANDIDATE PROPULSION APPROACHES (CONT'D) 
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 
.. Off-the-shelf qualified hardware .. Fairly low mass fraction 
and technology It More complex than most 
.. Length efficient for horizontal solids endmonopropellant 
or vertical payloads system 
.. High performance 
" Single sta,ge simplicity 
.. Good impulse variability 
.. Packaging flexibility 
.. Off-the-shelf qualified hardware .. Low mass fraction 
and technology .. Low performance 
.. Length efficient for horizontal 
or vertical payloads 
.. Less complex than bipropellant 
but more than most solids 
.. Single stage simplicity 
.. Good impulse variability 
.. Packaging flexibility 
.. Off-the-shelf qualified hardware .. Length inefficient due to 
and technology solid 
.. Moderate performance and mass .. Complex two stage system 
fraction 
.. Good impulse variability 
" 
.. Packaging Flexibility 
... • .J:: 
.\-
EETAINED AS 
CANDID./ITE FOR TASK 2 
.. Yes 
.. Yes 
.. Yes 
c, 
1 
j 
I 
I 
I 
r"'"""" :., , , 
Exc:eptions are the liquid controlled and dual pulse solids. The liqui
d con-
trolled solid was deleted because more technology development effort h
ao 
been expended on the competitive pintle and liquid quench concepts. S
ince 
the dual pulse solid has a large diameter, development risk for the ba
rrier 
and second ignition is relatively high. Impulse of this concept is in
flexible. 
3.1.2.2 9andidate Subsystems This section identifies the candida
te 
subsystems and components assumed and baselined fOl' Task 2. Included
 are 
main propulsion, guidance, electrical, structure, RCS, other miscellane
ous 
stage hardwal'e, end ABE. Each subsystem discussion addresses all the 
concepts 
except where specifically noted. 
Liquid Propulsion Liquid main and ReS propulsion system con-
siderations of propellant type, propellant transfer and components are 
illus-
traded in Table 3-III. r,iquid system, subsystems and components basel
ined for 
Task 2 are those enclosed by boxes in Table 3-III. EoI' instance, sphe
rical 
and conospherical propellant tankage incorporating metal diaphragms we
re used 
in-studie's-, oSi-ze, weight and funct ional--c." era eteri stics of the liquid
 systems 
are defined in 3.1.2.3 and 3.1.2.4 for a typical sys'bem. 
Solid Propulsion Solid main propulsion system hardware, 
technology and formulation rationale are described in Table 3-IV. For
mulation 
approaches baselined and accompanying rationale are iden'bified by box e
nclo-
sures in Table 3-IV. Characteristics are described in 3.1.2.3 and 3.1
.2.5 
for a 'bypical system. 
Guidance and Control System - Based on p~load accuracy re-
quirements from Task 1, an error budget was established. At this poin
t in 
the study it was determ:i.ned that LES must accumulate no more than one 
(1) 
degree additional attitude error from the time it is deployed from the 
Orbiter 
until the payload is injected into its final orbit. The duration of the LES 
flight from deployment to pa;yload injection can be as long as 1-1/2 to 2 hours. 
In addition to satisfying these requirements and the stage functional r
equire-
ment, the system must also handle cOlIll!la.lld functions, signal conditionin
g, nuta-
tion damping or three axis stabilization as required. The systems mee
ting 
the qualification criteria that were considered are the Ball Brothers 
STRAP, 
Ball Brothers DACS, the Space Vector MIDAS (Hawkeye), and the Teledyne SOFT/ 
DOT. The evaluation of these systems is shown in Table 3-V. 
Based on the systems considered, the Teledyne SOFT/DOT system 
wi'bh the dry-tuned flexure gyros on a roll stabilized platform was sele
cted 
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TABLE 3-II1 LIQUID PROPULSION CANDI1ATE SUBSYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS 
PROPELLANT 
PROPELLANT TRANSFER COMPONENTS AND TYPES 
r1Bll'ROPELLANT REGULATED I ;~~JPELL.4NT I SPHEREJ 
TANKAGE 
r-tCONOSPHERE I 
- PROVEN CONCEPT 
BLOWDOWN - ZERO PERMEAB. CYLINDER 
- INEFFICIE T - SPIN & 3-AXIS ~METAL DIAPHRAGM I 
"-iMONOPROPELLANTI PACKAGING - MULTIPLE TANKS 
SURFACE TENSION S CREEN 
TURBOPUMP FEED ~;RESSURANT I SPHERESJ 
- NONE AV JI.ILABLE TANKAGE 
CRYOGENICS Dr REQD SIZES - OFF SHELF 
- CMALOGS 
HYDRAZINE oajSHUTTLE BIPROP I 
PRESSURIZMIO ~ ~THRUSTERS OLLO/LEM BIPROPI COLD GAS SYSTEM 
- PROVEN CONCEPT 
- NONE AVAIIlABLE ~lM III BIPROP 
IN REQD SIrES 
- LOCMION 
- QUANTITIES --!Mrs IDNO I 
"'!BLOCK 5D MONO I 
I 
I 
IUS/TRS MONO 
I--IS1NGLE I 
i ... MISC. FLOW SYSTEM! - JIK & JIK/PK , 
I COMPONENTS _ LTIPLE I 
I - JIK & JIK/EK 
I - LIQUID SOLID ALONE 
I 
SHUTTLE I , I 
APOLLO /LEM I 
,... 
I 
, 
. .\ ~ - ... ~ ..... 
"" 
U1 
U1 
T_4BLE 3-IV CA~DIDATE SOLID PROPULSION HARDWARE/TECHNOLOGY 
PROPULSION SYSTEM 
• I SOLID TlINDEM f-I ------'""""1,--
HARDWAREI 
TECHNOLOGY 
"- "~" _;;~::":;:; ____ '_~_ 0_ .... 
'-,~~""-r"" ~., 
i 
l 
CONFIGURATION 
• rOFF-TKE~SHELFJ • I VEHICLE CONFIGURED 
FROM EXISTING MOTORS 
• I CONTROLLABLE IMPULSE PINTIE 
THIOKOL 
lIEROJET 
CSD 
• ADVANCED CONSIDERED 
TECHNOLOGY UNNECESSARY 
• I TECHNOL()GYl • [!iw DESIGN] 
PROGRllMS:==-,_ 
lIEROJ.I!.'.r 
THIOKOL , 
----, 
• I TECHNOLOGY h 
PROGRAt\l J i 
HERCULES , 
• TECHNOLOGY 
PROGRAM 
HERCULES 
II LESS DESIRABLE 
THlIN PINTLE OR 
• I NEW DESIGN] 
• [DUAL PULSE I • SHRllM 
THIOKOL 
ARC 
I QUENCH 
, UNSUITED FOR 
BROAD MISSION 
SPECTRUM 
• I CONWw.rIONALCLU;ERJ • I OFF-THE-SHEnF I • VEHICLE CONFIGURED 
THIOKOL I FROM EXISTING MOTORS 
llEROJET i 
• IFLAT PACK] .1 TECHNOLOGY I • INEW DESIGN I 
PROGRAM 
ARC 
I 
""« 
, L_, ~ _J 
.. ~ . 
:., 
" 
\J1 
a-
SOURCE 
SPACE VECTOR 
.1IDJ\B Platform 
(2·-DOF Gyros) 
BALL BROTHERS 
DACS 
TELEDYNE 
SOFT/DOT 
(Dry, Tuned Flexure 
Gyros) 
SCOUT 
(Dry, Tillled Flexure 
Gyros) 
TABLE 3-V CANDIDATE iGUID1INCE SYSTEM3 
STATUS 
Flight Qualified on Hawkeye 
(Scout S-191) 
One unit produced and q~ification 
tested for Fitt Peak National Observa-
tory. Program terminated before 
flight. 
Flight qualified on SOFT 
I 
~ 
Presently being developed to meet the 
NASA Scout Phase VIII guidance and 
control requirements. 
- _. 
----
-- . 
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i 
EVALUATION 
. 
- Drift rate 300 /hour (3 sigma) 
- Not practical to modify to de-
crease drift ra.te 
- Unacceptable 
- Drift rate 2° /hour (3 sigma.) 
- Not flight qualified 
- Unacceptable 
- Drift rate O.03°/hour (3 sigma.) 
- 1969-1970 design requires moderni-
zation for long term program 
- Acceptable for spin stab. LES 
- Drift rate O.03°/hour (3 sigma) 
- Acceptable for 3-axis LES 
, 
- ----_._-_.----
- . 
-- -
J 
for the spin stabilized stages. This system was flight qualified on the "I)FT 
program, has adequate accuracy (0.03 degree/hour drift rate, 3 sigma), and 
can provide all command ftlllctions and signal conditioning. This same system, 
'without the roll stabilized platform, has been repackaged and is being quali-
fied for the NASA Scout program and this configuration was selected for th~ 
3-axis stabilized LES stages. The system selected for the spin stabilized 
stage consists of four packages and weighs 24.7 kg (54.5 Ibs.). The dimen-
sions of each component are: 
- Roll Stabiliz~d Platform, 17.78 cm dia. x 24.765 em (7 in. dia. x 9.75 in.) 
- Platform Electronics, 30.5 em 'it 23.57 cm·x 14.3 cm (12.03 in. x 9.28 in. x 5.63 in.) 
- Computer, 45.8 cm x 25.17 cm x 11 em (18.03 in. x 9.91 in. x 4.,33 in.) 
- Thruster Electronics, 7.62 em x 10.16 cm x 8.89 cm (3 in. x 4 in. x 3.5 in.) 
The system selected for the 3-axis stabilized stage configurations is contained 
in a single package and weighs 20.3 kilograms (44.8 potlllds). This package 
is 28.6 cm x 39,37 cm x 19.6 cm (11.26 in. x 15.5 in. x 7.7 in.). 
For attitude control of the spin stabilized LES configurations, 
one or two reaction control system (RCS) thrusters al'e required to provide 
the control force for nutation damping and for reorientation. Configurations 
with ratio of roll inertia to pitch inertia of the stage plus payloe..J between 
." 0.5 and 1.5 require two reaction control thrusters. For 3-axis stabilized 
configurations, four thrusters are used for attitude cont'~o1. These thrusters 
Were canted at 45 degrees and provide coritrol about pitch, ya,T and roll axes. 
The control analysis to establish RCS thrust requirements is detailed j.n 
paragraph 4.0. 
Telemetry System - For the housekeeping and performance tele-
metry system, a Conic Corporation Model CTM-UHF-310E, 8 watt, S-band trans-
mUter was selected. This tlllit weighs 0.91 kg (2 Ibs.), is 11.7 cm x 3.5 cm x 
11.7 em (4.62 in. x 1.38 in. x 4.62 in.) and is typic!l.l of space qualified 
hardware available. A Ball Brothers wrap-arotllld IllJtell:ll!., similar to the NASA 
Scout 23-0011131 antenna was selected as being typica.1 of s.flace qualified 
antennas available for use in telemetry systems. This urten~a weighs 0.57 kg (1.25 Ibs.). Since the required signal conditionillE a.:Jd tia~B. formating is 
available in the guidance system computer, no separate ai~a~ conditioner is 
required. 
5'( 
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Electrical Power and Cabling ~d Ignition System - Electrical 
power is provided by an automatically activated silver-zinc battery. The 
estimated power re'l.uirements for ·the stage are shown in Table 3-VI. It is 
TABLE 3-VI ELECTRICAL POWER REQUIREMENTS 
-
,--COMPONENT 
OR CURRENT POWER TIME !;NERGY 
SYSTEM VOLTAGE (AMPS) (WATTS) (HRS) (WATT-HOURS) 
ACS Electronics 28 4.28 119.84 1.5 179.76 
RCS Valves 28 1.0 28 0.15 4.2 
Timers (10) 28 .035 0.98 1.5 1.47 
Relays (10) 28 0.62 17.36 .00277 0.0482 
Propulsion Valves 28 2.0 56 .08333 4.67 
Telemetry 28 3.6 100.8 1.5 151.2 
Transmitter 
Average Power 227.57 
Total Energy 341.35 
---. 
es'cimated that an automatically activated silver-zinc battery., which provides 
these requirements with a tventy percent reserve, weighs 14.5:; kg (32 Ibs) 
and has dimensions of 12.7 cm x 17.8 em x·33.0 cm (5 in. x 7 in. x 13 in.). 
The electrical cabling .6 estimated to be similar in quantity and complexity 
to that 'being used in Scout I,ower D Section which weighs 11. 3 kg (25 Ibs.). 
The ignition system consists of: 
(al All Ignition Control Unit containing firing capacitors, 
firing switches and safe arm relays - this unit is 
estill!ated to weigh ].,54 kg (3.4 Ibs) and occupies 
1737 cc (106 cu,in.). 
(b) A sequencer for initiating ignition firing commands -
for this preliminary system definit ion, Model 4100 
timers manufactured by Cyclomatic Indu~+ries. Inc. 
are selected to fulfill the sequer,cer fllnction, For 
,,' 
• 
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solid systems, eight of these timers are requirecl 
whose total weight is 1.36 kg (3.0 Ibs.) and whose 
volume is 688 cc (42 cu.in.). For liquid systems ten 
timers are requireld whose total weight is 1. 7 kg 
(3.751bs.) and whose volume is 852 cc (52 cu.in.). 
(c) Deployment switches for starting the timers at de-
ployment of the stage - to satisfy redundancy and 
safety requirements six deployment switches are used. 
They are similar to Microswitch 602EN126-6 switches. 
The weight of the six switches is .52 kg (1.1.4 1.bs. ). 
The total weight for the ignition system is approximately 3.4 kg (7.5 Ibs.) 
for solid stages ar.d 3.8 kg (8.3 Ibs.) for liquid stages. 
Structure Structural concepts selected are: 
• Two Stage Solid/Liquid Propulsion 
Booster Stage - Conventional Monocoque 
Delivery Stage - Combination Truss and Sandwich 
• Two Stage Solid/Solid Pl'opulsion - Conventional Monocoque 
• Controlled Solid Propulsion - Conventional Monocoque 
• Clustered Solid Propulsion - Combination Truss and 
Sandwich 
• Liquid Propulsion - Combination Truss and Sandwich 
The combination truss and sandwich construction employs cruss n,embers as pri-
mary load bearing structure and the sandwich for SUbsystem and component 
mounting. The parametric structural weight equativns in Tabl,3-VII were 
derived empirically from Shuttle upper stage data available from previously 
completed studies. Weight derived from these equations includes structure, 
stage and payload separation proviSions, payload and interstags adapters and 
bracketry and is based on aluminum construction. 
Reaction Control System (RCS) - A separate monopropellant 
RCS was considered for solid propulsion systems. All liquid systems consider 
use of either biprope.Uant or monopropellant RCS which shares tankage with 
the main propulsion system. For spin stabilized systems, a total impulse 
capability of 32025 N -sec (7200 lbf-sec) was used based on prior studies. 
Three axis syst~ms Were also used to provide the same total impulse capability. 
The number of maneuver/nutation thrusters for Spill systems and for the three 
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T.Al3LE 3-VII 
PARAMETRIC STRUCTURAL WEIGHT FOR 
CANDIDATE NEW PROPULSION APPROACHES 
PARAMETRIC IJTRJCTURAL 
PROPULSION APPROAm! WEIGHT. - Kg 
Two Stage SoH,d/Liquid 
- Booster Ste,ge .~9 (Wp~)1/2 + .63 (Wp~)~/3 
- Delivery Stage .73 (WP1 + wp2)~12 + 7.7~ 
Two Stage So~id/So~id 
- Booster Stage ~.24 (wpl)~/2 + .61 (WP1)1/3 
- Delivery Stage .82 (Wp~ + WP2)~/2 + 7.7~ 
Controlled Solid .82 (Wp)1(2 + 7.71 
Clustered Solid ~.52 (Wp)1/2 + 7.71 
Liquid 1.~ (Wp)1/2 + 7.7~ 
Wp = Weieht of pr:.pcllant 
Wp~ = Weight of propellant - First Stage 
WP2 = Weight of propellnnt - Second stage 
axis system Were described· previously. Thrust levels were 445 N (100 Ibf) 
for bipropellant and 623 N (140 Ibf) for monopropellant systems based on use 
of existing hardware and prior studies. Characteristics of the RCS are shown 
in Tables 3-VIII, 3-IX, and 3-X and a typical separate monopropellant RCS 
schematic is given in Figure 3.3. 
Thermal, Destabilize.tion, Spin Balance and Contingency -
Thermal blankets, heaters and control hardware, 
be 2.3 kg (5 Ibm) and is independent of size or 
etc. weight was estimated to 
type 
addition, a destabilization and spin balance weight 
was assumed for both spin and three-axis stabilized 
propulsion system. In 
allowance of 9 kg (20 Ibm) 
stages. 
Airborne Support Equipment Weight - The weight for the Airborne 
Support Equipment for use in the determination of Shuttle user charge for the 
candidate propulsion approaches "'as derived as a function of the stage weight 
from the following equation. 
Weight of ABE (kg) = .151 x weight of stage + 505 
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TABtE 3-VIII SEPARATE MONOPROPELLANT REA
CTION CONTROL SYSTEM 
CHARACTERISTICS. - Propel
lant carried in separate 
tanks, separate thrusters, lines 
and instrumentation 
l'ROPELLANT - N2H4 
TOTAL IMPlJ-r,SE - 32,025 N -se
c (7200 lbf-see) 
WEIGHT, TOTAL - 35.2 kg (77.6 lbm) 
(Mission B) 
USABtE PROPELLANT 16.3 kg 
(36.0 lbm) 
.... ~ 
!HRUST L~ - to 68
9 N (155 lbf ) 
SPECIFIC IMPULSE - 1961 m/se
e (200 lbf··see/lbm) 
(Mission Average) 
ill! -
Propellant Tank - 33.5 em (13.2 in.) 
sphere ~ 
-
Pressurant Tank - 24.4 em (9.6 in.) 
sphere 
-
Thruster - 11.76 em (4.4 in.) dia, 
(R-30A) 27.9 em (11 in.) length 
NO. THRUSTERS - Missio
n A - 4 Mission P - 2 
Mission B-1 Mission E - 2 
Mission C - 2 Mission F - 2 
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TABLE 3-IX COMMON BIPROPELLANT REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM 
r------------------------------------------------~ 
CHARACTERISTICS 
PROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSE 
WEIGHT, TOTAL 
RCS PROPELLANT ALLOWANCE 
THRUST LEVEL 
SPECIFIC IMPULSE 
NO. THRUSTERS 
Propellant carried in main tanks; 
separate thrusters, lines and 
instrumen'l;ation 
N204/MMH 
32,025 N-sec (7200 lbf-sec) 
2.3 kg (5.0 lbm) (Mission B) 
13.6 kg (30 lbm) 
445 N (100 lb f ) 
2354 m/see (240 lbr-see/lbm) 
(Mission Average) 
Common propellant and pressurent 
tank~ge varies with mission 
Thruster 15.2 em (6 in.) die., 
34.0 em (13.4 in.) length R-4n 
Mission A - 4 
Mission B-1 
Mission C - 2 
62 
Mission n - 2 
Mission E - 2 
Mission F - 2 
.. 
TABLE 3-X COMtllON MONOPROPELLANT REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM 
,illWlACTERISTICS 
PROPELLANT 
TOTAL IMPULSE 
WEIGHT l TOTAL 
RCS PROPELLANT ALLOWANCE 
THRUST LEVEL 
SPECIFIC IMPULSE 
Thrusters for RCS are main 
thrusters; propella'lt is 
carried in main propellant tanks 
- N2H~< 
- 32,025 N-sec (7200 lbf-sec) 
- 0 
16. 3 kg (36 lbm) 
- to 633 N (140 lbf) 
- 1961 m/sec (200 lbf-sec/lbm) 
(Mission Average) 
Common propellant and pres sur ant 
tankage varies with mission 
- Thruster 11.9 cm (4.7 in.) dia., 
39.4 cm (15.5 in.) length (main 
thruster) MR-104 
«~ 
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PRESSURANT TANK 
PRESSURANT 
FILL AND 
VENT 
HELIUM 
1-""",:t---1(.-.r'{") PRESSURE & TEMPERATURE 
OVERBOARD 
DUMP SQUIB 
VALVE 
RELIEF VALVE 
PROPELLANT 
FILTER 
TRANSDUCER (T&F) 
PRESSURANT SQUIB VALVE 
TEST PORT (TYP) 
PRESSURE REGULATOR 
CHECK VALVE 
PROPELLANT SQUIB VALVE 
PROPELLANT FILL & DRAIN VALVE 
HYDRAZINE PROPELLANT TANK 
PROPELLANT FILL & DRAIN VALVE 
PROPELLANT SQUIB VALVE 
MANUAL 
PROPELLANT DRAIN VALVE FILTER 
N2H4 FEED PRESSURE 
& TEMP TRANSDUCER 
CHAMBER PRESSURE & TEMPERATURE 
TRANSDUCER 
MANEUVER/NUTATION 
CONTROL THRUSTER 
FIGURE 3.3 MONOPROPELLANT RCS SCHEMATIC 
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This e~uation was derived empirically on a least square curve fit to a plot 
of ABE w~ight versus stage weight for SSUS-D, SSUS-A, MMS, TRS and other ABE 
point design weight studies. 
Vehicle/Configuration Weight Summary Each of the subsystem 
weights described are combined with other vehicle weights and shown later in 
Figure 3.6. For contingency allowance purposes, ten percent of the stage 
inert weight, exclusive of main propulsion, was assumed to account for stage 
component weight variations and potential use of alternate lower cost hard-
ware. 
3.1.2.3 Candidate Approach Synthesis Preliminary screening of neW 
propulsion approaches and identification of candidate sul·systems baselined 
the candidate stage hardware possibilities. Considering the remaining appro-
aches, s'ubsystems and reference mission energy levels, a potentially large 
number of stages still remained. However, by formulation and synthesis of 
approaches to maximize mission coverage, minimize stage length, and maximize 
use of acaptations of eXisting/planned hardware, the most desirable stages 
were selected. 
Solid/Solid Tandem This approach is governed primarily by 
availability of appropriate existing/planned motor or stage performance 
capabilities. Perigee motors selected for the high energy reference missions 
were the Spinning MM III (SSUS-A) as an upper limit, the Star 37 as the lower 
limit and the Spinning Star 48 (SSUS-D) as a mid-point. Motors smaller than 
the Star 37 were too small to affect high energy capture. Early in the screen-
ing process it was found that the Spinning MM III (SSUS-A) was so large ~s to 
have much poorer off mission capture capability than the Star 37 and the 
star 48 (SSUS-D) and it was dropped from further consideration in this study. 
Two configurations which satisfY reference mission B were synthesized as 
propulsion group 1 (Table 3-XI) consisting of a Spinning Star 48/Solid AKM 
and group #3 consisting of a Star 37/S01id AKM. Two solid AKM's were consi-
dered for group, #1. A single configuration for reference mission F (group 
#2) consists of a Spinning Star 48 with Solid AKM. 
Clustered Solid The clustered approach is also limited by 
existing motor capability. Group 5 was planned for this approach. The flat 
pack endburner approach (group 4) was conceived during Vought in-house studies. 
These stUdies show that a realistic maximum numbtlr of motors is six and that 
mission coverage is achieved by either reducing grain length, case length, 
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TABLE 3-XI PROPULSION MODE JI..PPROACH DEFINITlo..~ 
SIZING 
ADAPTmrON OR REFERENCE 
APPROACH PROPULSI<lN GROUP NO. AND IDENTIFICATION 
NEW Al'PROAC!l. MISSION 
SOLID/SOLID l. STAR 48/S0LID AKM A
DAPTATION B 
TANDEM 2. MINUTEMAN 3RD STAGE SOLID AKM ADAPTA
TION F 
3. STAR 3'( /SOLID AKM NEW B 
SOLID/SOLID 4. FLAT PACK - END BURNIIIG 
NEW B 
CLUSTER 5. CLUSTERED LOW L/D CONVENTIONAL MOTOR NEW B
 
CONTROLLED 6. LIQUID QUENCH NEW 
B 
SOLID 7. PINTLE NOZZLE NEW 
B 
SOLID/LIQUID 8. ST_~ 48/BIPROPELLANT ADAPTATION 
B 
9. STAR 48/MONOPROPELLANT ADAPTATION B 
lO. MINUTElJ.AN 3RD STAGE OR STAR 48/ ADAPTATION 
F 
**MODULAR BIPROPELLANT 
ll. MINUTElfUiN 3RD STAGE OR STAR 48/ JI.DAPTATIOn 
F 
***MODULAR MONOPROPELLANT 
l2. MODULAR STAR 37/BIPROPELLANT NEW 
B 
LIQUID l3. MODULAR BIPROPELLANT NEW 
B 
l4. MODULAR MONOPROPELLANT NEW 
B 
* FULL PROPULSION GROUP NO. FOR A&E; UPPER STAGE FOR C&D 
** CONFIGURED FROM PROPULSION GROUP NO. l3 HA..'IDWARE 
*** CONFIGURED FROM PROPULSION GROUP NO. l4 HARDWARE 
"'- • '" 
OTHER 
MISSION 
COVERAGE 
EXPECTED 
A,C,D,E 
-
A,C,D,E 
A,C,D 
A,C,D 
A,C,D 
A,C,D 
A&E/C&D* 
ME/C&D* 
-
-
ME/C&D 
A,C,D 
A,C,D 
! 
i 
---. ~--, 
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number of motors, or a comb;ination of th
ese. 
Controlled Solid - Mission coverage f
or the pintle nozzle and 
liquid quench motors is assumed to be p
rovided by a single motor sized for 
Reference Mission B. Group #6 identifies th
e liquid quench and group #7 the 
pintle nozzle motor configuration (Table 3·-XI). 
Solid/Liquid and Liquid - Several opt
ions are available for 
the liquid/solid concept. With a relati
vely small solid PKM (Star 37), a 
medium-size liquid system is required to
 satisfy Reference Missions B and E. 
The medium-sized liquid captures a relat
ively large portion of the spacecraft 
weight-velocity envelope at medium leng
th and User charge. For a large solid 
(Star 48/small liquid), the liquid captures a pro
portionally smaller portion 
of the envelope at short length and low
 user charge. Conversely, a large 
liquid sized to provide Reference Missio
ns B and E coverage covers the entire 
envelope at the longest liquid length an
d highest USer charge. The trades to 
determine the most cost-effective system
 depend on the nuniber of reference 
missions for each liquid size and liquid
/solid size. Some of the stage pay-
load cocibinations are capable of vertic
al installation and potentially very 
low cost based on length. 
Based on this rationale, propulsion gro
ups 8 through 14 (Table 
3-XI) were synthesized for monopropellant and bip
ropellent systems as follows: 
(a) Small Solid/Medium Liquid 
• Group 12 - Star 37/bipropellant 
(b) r'arge Solid/Small Liquid 
• Group 8 - Star 48/bipropellant 
.. Group 9 - Star 48/monopropellant 
• Group 10 - Star 48 or MMIII/modular b
ipropellant 
• Group 11 - Star 48 or MMIII/Modular 
monopropellant 
(e) Liquid 
• Group 13 - Modular Bipropellant 
• ('roup 14 - Modular Monopropellant 
System details and synthesis rationale f
or these systems are described in 
Tables 3-XII and 3-XIII. 
An example of Liquid Propulsion System S
ynthesis for capture 
of all reference missions for Group #10 
is shown in Figure 3.4. An eight 
propellant, eight pressurant tankage co
nfiguration sized for l~ssion B with 
single AK/PK thruster and single maneUV
er and nutation control thruster is 
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TABLE 3-XII SOLID/LIQUID & LIQUID BIPROPELLANT PROPULSION SYSTEM SYNTHESIS RATIONALE 
PROPULSION GROUP 
Spinning Star 48/ 
Li'l.uid Biprop & 
Li'l.uid 
Biprop Alone 
Group #8 
Star 37/Li'l.uid 
Biprop & Li'l.uid 
Biprop Alone 
Group #12 
REFERENCE MISSION/CONFIGURATION 
B&E - Spinning Star 48/4-Tank 
Biprop 
A - 8-Tank Biprop 
C & D - 4-Tank Biprop 
B - star 37/8-Tank Biprop 
E - Star 37/4-Tank Biprop 
A - 6-Tank Biprop 
C & D - 4-Tank Biprop 
SYNTHESIS RATIONJI.LE 
• Sized for mission B 
• Spinning star 48 - offloaded and shortened 
(size and costs) 
• 4 propellant tanks for B&E (to limit mission A 
configuration to B-tanks with no solid) 
• Conosphere propellant tanks (minimum length) 
• Two AK thrusters (minimum length with solid) 
• Configured with maximum number of li'l.uid tanks 
of mission B size (complexity & handling) 
• One AK/PK thruster (cost) 
.4 propellant tank mission B li'l.uid alone with 
offload meets C&D re'l.uirements 
• One AK/PK thruster (cost) 
• Sized for mission B 
• Li'l.uid alone provides mission A energy re'l.uire-
ment 
• Conosphere propellant tanks (minimum length) 
• Two AK thrusters (minimum length with solid) 
• Lower energy mission re'l.uires only 4 tanks of 
mission J3 size 
• Two AK thrusters (minimum length with solid) 
• 6 propellant tanks mission B li'l.uid alone with 
offload meets mission A re'l.uirements 
• One AK/PK thruster (cost) 
• 4 propellant tanks mission E li'l.uid alone with 
offload meets missions C&D re'l.uirements 
• One AK/PK thruster (cost) 
• 
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TABLE 3-XII SOLID/LIQUID & LIQUID BIPROPELLANT PROPULSIOn SYSTEM SYnTHESIS RATIONALE (CONT'D) 
I PROPULSION GROUP REFERENCE MISSION/CONFIGURATION SYNTHESIS RATIONALE ---I 
Liquid Bipropellantl B & E - 8-TankBipropellant 
Nodular 
G."cap #J 3 
A,C & D - 4-Tank Bipropellant 
Spinning MMIII/ I F - Spinning MMIII/8-Tank Biprop 
Modular Liquid 
Bipropellant 
Group #10 
..... 
• 
• Sized for mission B 
• 8 propellant tanks maximum (complexity and 
handling) 
• Spherical - minimum weight and conospherical 
minimum length 
• One AK/PK thruster (cost) 
• Propellant offload for mission E 
• Lower energy mission requires only 4 tanks of 
mission B size with offload 
• 4 tanks minimize ballast relative to 2 tanks 
• One AK/PK thruster (cost) 
• Group 13 liquid biprop with Spinning MMIII 
meets mission F energy requirement 
.. 
... 
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TABLE 3-XIII SOLID/LIQUID & LIQUID MONOPROPELLANT PROPULSION SYSTEM SYNTHESIS RATIONALE 
PROPULSION GROUP 
Spinning Star 48/ 
Liquid Monoprop 
Liquid Monoprop 
Alone -
Group #9 
Liquid Monopro-
pellant 
Modular 
Group #14 
REFERENCE MISSION/CONFIGURATION 
B - Spin Star 48/4-Tank Monoprop 
E - Spin Star 48/2-Tank Monoprop 
A - 8-Tank Monoprop 
C - 4-Tank Monoprop 
D - 3-Tank Monoprop 
B - 8-Tank Monopropellant 
A - 4-Tank Monopropellant 
C & D - 2-Tank Monopropellant 
-<>. , 
SYNTHESIS RATIONALE 
• Sized for mission R 
• Spinning Star 48 offloaded & shortened (size 
and costs) 
• 4 propellant tanks for B (to limit A config to 
8 tanks with no solid) 
• Conosphere propellant tanks (minimU1l1 length) 
• 4 AK thrusters (min. lenge'.:!. and conibined RCS) 
• Lower energy mission requires only 2 tanks of 
mission B size 
• 4 AK thrusters (mir, length, combined RCS) 
• Configured with max. no. liquid tanks of B size 
( compleri ty ) 
• 4-Tank mission B liquid alone with offloaded 
provides mission C requirements 
• Lower energy mission requires only 3 tanks of 
B size 
• Sized for mission B 
• 8 propellant tanks maximum (complexity and 
handling) 
• Spherical - min. weight and conos,,::erical -
min. length 
• 4 AK/PK thrusters (min. length, combined RCS) 
• Lower energy mission requires only 4 tanks of 
mission B size with offload 
• 2 tanks of mission B size with offload provides 
missions C and D r~uirements 
• j 
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TABLE 3-XIII SOLID/LIQUID & LIQUID MONOPROPELLANT PROPULSION SYSTEM SYNTHESIS RATIONft~ (CONTID) 
PROPULSION GROUP REFERENCE MISSION/CONFIGURATION SYNTHESIS RATIONALE 
Reaction Control B - l Thruster 8 Maneuver and nutation control with favorable 
Systen. inertia ratios 
I 
C,D,E,F - 2 Thrusters • Maneuver and nutation control .-ith unfavorable ' 
L,ertia ratios 
A - 4 Thrusters • Ma.neuver, steb and control for 3-a..us p2lfloads 
-1 
• Biprop stage - common tanke~e 
! • Monoprop stage - common tankag~ 
• Solid Stage - separate reaction contrel system I 
. 
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tREFERENCE MIS§IONS A, C & nD] lREFERENCE: MissioNS B & -EI [REFERENCE. MISSION F I 
~L ./ "'¥ '-- I\!;;;; ~\'IV\,:::L~ 
MISSION A PROPELLANT ~ 
4-RC 
THRUSTERS 
TANK SIZED 
FOR MISSION 
'SINGLE AK/PK 
THRUSTER 
./ ~ - PRESSURlI.NT 
--- /=z--.L TANK SIZED 
FOR MISSION B 
B 
I-MANEUVER 
& NUTATION' 
CONTROL 
THRUSTER 
MISSION E --
2-THRUSTERS 
I -4- : ;..,-l/' ........ L •• '/ , r-- ----1 
I I I 
1 • I 
: SPINNING: 
I I I I MI4 II ,I, 
!,c -- -l---Ii 
....... ~ 
I \ 
MISSIONS C&D 
2-N..,l.NEUVER 
& NUTATION 
CONTRe.::. 
THRUSTERS 
• 8 TANK SYSTEM • 8 TANK SYSTEM 
MISSION 
LIQUID 
STAGE 
• 4 TANK SYSTEM 
o 2 FUEL & 2 OXIDIZER 
o OFFLOAD FOR NISSIONS 
o CONSIDERED MAXINUM 
NO. OF Tl<NKS 
o WITH SPINNING MI4 
3RD STAGE FOR PK 
A, C, & D 
o 4 PROPELLANT 
REQUIREMENTS 
2 TANK 
TANK BALLAST 
LESS THAN 
o FULL LOAD FOR NISSION B 
o OFFLOAD FOR MISSION E 
FIGURE 3.4 TYPICAL LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEM SYNTHESIS 
MODULAR BIPROPELLANT 
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, 
o FULL LOAD 
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depicted in the middle sketch. To capt ure Mission E, no changes are made 
other than offload of propellant and addition of one maneuver/nutation con-
trol thruster. As shown in the left sketch, to capture Missions C and D, 
changes made to the E Mission configuration include removal of four propellant 
and pressurant tanks and furthe.r offload of propellant. The Mission A 
configuration requires no changes to the Miss;i,on C&D configuration except for 
location of four thrustera into a three-axis arrangement and increased pro-
pellant load for the four propellant tanks (lefc sketch). For Mission F 
(right sketch), the Spinning M!1II1 stage is added to the Mission E configura-
tion and a full propellant load is incorporated. Characteristics of the 
propulsion system hardware common to all configurations and accompanying 
rationale are: 
(a) Conospllere propellant tanks 
• Short packu(];s length 
(b) Common size fuel and oxidizer tanks for eacll mission 
8 One propellant tank size reduces cost 
(c) SinGle oize pressurano tank, one for each propellant tank 
• One oize l'educeo cost 
(d) Reaction control t~~age common with main tankage 
• Minimum c:ost. 
(e) Single tlu'uster/ "on1'l CUl'11t ion 
• Or.e thruster for ell con1'i~ations reduces cost 
(f) Single r,CB thrunter size with quantity and location 
depending on p~load/Qta[e rrcass prvperties 
• On c si.c:e red'lce~ CC}$t 
(g) StructUl'e l::odl.ilc.l~ fc.1.' all c.!cufigurationo 
~ Cue size rsdU~C8 co~t 
3.1.2.4 Candidate Liquid Apr,rcnc), Sizill'; Vdocity roquiren:ents, non 
propulsion =ubsystem weicht dllh\. ctructt:.l-tll l;Ul't£!f;tric weight relations, and 
paraltetric propulsicn SYGtCl:l 't.;elch~ u.:<.:.d },J(;l'±'Ol'rr..ace cha.ra.cteristics were used 
to determine weichtc, nize nr~d cthe:.' r.tflCC eht;.l~actel~iGtics fer synthesized 
];}ro,??ulsion systemo. li,y'Dic.al bir:ropellW1t n:ain rr01ulsion system puraJl'i.etric 
weight as a function of' usos1:l18 pl'opellcnt weicht of m: 8 tsnk bipropellant 
and 8 tank pressurant tll!,I.1: t;yctel:. pwitb c. :::it~Clt.1 r:~a.in thl'lillter iG: 
, 
I 
I 
\ 
• 
,There: WpST = Total Main Pl'opulsion System Weight, lbs 
WPU = Useable Propellant Weight for 6V, lbs 
Similarly, for an 8 tank monopropellant and 8 tank pressurant tank system 
with 4 thrusters for velocity change and lll!3llsuver/llutation control propulsion 
system weight is: 
CBri<l.idate Solid Approach Sizing 
Tandem Solid - With the candidate motors of Table 3-XIY, 
initial stage inert weight estimates of 145 kg (320 lbml for the PK motor and 
113.4 kg (250 lbml for the .AK motor approach",~ '.ere developed and evaluated 
for design and off design mission capture. Selection criteria were as follows: 
• IJ.V - The IJ.VJ. and IJ.V2 requirements of the mission must 
be met by the PKM and AKM respectively. 
• PIC/.AK UV Split - The ratio of IJ.Vl to 6V2 should per-
mit efficient energy management. Ideally the excess 
during each burn should be approximately equal. 
• Velocity Ratio - The ratio of delivered velocity to 
required veJocity indicates the amount of energy 
management required. As a target a velocity ratio 
less than 4 was desired. 
• System Length and Weight - Short motor length and 
light weight were desired for efficient Shuttle inte-
gration. 
The matrix of motor combinations shown in .... iSurc 3.5 was reduced through 
screening to meet performance requirements to the most promising motor com-
binations illustrated in Table 3-XV. 
Pintle Nozzl~ - Propulsion vendor data, modified appropriately 
for LES motor design requir~ents.formed the basis for the pintle nozzle 
design. These data are shown in Table 3-XVI. The Vought estimate differs 
primarily from Aeroj et J.972 data in the dllr~tion of the action tin:e. The 
100 seconds of burn time is beJ.iev~d to be withiv the current state-of-the-art, 
particularly in view of the advances in current carbon-carbon technology. 
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TABLE 3-XIV CANDIDATE SOLID PROPELLANT MOTORS 
INITIAL BURNOUT 
TOTAL IMPUI.SE SPECIFIC IMPULSE WEIGHT WEIGHT EXPANSION 
MOTOR n-sec (lb:r-sec)' m/sec (sec) kP: (lbm) kg (lbm) RATIO 
M/M 3rd 9,256,000 (2,081,000) 2763 (281. 7) 3564 (7857) 213 (470) 
MIM 3rd (s) 8.766,000 (1,970,667) 2616 (266.8) 3551 (7828) 200 (441) 
Star 48 4,608,000 (1,036,016) 2864 (292) 1694 (3734) 84 (186) 62.5 
Sta.r 48 (s) 4,516,000 (1,015,300) 2807 (286.2) 1694 (3734) 84 (186) 30 
Star 37E 2,9ll,000 ( 654,400) 2783 (283.8) ll22 (2473) 76 (167) 30.9 
Star 37F 2,385,000 ( 536,100) 2803 (285.8) 913 (2013) 62 (137) 41.4 
Star 3,{F (S) 2,365,000 ( 531,56y) 2779 (283.4) 912 (2010) 61 (134) 30 
Star 1711. 318,500 ( 71,600) 28(::9 (286.4) 125 ( 275) 11.1 (24.4) 57.9 
Star l'{A (S) 310,800 ( 69,880 ) 274l (279.5) 125 ( 275) 11.1 (24.4) 30 
Star 26 634,800 ( 142,700) 2662 (271.5) 261 ( 576) 31.5 (69.5) 
SVM 5 793, Boo ( 178,450) 2731 (278.5) 318 ( 701) 27.7 (61.1) 26.8 
Star 37S (S) 1,840,000 ( 413,540) 2776 (283.1) 709 (1563) 46 (l02) 20 
Star 378 1,870,000 ( 420,430) 2821 (287.7) 7ll (1567) 48 (105) 57.9 
Star 17 197,900 ( 44,500) 2807 (286.2) 79 ( 1,(4) 8.5 (183) 60 .7 
SVM 2 386,500 ( 86,900) 2754 (280.8) 159 (350) 18.5 (40.8) 28 
SVM 4 1,825,000 ( 410,280) 2805 (286.0) 706 (1557) 56 (123) 40 
SVM 4 (s) 1,8]2,000 ( 407,400) 2785 (284) 706 (1557) 56 (123) 30 
SVM 7 l,177,600 ( 264,740) 2861 (291.7) 440 (970) 28.4 (62.6) 53.25 
SVM 7 (s) l,163,500 ( 261,563) 2826 (288.2) 440 (no) 28.4 (62.6) 30 
FW5 735,300 ( 165,300) 2788 (284.0) 293 (645) 28.5 :62.9) 60 
---- -------- ------- --- - -
• Motors marked (S) have been shortened by reducing the expansion ratio to 30:1. 
• Except for the M/M 3rd (for which vendor Isp data is available), performance for these 
shortened motors is an in-house evaluation based on the following assumptions: 
(a) CF changes from the value for the existing e>.-pansion 
ratio to the value for 30:1. 
(b) The effective nozzle haJ.f angle does not change. 
LENGTH 
em (in.) 
235 (92.5) 
193 ('r6) 
190 (75) 
154 (60.5) 
168 (66.3) 
151 (59.4) 
139 (54.8) 
98 (38.6) 
83 (32.6) 
84 (33.04) 
90 (35.53) 
108 (43.5) 
l36 (53.7) 
69 (27) 
89 (35.0) 
153 (60.3) 
137 (54.0) 
144 (56.9) 
ll5 (45.3) 
ll2 (44.0) 
- -
• Where vendor weight data was not available, it was assumed that the motor weight did not change • 
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TABLE 3-XV SUMMARY OF SOLID PROPULSI, N APPROACHES 
MOTOR 
LENGTH WEIGHT J...v RATIOS FOR REFERENCE MISSIONS 
APPROACH CM (IN.) KG (LBM) A B C D E F 
Star 48/Star 37F (short) 304.8 2865 3.58 1.57 7.60* 6.01* 1.70 1.00 (120) (6317) 
Star 4B/Star 37S 264.7 26E:'l 4.63* 1.46 7.18* 5.77* 1.63 Nox 
(short) (short) (104.2) (5871) 
Star 48/Star 26 (short) 237.5 2214 NO@ 1.23 No@ 5·01 1.42 Nox 
( 93.5) (4880) 
--.l 
--.l 
Star 37F/Star 37S 249.7 1882 ~.125 1.05 5.55* 4.76* 1.37 Nox 
(short) (short) ( 98.3) (4150) 
StB.!" 26/Star 26 167.6 781 1,01 Nox 2.23 2.41 Nox Nox 
(66) (1,22) 
152.4 
! 
Star 17A/Star 17 I 462 Nox Nox 1.0 1.20 Nox Nox I ~hO~G) (60) (1019) 
-- --
-,-, 
----
--_. 
* Exceeds 4.0 velocity ratio requirement 
@Poor I1V split 
xInadequate I1V 
:.. ... • 
.. 
I 
~~~~. 
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TABLE 3-XVI PINTLE NOZZLE AND LIQUID QUENCH MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
PINTLE NOZZLE 
Thrust 
Total Impulse 
Impulse uncertainty 
Pintle Sardvare Weight 
Hydraulic Hardvare Weight 
Hydraulic Fluid Weight 
Exit Con~ Weight 
Duration (at max thrust) 
Expansion Ratio 
AEROJET 1972 PROPOSAL 
44,480 n (10,000 Ibf) 
1.112 x 106 n-sec 
(250,000 Ib-sec) 
+ 89 n-sec (+ 20 Ib-sec) 
-11.4 kg (25.2 Ibm) 
4.0 kg (8.9 Ibm) 
2.4 kg (5.2 Ibm) 
8.3 kg (18.3 Ibm) 
26 seconds 
30.74 
Nozzle length (motor i'lange to exit cone aft face) 
Uozzle Submerged Length 
52.3 em (20.6 in.) 
13 cm (5 in.)(approx.) 
LIQUID QUENCH 
Propellant 
Case and Insulation 
Nozzle 
Igniters 
Quench Hardware 
QI'<>nch Fluid 
Miscellaneous 
In ert Weight 
Total Weight 
Case Length 
lIozzle Length 
Total Length 
Isp 
Stage Weight 
Case Diameter 
Expansion Ratio 
HERCULES 
1451 kg (3200 Ibs) 
65.3 kg (144 Ibs) 
23.1 kg ( 51 Ibs) 
5.1; kg ( 12 Ibs) 
20 kg .~ 44 Ibs) 
1;3.5 kg ( 30 Ibs) 
2:3.1 kg ( 51 ~.bs) 
137 kg (302 Ibs) + 13.6 kg (30 Ibs) quench fluid 
1602 kg (3532 Ibs) 
95 cm (37.5 in.) 
40.4 cm (15.9 in.) 
135.6 em (53.4 in.) 
271f6 m/sec (280 sec) 
140.6 kg (310 Ibs) 
132.1 em (52 in.) 
30:1 
.... ~ • 
'-
- ... 
·--::::;=:-::'.:jI~··"11!1 
-=:.... .~....~ 
VOUGHT ESTI1'.ATE 
44,480 n (10,000 Ibf) 
4.45 x 106 n-sec 
(1,000,000 Ib-sec) 
+ 178 n-sec (+ 40 Ib-sec) 
- 22.7 kg (50 Ibm) 
6.4 kg (14 Ibm) 
2.4 kg (5.2 Ibm) 
11. 3 kg (25 Ibm) 
100 seconds 
30.0 
52.3 rm (20.6 in.) 
13 = (5 in.) 
"1 
.;, 
I 
I 
f 
\ 
\ 
Case design is based on Vought derived characteristics for a current state-of-'bhe-art design for Referenc Mission B. An Isp of 271 sec. was assumed to represent a low aluminum propel ant capable of extinguishment at arry point in the burn. The resulting motor weighed 1633 kg (3601 Ibs.), contained 1497 kg (3300 Ibs.) of propellant, had a diameter of 132 em (52 inches) and Was 150 cm (58.9 in.) long. This motor is capable of making all missions (except F) without energy management. However, because of the premium on short length in the Shuttle bay, it could be desirable to develop a smaller motor con-taining only 590 kg (1300 Ibs) of propEllant using the same nozzle to iIlinimize development costs. The resulting motor would have a diameter of 94.0 cm (37 in.), be 131 cm (51.6 inch) long and weigh 702 kg (1547 Ibs.). It could be used on Missions A, C and D. 
Liquid Quench - The liquid quench design, shown in Table 3-XVI, was provided by Hercules. This design is capable of being quenched after 50 percent of the propellant is consumed. It does not include suffi-cient energy for reference mission F, but would handle missions Band E without energy management. It would, however, require energy management for reference missions A, C and D. Unlike the pintle nozzle, wnere the nozzle could be made interchangeable, a smaller quench motor would have limited direct commonality with the larger version. 
Conventicnal Clustered Solid - This approach consists of selecting a basic building block motor which will deliver the required velo-city for the lowest energy misoions (C and D) with the minimum number of motors. Additional motors are then added as required to meet higher energy missions. The miniJaum number of motors was taken as four, two for .AK burn and two for PK burn. The motor selected was the Star 17. Tabulated below are the number of Star 17 motors required, the total velocity increase de-livered and the ratio of delivered velocity to required velocity. These 
MISSIONS A B C D E Number Star 17 I 7 22 4 4 22 I1V m/sec 131.6 1025.3 567.5 1343.9 3307.4 I1V (ft/sec) (432) (3364) (1862) (4409 ) (20851) I1V Deli vered/ 2.10 2.025 2.42 2.5 2.0 I1V Required 
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calculated velocities are based on a non-propulsive weight of 340 kg (750 Ibs). 
This may be highly optimistic for a 22 motor cluster. A h~avier non-propulsive 
weight would have Uttle impact on the B mission (because of the heavy payload) 
but would be critical for the E mission. Because of the relatively poor mass 
fraction inherent in the cluster approach mission F reCJ.uirements cannot be set. 
Flatpack Clustered Solid - Using constraints and allowances 
established in prior Vought studies, the following flatpack motor character-
istics for reference mission B were derived: 
Number of Motors 
Grain Length 
Propellant Weight 
Inert Wzight 
Motor Weight 
Case Diameter 
6 
163.8 em (64.5 in.) 
274 leg (604 Ibs.) per motor 
91 kg (2011bs.) per motor 
365 kg (805 Ibs.) 
36.8 ~~ (14.5 in.) 
Due to poor motor mass fraction and high stage inerts, this concept is not 
capable of meeting reference mission E or F performance reCJ.uirements. For 
mission A the same case diameter 8.'ld noz2'.e are used but the grain and case 
length are reduced as reCJ.uired. 
Number of Motors 
Grain Length 
Propellant Weight 
Inert Weight 
Motor Weight 
6 
45.7 cm (18 in.) 
76 kg (168 Ibs.) per motor 
33 kg ('r2 ll:is-;Jper motel- ----
109 kg (240 Ibs.) 
When operated as a four motor cluster, the motor sized for mission A produces 
velocity ratios of 1.42 and 1.36 for missions C and D respectively. Thus, 
with only two sizes of motors, IDissions A, B, C, and D could be achieved with 
a flat pack approach. Altemately, the grains for missions C and D could be 
cut to size and the missions achieved without energy management. 
3.1.2.6 mroach Characteristics - Existing propulsion approaches, 
adaptations of existing approaches, and new approaches were developed and/or 
evaluated for each of the reference missions. The approaches for Reference 
Mission B are shown in Table 3-XVII. Applicability of these approaches to 
the other reference missions was also determined and can be found in Volume 
V, Appendix B. 
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LAGNCil APPROACli 
EXISTING APPROACHES 
ADAPTATIONS OF EXISTING 
APPROACHEE 
-
NEW APPROACHES 
I 
-
-
-
-
-
-
r 
·---------
TABLE 3-XVll PROPULSION APPROACHES FOR 
REFERENCE MISSION B 
PROPULSION II DESCRIPTION APPRO~.CH BOOSTER SThGE r:ELIVERY STAGE: 
I 
. 
LIQUID NONE TRS-4 T1UlK EXPEtWED 
! 
-
SOLID/SOLID-TANDEM SPINNING STAR 48 STAR 26 SPINNING STAR 48 STAR 37F 
SHORT NOZZLE STAR 37-S SPINNING STAR 48 
SHORT NOZZLE SHORT NOZZLE SP .:NNING STAR 48 STAR 37-F 
SOLID/LIQUID SHORT NOZZLE-I0% 4 TANK BIPROP OFF-LOAD SPINNING 
STAR 48 
SHORT NOZZLE-I0% 4 TANK MONOPROP OFF-LOAD SPINNING 
STAR 48 
SOLID/SOLID SHORT NOZZLE SHORT NOZZLE TANDEM STAR 37F STAR 37F 
SOLID/SOLID I NONE FLAT PACK-6 LONG CLUSTER I MOTORS , NONE 22 STAR 17 MOTORS I 
I CONTROLLED SOLID NONE LIQUID QUENCH MOTOR 
NONE PINTLE SOLID MOTOR 
SOLID/LIQUID 
I 
STAR 37E 6 TANK BIP"OP 
LIQUID I NONE 8 TANK BIPROP 
I 
I NONE 8 TANK MONOPROP 
-
-- -
-- -
-
-
-
-
-
, 
""' 
~ 
OTHER 
r-:ISSIONS 
C!'.?'WRED 
NONE 
A,C,D,E 
E,F 
A,C,D,E 
E,F 
E 
NONE 
E 
NONE 
E 
A,e,n,E 
A,C,D,E 
NONE 
E 
NONE 
COl-IFG_ 
~;(;z.<.BER 
XII 
46 
50 
1 
4 
15 
28 
5 
9 
38 
12 
41 
19 
23 
33 
~-. -~--, 
1 
1 
I j 
A summary of the physicaJ. characteristics and the performance 
capabilities was pI'epared for each of t,he 52 configurations considered. 1m 
example of this propulsion approach summary is shown in Figure 3.6 for 
R~ference Mission B (see Volume V, Appendix B, for other candidate propulsion 
approach summaries). This summary provides a description of the system com-
ponents together with a definition of the approach used for each subsystem 
and the basis by which its weight was established. The basis included vendor 
inputs, weight data on existing or planned subsystems, and Vought experience 
on similar hardware used in Scout, SCOOP, and SDP, as well as in-house stUdies 
such as SmaJ.l Auxiliary Stages. These data were collected and organized in 
accordance with a LES work breakdown structure defined in Volume V, Appendix A. 
Structural arrangements were laid out for ear.h propulsion approl<c~ '\,0 pI'onde 
interconnecting load paths between all cOlIl.Ponents, ASE and the payl,:,,"!. 
Interface structure and separation provisions were provided betweer ~e stage 
and the ASE, the payload and the stage, and between stages where ." " J.red. 
The e'l.uipment was arranged in a manner to baJ.ance the stage for spin stabi-
lization application and to minimize stage length. Figure 3.6 shows an 
example of the structural and component arrangement for a li'l.uid propulsion 
approach. In this case, the structure ',s e combination truss and sandwich 
construction. The components are mounted to an aluminum sandwich plate 
which, in turn, is attached to a tru~,s work of aluminum tubing that supports 
Un fuel tanks at each end and provides _ the interfacing structure with the 
ASE. A weight summary and performance capabilities in terms of payload 
weight and velocity increments evailable relative to each of the Reference 
Mission req'.lirements are aJ.so shmm. 
3.1.2·7 Subsystem Comnonents For costing purposes, subsystem com-
ponent lists and schematics were developed. As eX8lIl.P1es, Table 3-XVIII 
illustrates the main propulsion system components list for propulsion group 
number 10 and Figure 3.7 presents schematic for a bipropellant main propul-
s ion syst em. 
Adaptations of EXisting/Planned APJlroaches 
The Spinning Star 48 (SSUS-D) and the Spinning Minuteman III 
(SSUS-A) were selected as adaptations for Task 2. Because stage descriptions 
and characteristics were not available from the stage supplier, these stages 
were baselined as defined in Reference 54. Motor performance, however, was 
updated through motor supplier inputs. Tables 3-XIX and 3-XX define Spinning 
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TABLE 3-XIX 
SPINNING STAR 48 STAGE CHARACTERISTICS (SSUS-DL 
MOTu!' "FULL LOAD PROPELLANT) 
Total Impulse, N-sec (lb:r-sec) 
Initial Ueight, kg (lbm) 
Burnout Weight, kg (lbm) 
Effective Specific Impulse, ro/sec (lb:r-sec/lbm) 
Total Motor Length, em (in.) 
4,608,128 
1693.7 
84.4 
2863.5 
190.5 
STAGE WEIGHTS, kg (lbm) (10% MOTOR OFFLOADED AND SHORr NOZZLE) 
Weight at Ignition 
Motor Initial Weight 
Burnout Weight 
Consumed Weight 
Separation Clamp 
Structure 
Power 
84.4 ( 186) 
1449.2 (3195) 
Active Nutation Control 
Thermal 
Destabilization and Spin Balance 
Contingency 
1533.6 (3381) 
7.3 ( 16) 
79.4 (175) 
13.6 ( 30) 
15.9 ( 35) 
2.3 ( 5) 
9.1 ( 20) 
17.7 ( 39) 
(1,036,000) 
(3,734) 
( 186) 
( 292) 
( 75) 
Motor Length, cm (in.) 
153.7 (60.5) 
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TABLE 3-XX 
SPINNING MINUTEMAN III STAGE CHARACTERISTICS (SSUS-A) 
MOTOR 
Total Impulse, N -sec (lbr-sec) 
Inioia.1 Weight, kg (Ibm) 
Burnout Weight, kg (Ibm) 
Errectiv~ Specific Impulse, m/sec (lbr-sec/1bm) Total Motor Length, cm (in.) 
9,2:;6 ,300 
3564.1 
213.2 
2762.5 
235.0 
(2,081,000) 
(7,857.3) 
(470.1) 
(281. 7) 
( 92.5) r----------------------------------------------~ STAGE WEIGHT, kg (Ibm) 
Weight at Ignition 
Motor Initial Weight 
Burnout Weight 213.2 (470;1) 
Consumed Weight 3350.8 (7387.2) 
Separation C1wap 
Structure 
Power 
Active Nutation Control 
Thermal 
Destabilization and Spin Balance 
Contingency 
3751.9 (8271.3) 
9.1 ( 20) 
124.3 (274) 
13.6 ( 30) 
15.9 ( 35) 
2.3 ( 5) 
9.1 ( 20) 
13.6 ( 30) 
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Star 48 and Spinning Minuteman III stage characteristics using thiB rationale. 
The ';pinning Star 48 motor was offloaded 10 percent and the nozzle length was 
reduced about 36 cm (14.5 in.) to provide vertical installation capability. 
These two stages were considered as p,rigee hurn stages in conJunctj.on with 
solid and both bipropellant and mcmopropellant liquid upper stages to develop 
the adaptations of e~isting approaches considered. 
~ENING METHODOLOGY 
The screening in Task 2 was limited to new and adl\ptation con-
cepts with final screening (comparing :lew and, existing) being performed in 
Task 6 (Volume IV). The concept screening sequence was as follows: 
(1) Der~ve the costs of the candidate neW and adapta-
tions launch approachtls. 
(2) Perform a preliminary screening of the candidate new 
launch approaches against the launch cost envelope 
and elimillate those that indicate user costs signi-
ficantly higher than the existing/planned approaches. 
(3) Stack the remaining launch approaches in increasing 
order of cost for each reference mission. 
(4) Finally screen these remaining launch approaches by 
comparing different launch approe.ch combinations for 
the combined reference missions to find several com-
bination of approaches to launch all reference mis-
sions at low cost. 
(5) From the final screening, select three or four new 
or adaptations to existing/planned launch ap)?roaches 
that will continue into subsequent tasks. 
User COf,'!A~ 
Vehicle recurring costs were combined with the Shuttle user 
charge for both stage and pa;vload to make up the total user cos'b for the 
screening sequence. For each new candidate approach selected in screening 
sequence (3), LES vehtcle costs were collected against the work breakdown 
structure (WES) defined iu Volume V, APP~ldix A for (1) project management and 
systems engineering and inbegration to level 4; (2) the LES vehicle to level 5; 
and (3) Shuttle user charge to level 3 for stage and ABE. For adaptations to 
existins/plan!lecl. approaches, the WES level of cost collection was the same 
a3 for a new approach except that for LES vehicle costs the level and scope 
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depended on the modifications to be made. Costs were based on a production 
rate of 10 units per year for screening sequences (1) through (3). For the 
final screening of sequence (4), the production useage was launch-combination 
dependent and the costs adjusted accordingly. Development costs for the LES 
vehicle were derived for the launch concepts selected for the final screening 
instep (4). 
The Shuttle '.lser charge was detertnined as shown in Table 3-XXI. 
User charges for payload are included in the cost analysis since for length-
critical, vertical installations with payload diameter less than stage dia-
meter the total charge il' based on the greatest length of the payload/stage 
combination. 
3.2.2 EyeliminaEY Screening 
A preliminary screening of the candidate launch approaches 
against the launch cost envelopes described in paragraph 2.4 was performed. 
Launch approaches were selected for additional screening that reflected user 
cost not significantly above the lowest existing/planned approaches. 
3.2.3 Screening By Reference Mission 
Using the format of Table 3-XXII, the user costs for each 
reference mission were stacked in order of increesing cost. The table shows 
the secondary considerations to be addressed when costll are essentially equal 
for competing launch approaches. 
3.2.4 Screening MethodolClgy for Combinations of Approaches 
The methodology used to select three or four of the lowest cost 
combinations of propulsion approaches, to launch all reference missions, is 
shown in Figure 3.8. A series of logical combinations that have potential 
for low cost were selected from the propulsion approach cost rarucing by 
reference mission. Stage unit cost for each propulsion approach in each 
selected combination was adjusted for the quantities required. Unit costs 
were based on a twenty quantity b1.\y every two years for an average usage of 
ten per year. The usage in the various combinations can vury depending upon 
the number of reference missions captured by a particular propulsion approach. 
The adjusted u~it cost for each utage configuration was multiplied by the 
number of payloads for each stage configuration and summed. The Shuttle user 
charge (for stag ABE and pay10l~) for each configuration and reference mission 
was multiplied by the number of payloads in each reference mission and summed. 
Other costs of s'cage and ABE develo,>:rnent and program maintenance 
were added to the launch costs to provide tile total program cost for each com-
bination of approaches. The stage development costs include subsystem 
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TABLE 3-XXI SHUTTLE USER CHARGE 
USER CHARGE = LOAD FACTOR X SHUTTLE 
0.75 CHARGE 
• LOAD FACTOR ISTHE GREATER VALUE, DETERMINED BY: 
- VEHICLE LENGTH -0- 60 FT., OR 
- LAUNCH WEIGHT -0- ALLOWABLE WEIGHT (FOUR ORBIT INCLINATIONS) 
• PRICE OF DEDICATED STS FLIGHT TO CIVIL GOVERNMENT USERS - S18M IN FY 1975 S 
• SHUTTLE CHARGE ADJUSTED TO MiD FY '77 DOLLARS USING BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS 
INDEX FOR COMPENSATION PER HOUR, TOTAL PRIVATE. 
• SHUTTLE CHARGE USED IN STUDY - S21.834 MILLION 
• EXAMPLES: 
- LENGTH FACTOR: 
- WEIGHT FACTOR: 
S485,000 PER FOOT FO R GOVERNMENT USERS 
S488 PER POUND - ETR 28.5° LAUNCH 
S787 PER POUND - WTR POLAR LAUNCH 
• 
.... 
, 
• 
j , 
TABLE 3-XXII 
LAUNCH APP1WACH AND REFERENCE MISSION
 
SCREENING FORMAT 
~ REFERENCE MISSIOlI C LAUNCH APPROACH USERS COST 
SWJ.t, Ll'QUID BIPllOPELLANT 3.J. 
SPINNING STAR 48 WITH A SMALL 5.7 
SOLID .AKM 
SECONDARY CONSIDERATIONS 
L rERCENT OF REFERF..NCE MISSION CAPT
URED 
2. RELATIVE ACCURACY COMPARISON 
::So RELATIVE RISK COMPARISON 
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o OBJECTIVE: Determine three or four of the lowest cost combinations 
of approaches that capture all reference missions 
o APPROACH: 
SELECT SERIES OF ADJUST UNIT COST FOR ,~ LOGICAL COMBINATIONS~ QUa~TITIES REQUIRED IN 
EACH COMBINATION (LEARNING) I 
EVALUATE BENEFITS 
OF LOWER COS~' 
COMBINATIONS 
AND ADJUST RANKING 
SELECT COST EFFECTIVE I RANK COMBINATION~ PROPULSION APPROACHES LBY COST 
SUM LAUNCH COST3 
o UNIT COST X NO PAYLOADS r, 
o USER CHARGE FOR EACH 
o 
o 
o 
MISSION X NO PAYLOADS 
IN EACH MISSION 
~l'J1h{!J;> T'IoJ::'U1;'T _t")!U~~~'!T '",- -.1-~ROGRAM-MAINTENANCE r--==-
ASE DEVELOPMENT AND I l 
PROCUREMENT 
TOTAL PROGRAM COST 
---I FOR EACH COMBINATION t-e--J 
FIGURE 3.8 SCREENING METHODOLOGY 
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development, integration and assembly, syst~m engineering and integration 
and software. The.ABE development costs in lude development and the procure-
m~nt of three sets. The program maintenance costs include sustaining and 
\lperations costs necessary tll conduct. an on-going program. Not included in 
th~ unit or development costs are flight operations, ground support equipment, 
~\nd facilities. These costs Were not expected to be significantly different 
for different propulsion approaches and thus would not influenr.e the screening 
and selection of the lower cost propulsion approaches. Th~ "launch costs" 
and the "other costs" were summed to provide the total program cost for each 
combination of approaches. 
The combinations of approaches were ranked in order of increasing 
cost. Mission capture, accuracy and risk (elements of benefits evaluation of 
the l'.~Ter cost combinations) were evaluated and where costs were essentially 
equal the ranking was adjusted. Propulsion approaches for continuing detailed 
analysis were selected from the adjusted ranking. 
Benefits Evaluation 
In the screening process, if cost benei'its were essentially 
equal between launch approaches, other considerations of mission capture, 
mission accuracy and risk were \1Sed as resolution criteria. These other 
benefits were rated on a. 10 to 0 score (with 10 high) for. ",ch reference mis-
sion and summed to give a total benefit rating for equal cost launch approaches. 
Mission capture, mission accuracy, and risk were given equal weight in the 
total benefit rating since it is important that a low rating in any one of 
these be reflected in the total. ltission ~apture is a measure of the capa-
bility of a launch approach to capture the low energy regime. Mission 
accuracy is a measure of how well a launch approach accomplishes each mission 
and reflects penalties relative to exce~sive energy management (yaw steering) 
and attendant delivery inaccuracy. Risk was defined as a measure of neW 
technology and new hardware development. A need for development testing of 
a new propellant was classified as new technology development. A need for 
the qualification of a new guidance system using existing technology was 
classified as new hardwB.l'e development. A low mission capture direr.tly affects 
the benefit value of a launch approach \\s does the mission planning constraints 
Md delivery inaccuracy associated with the wasting of large amounts of energy. 
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Similarly, a launch approach with a high degree of risk associated with new technology and new hardware development directly affec'cs the benefit value of that approach. 
Mission Capture Benefit Rating The energy ,'eq,ui.renlents of the lo!" energy regime are very broad and are reflected in tee -, eference mis-sion p~Vload requirements. For example, the ene~gy for reference mission F is 41 ti~es that of reference mission A. The greater the portion of the energy regi~ that can be captured by a single launch approach the greater the potential for reducing the number of launch approaches. A high capture reduces developme~t costs, unit costs, operational costs, logistics, and improves reliability. While the costs associated with most of these items at reflected to a degree in the costs of the launch approaches being con-sidered, the reduction in the number of launch approaches is of such impor-tance that it deserves a separate rating. The mission capture benefit rating, based on velocity change capability. is the percent of the reference missions captured divided by 10. 
Mission Capture Benefit Rating = % of Missions Captured ~ 10 
Mission Accuracy Benefit Rating A high capture rating may require inefficient performance from some launch approaches. For example, a fixed impulse solid/solid launch approach designed to capture high energy missions requi~cs peculiar mission planning such as yaw steering or ballasting when used in a low energy application. Ballasting to reduce the amount of yaw steering is not a desirable solution, as approximately 50 percent of the launches are from WTR where weight is predominant in the Shuttle user charge. For a controllable solid or liquid approach, no peculiar mission planning is required. The energy-wasting/mission planning peculiar to the fixed impulse launch approach reflects itself primarily in orbit destinativn error. Analysis has revealed that orbit accuracy degrades significantly for fixed impulse lamlch approaches when the ratio of wast,ed enel'gy to the energy required is 3.0. The accuracy rating equation is designed to produce a rating of 1 when 'bhe ratio of wasted energy to energy required is 3.0. Additionally each accuracy de-grading characteristic such as multi-motor thrust alignment is assumed to penalize the accuracy rating one point. 
t, 
Mission Accuracy 
Benefit Rating = lO -
3 
flV 
"asted 
flV 
re'l.uired 
Number of 
Accuracy 
Degrading 
Characteristics 
Risk Benefit Rating - A primary objective of the study "as to 
use production hardware components that have deronstrated their performance
 
in sctual space flight. When this objective is met, there exists the need to 
combine existing production components in a different Inann"'I', to re'l.uire in
-
creased or decreased size, to usc a component in a different application, o
r 
to upgrade component performance. An e:~aIDple is the SOFT Program attitude 
control platform that was used in a spinning application to maintain attitud
e 
re;Cerence for attitude control after despin. This platf(lrm has potential 
for a spinning low energy stage, but its use "ould be as an attitude referen
ce 
to change ye1.licle attitude "hile the vehicle is spinning. No modifications
 
to the SOFT platform are re'l.uired; however, its usage and interfacing com-
ponents "ill be different. There is a degree of risk associated "ith this , 
di;Cferent usage application and it was accounted for in the risk benefit 
rating by the subtraction of points for each major subsystem that contains 
such changes that lead to hardware development testing. 
There are some candidate propulsion modes that involve new 
technology development. An example of this is the water 'l.uench controllabl
e 
solid. A new propellant grain compatible with lJlB.llned spacecraft operation 
(Class 2 propellant) would have to be proven. Neither the propellant sub-
system or the rocket motor system have been proven in space flight. The ris
k 
associa~ed "ith this new technology development "as accounted for in the ris
k 
benefit rating by stibtracting one rating point for the unproven stibsyotem 
(the propellant grain) and one point for the total uystem "hich is also un-
proven. ?sing the "ater 'l.uench contX'ollable solid as a sample case, the 
number of subsystems re'l.uiring development testing are: (l) propellant 
. 
(technology development); (2) "ater 'l.uench (hard"are development); (3) low 
LID case (hardware development); (4) guidance and control (hardware deyelop •. 
ment); and (5) system performance (technology development). In this sample 
case the' risk benefit rating is lO - 5 = 5. 
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Risk Benefit Rating = 10 -
,Number of New 
{Technologies + 
L Development 
COST OF CANDIDATE NEW .APPRO~ 
Number of New] 
Hardware 
Development 
In order to comparA the array of propulsion approaches quicklY 
with appropriate accuracy a mecha:.~ized cost evaluation methodology was used, 
with the necessary fJ.exibility and attention to detail, to clearly reflect 
system differences. The costing methodology utilized a work breakdown struc-
ture (WES) developed quite early in the J,ES study to assure consistent 
definition of propulsion systeo approaches, together with a complete summari-
zation of configuration design differences to the subsystem level. The basic 
cost information used in the costing exercise included internal (company 
historic) cost data, vendor quotations, and other published report data. 
Solicitation of vendor quotations was necessary to more accUl'ately measure 
the unique diffeTences of competing designs, and to check the accura~J of 
cost records used in the study. The costing methodology utilized a special 
checking feature, where input data could be evaluated relative to existing 
cost models by means of developed complexity factors. By use of this feature, 
the relevence of cost data could be checked before use and verified for 
accuracy and commonality of costing assumptions. 
3.3.1 Cost Evaluation ~0thodolo!!y 
Costs were derived using a computerized parametric cost modeling 
methodology. ''chis technique, known as the RCA PRICE (Progrrunmed Review of 
Information for Costing and Evaluation) system, provides reliable estimates 
of system acquisition costs (developm~nt and production) during the concep-
tual phase of a syste~l development program. Its use permits rapid and 
timely cost evaluations, based on variations in designs, performance schedules, 
reliability, economic escalations, etc. Since all estimates involve compara-
tive evaluation of new requirements to analogous histories, irregardless of 
the estimating technique used, it is necessary to classify a new design in 
such parameters that it may be related to available basic data. The costing 
methodology utiHzes configuration definitions which are primarily the 
physical characteristics of the design connept. These inclUde size, weight, 
J 
• 
type of componentry, component count, material type, power dissipation and 
construction type, as well as prototype and production quan·f;i~ies. In 
addition the methodology is sensitive to design and production schedule, 
learning (progress) curve, integration characteristics, design and manufac-
turing complexity, design redundancy, the degree of new design reqtured, 
and fabrication method. One mode of this cost e~timat~~ ~ethodology produces 
a estimation of design, manufacturing and producibility complexity from 
physical, schedule and cost data. This mode was used in the cost exercise 
where the design being costed Was of a unique nature witn li~ted relation-
ship to historical data. Vendor quotations were processed through this mode 
to establish credibility. Where complcx~ty factors appeared inconsistent 
with historical data the credibility of the costs Were questioned. In such 
cases, further evaluation was required before adjusted costs were used. The 
final step in the costing methodology ;ras the review of subsystem costs by 
,... technical and cost specialists for consist~~cy among similar subsystems on 
different propulsion approaches, The costing sequence for a typical propul-
sion approach is shown on Figure 3.9. Subsystems are casted independently, 
then combined to develop delivery stage or booster cost, which are again 
combined to develop the cost of a propulsion approach. 
Costing Assumptions 
Because of the low level of LES usage. it was considered advis-
able to establish special production guidelines which would fit this condition. 
Production was spread pver a total 10-12 year period and the quantity of 
procured items was set at the total number required for use durin& that period 
for mission requirements. A production cycle was established to produce a 
two-year usage quantity, then production was aesumed interrupted until the 
11ext production quantity was placed on order. Some learning takes place for 
any Ciffort spread out over an extended time period. The effects of "learning" 
are well established in manufacturing industry. However, when a production 
run i.6 ~.nterru"ted, some of the "les.rning" and associated cost ef'i'{!cti veness 
is lost.. When production begi.ns again, some trained per"onnel have left or 
have been l'eassigned, SOlJl& tools are lost, etc., thus the learnin;g curve 
applicable to the next production run is not simply a continuation of the 
learning curve of the prior run. TJ:.e loss of "learning" :;' .. as that production 
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FIGURE 3.9 PROPULSION APPROACH COSTING METHODOLOGY 
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r~starts at a point highe~ up on the learning curve. Figure 3.10 illustrates 
the interrupted production situation. To compensate f'or loss of "learning" 
for interrupted production schedules, the empirical data set for the second 
run must be adjusted. The longer the production interruption, the less 
residual learning remains until a final limit is reached. To determine the 
probable learning curve which 'W(luld apply t~, the LES production program, a 
trade study was conducted. A structural item_as selected for study since 
it was considered to be highly labor intensive and subject to maximum learn-
ing impact. For a typical production ~uantity of 103 structural units, pro-
duced without rege,rd to production need, the optimum learning curve was 
determined to be ::'.898 (89.8%), for a program length of nineteen (19) months. 
Production rate was approxinw;cely 5.42 units per month. When production 
~uantity was cut to 20-21 items per run, for ~ive independent production 
p~ricds during the ten (10) year period, the rate of composite learning drops 
to approximately 0.941 (94%). A selection of material intensive subsystell.. 
items showed increase from the normal 92% range to the 95% learning regime, 
hence this value was selected as most applicable to the LES system. All 
subsystems were estimated for 103 item cumulative average ~uantity and five 
e~uivalent lots of production. For variances in total production ~uantity, 
the 95% Wright slope was assumed applicable. DDT&:~ costs 'Were developed for 
a modular family of vehicles of each type studied. For combinations of 
vehicles, re~uiring more than one type, the development cost was integrated 
by consideration of the existing commonality between differing types. All 
costs were developed in 1977 calendar year dollars. 
Cost Development - LIS Vehicle 
Production costs Were developed for each configuration in the 
study. Several configurations of a similar type may be grouped to form a 
modular family. DDT&E costs were developed to take advantage of the cost 
commonality that exists to a large extent between these vehicles. 
3.3.3.1 Product,ton Costs A summary of production costs for a 
Star 48/6 tank bipropellant solid/li~uid tandem propulsion approach is shown 
in Table 3-XXIII. Costs for 20 units per lot are detailed for e3ch subsystem 
for both booster and delivery stages as defined by the work breakdown structure. 
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TABLE 3-XXIII TYPICAL PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY 
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS 
Solid/Liquid Tandem Propulsion Approach 
Star 37E/6 Tank Bipropellant 
Delivery Stage - 20 units Booster - 20 Units ITEM WBS ELEMENT COST 
Subtotal 
Integration & Assembly 
Structure 
Thermal 
Main Propulsion 
RCS 
Data Mgt/Comm 
GN&C 
Electrical Power 
10-0220 
10-0221 
10-0222 
10-0223 
10-0224 
10-0225 
10-0226 
10-0227 
10-0228 
Integration & Assembly - Subtotal 
Total Production - 20 units 
Total Production Cost/Vehicle 
User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload 
(Reference Mission B Payload) 
, 
.... '~ , ,.---.. --··~·"I , ___ " ,----' 
($22,439) 
1,114 
990 
6 
11,·173 
1,145 
367 
7,264 
380 
. --- ') , 
WBS ELEMENT COST 
10-0210 
10-0211 
10-0212 
10-0213 
10-0214 
10-0215 
10-0217 
10-0218 
10-0201 
10-0200 
10-0200 
20-0100 
($ 7,879 ) 
223 
737 
6 
6,913 
($ 679 ) 
$30,997 
$ 1,549.9 
$17,620 
, 
.-~ 
--_.-----_._-----
, 
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The costs are accumulated ~or each stage and ~inally ~or the complete pro-
pulsion approach. Adjustments ~or 'luantity variation were nmde. 
DDT&E Costs A summary o~ develoPment (DDT&E) costs ~or a 
modular liquid monopropellant propulsion approach is shown in Table 3-XXIV. 
Costs are shown ~or each subsystem as .de~ined by the work breakdown structure 
and are summed ~or the modular stage. The noted ex~mple re'luires no indepen-
dent booster and the main propulsion t'hrusters are modulated ~or attitude 
control o~ the stage, thus re'luiring no separate reaction control subsystem. 
3.3.4 Cost Development - ABE 
Cost in~ormation used in the development o~ Airborne Support 
E'luipment (ASE) costs included available costs on two spinning upper stages, 
the Inertial Upper Stage, and the Hultindssion Modular Spacecraft, as well 
as cost data developed in Vought internal studies. This cost data along with 
selected measurable descriptive data provided the necessary inputs ~or a 
complexity assessment utilizing the mechanized cost evaluation nlethodology. 
The resulting complexity ~actors, which de~ine engineering, manu~acturing and 
producibility complexity, were compared to published system tabular data and 
Vought cost datR 00 verify the validity, applicability and consistency of 
ABE costs. 
Based on these comparisons, specific complexity factors were 
establish~d and along with ASE description data (such as weight, volume, 'luan-
tity, and learning curve) used to compute both development and recurring 
costs ~or ASE. The se'luence o~ events is sho,iIl on Figure 3.11. The ASE costs 
inclUde development and the procurement cost o~ three \mi ts - one ~or each 
launch site and one spare. 
Cost Development - Program Maintenancc Costs 
The program maintenance costs shown in Table 3-XXV are the sus-
taining and operations costs necessary to conduct an on-going program. These 
costs Were estimated using the NASA Scout program cost experience as the base-
line re~erence weighted with the LES/Scout comparative complexity. The sus-
taining costs shown include ~rASA and contractor proj ect management, reliability 
end training, sustaining engineering, and s,ares and logistics administration. 
The operations costs consist o~ both unit and annual costs. The 
unit operations costs shown are those that are uni'lue to each IJES/payload 
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10-0223 
10-0224 
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TABLE 3-XXIV TYPICAL DDT&E COST SUMMARY 
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS 
MODULAR LIQUID PROP~LSION APPROACH 
ITEl-1 DDT&E COST 
Delivery Stage - Subtotal ($ 16,311) 
Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 2,093 
Structure - Delivery Stage 583 
Thermal - De1ivery Stage 83 
Main Propu1sion - Delivery Stage 6,128 
RCS - De1ivery Stage 
Data Mgt/Corom - De1. Stage 181 
GN&C - Delivery Stage 6,494 
E1ectrical Power - De1. Stage 749 
Total Development Cost $ 16,311 
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FIGURE 3.11 ASE COSTING METHODOLOGY 
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TABLE 3-XXV PROGRAM MAINTENANCE COSTS 
WBS 
SUSTAINING COSTS OPERATION COSTS 
ELENENT ITEK ANNUAL 
UNIT ANNUAL 
10-0100 PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
NASA MANAGEMENT 362,5C:l 
CONTRACTORS PROJECT MGMT_ (12 PEOPLE) 600,000 
10-0400 SYSTEM ENGINEERING AND INTEGRATION 
-0401 CONFIGURATION CONTROL 
61,500 
-0401 RELIABILITY AND TRAINING 371,000 
-0401 PREFLIGHT PLANNING 
15,000 
-0401 DATA REDUCTION 
33,000 
-0402 ABE INTEGRATION 
17,000 
-0403 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION 
17,000 
-0404 SUSTAINING ENGINEERING (6 ENGINEERS) 300,000 
20-020 ORBITER INTEGRATION 
18,000 
10-0900 GROUND OPERATIONS 
-0902 SPARES & LOGISTICS ADMINISTRATION 140,000 (3 PEOPLE) 
-0903 ETR LAUNCH CREW 
617,500 
(18 PEOPLE 1980 ACTIVA'rION) 
-0903 WTR LAUNCH CREW 
617,500 
(18 PEOPLE 1983 ACTIVATION) 
-0903 R<'\NGE SERVICES 
90,000 
(TIM, COMM_, FACILITIES, ETC.) 
-0903 LAUNCH SUPPORT, LES CONTRACTOR 
6,000 
(3 a MAN-DAYS) , 
TOTAL ANNUAL SUSTAINING COSTS CD 1,773,500 I 
TOTAL UNIT OPERATIONS COSTS 257,500 
! 
-
TOTAL ANNUAL OPERl'.TIOOS COSTS a> 
I 
PRIOR TO 1983 617,500 1 
AFTER 1983 1,235,0001 
. L NOTE, CD EACH LES CONFIGURATION CARRIES THE TOTAL ANNUAL SUSTAINING COST_ ! J ____ ~_ ANNUAL ~PERATIONS COSTS FOR THE .'3TS LOW ENERGY REGIME. 
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combination. The annual operations co.sts are those costs required to mai .. •· tain a full time launch crew at ETR beginning in 1980 and a full time laU,lch crew at WTR beginning in 1983. These two launch crews will provide all operations support required for all low energy stages. 
3.4 COST/SCREENING ANALYSIS 
The user costs for screening were built up in accord with the procedure described in paragraph 3.2. A typical example of the user cost buildup is shown in Table 3-XXVI. The User cost buildup for all the new pro-pulsion approaches investigated are shown in Appendix B, Volume V. Stage weight was based on a buildup of the subsystem and integration Weights as defined by the work breakdown structure. The ASE w,~ight was based on an empirically derived equation, ABE Weight = .151 (stage weight) y 505 kg. This equation was derived from existing/planned Shuttle Upper stage ASE weights and detail ASE Weight stUdies. Launch weight is the sum of the stage weight, ABE weight and payload weight. 
For vertical installation, the cargo bay length required was determined by the stage or payload diameter whichever was greater. For hori-zontal installations the cargo bay length required was determined by the length of the stage plus the length of t~e payload. Each stage and payload combination was evaluated against the constraints of the cargo bay to determine if vertical installation could be accommodated. If a vertical installation Was possible, both horizontal and vertical installations were evaluated and the lower user cost selected for comparison to other propulsion approaches. In this example only the horizontal ins-.;;allation Was possible. For purposes of propulsion approach screenill,g, the ASE was considered to be within the length o~ bay occupied by the stage and payload, thus no extra bay length charge was accumulated. The length load factor was greater than the weight load factor for this example; therefore, the Shuttle charge was based on the length of the stage and payload. 
Unit cost was derived as a buildup of the subsystem costs shown in the work breakdown structure. Th~ total UDer cost for comparison at the reference mission level was the Shuttle charge plus the stage unit cost. 3.4.1 Screeni~g by Reference Mission 
Table 3-XXVII shows a summary of the cost to launch the payload of each reference miosion using each of the propulsion approa~hes considered • Propulsion approache~ are ranked in increasing cost order for all new and 
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TABLE 3·XXVI TYPICAL PROPULSION APPROACH COST BUILD·UP 
FOR REFERENCE MISSION C 
• ORBIT 
1000 KM (540 NM) CIRCULAR 
57° INCLINATION 
STAGE ASE 
PROPULSION WEIGHT WEIGHT 
APPROACH KG (LB) KG (LB) 
MODULAR 4 TANK 516.8 583.3 
BIPROPELLANT (1139.3) (1286.0) 
.-
---- -
(I)L = LENGTH CRITICAL 
LAUNCH 
WEIGHT 
KG (LB) 
2100.1 
(4630.3) 
L- ~- ~ ~ 
• PAYLOAD 
WEIGHT - 1000 KG (2205 LB) 
LENGTH - 3M (9.84 FT) 
DIAMETER - 4.51-1 (14.76 FT) 
BAY LENGTH 
BAY INCLUDING UNIT SHUTTLE 
INSTL. PAYLOAD COST CHARGE 
E OR V M(FT) $M $1-1 
H 3.7 1. 07 5.91 L 
(12.15) (1) 
- -- - --
'--- . ~ -
• , 
USER 
COST 
$M 
6.98 
-- ~ 
1...4 
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TABLE III-XXVII PROPU!..SION APPROACH COMBINATIONS 
A B 
. 
C 0 E f 
10,000 KG l.ooO KG 1,OOC KG lOCI KG 17D KG 211 KG 
SOHr! 1,000 KM 1.000 KM 5;1 KM 1 .... KM 
21.50 :aCl 97° INCl 57° INel 11.5· INel 
1.111 KM 
2.'- lNCL .7.S·1Iel 
"'''ROACH COST APPROACH COST APt'ROACH COST APPROACH COST API'RD~CH COlT "PI'ROACH 
SOl SOl SOl 1M 1M 
IHTEGl OMS 21." FLAT ?ACK lEi.&1 4 T -MONOPRO'. US STAR PAl l.~O LIQUID 1." S.ITAUII 
i·LONG STAR 11 IV) QUENCH IVI S.ITAR l1f 
& T·8IPROP. 23.53 a TANK 81PRO, 16." FLAT PACK 6." <STAR 17 IV) l.l3 PINtlE· 3.11 STAR .. ' (MODULAR) 4 SHORT LARGE IV) STAPll7F 
IT -MOHOPROP. 23.504 IT-MONO· 17.13 (. T- 8IPRO'. 6." STAR 2SI 3.75 SST"R 37F/ O.t~ !WI MOIIIIIIT· 
PROP STAR 2E IV) !WI s.sTM 31S IVI 
Ir:oRDDJ'ARI IMODUlAR) 
11·8IPRO'. 2l.55 LIOUID 17.19 4 T BIPRQP. 6.91 PINTLE· l.1I!W1 I ~':~~~~~:I 5.2l nUENC H SMAlL (V) 
FLATPACK 23.69 PI~TLE 18.07 4 T-BIPRor. 6.91 1 T-MONO- 4.11 SSTAR .. , 5.&1 
6 SHORT LARGE (MODULAR) PROP. HBIPROP.IVI 
4 T·BlrROP. 23.11 2ZSTARl1 11.09 21'ANK MONG· 1.01 .. T-BIPROil. 4.16 STAR 31E{ 5.16 
IMODULARI PROP. IVI 4T-B1PROP.(V 
IMDDULARI 
4 T-MONOPROP. 24.00 STAR31EI 19.11 4 STAR 17 7.11 FLAT PACK 491 S.sTAR 41/ nl 
IMODULARI 6T·SIPHOP 4 SHORT 2 r·MONO· 
PROP IVI 
lSTAR 17 24.1' 5_STAR 48/ 19.23 PINTLE· 8.0. • T-BIPROP. S.OI 22 STAR 17 IV 6.59 
4 T-BIPROP. SMAll 
PINTlE-SMAlL 14.90 SST48, 19.33 LIQUID 1.20 4 TflIPAOP. 6.20 STAR 41/ 1.11 
- 4T-MONOPROP QUENCH (MODULAR) STAR 26 
lIflUID QUENCH 2.4.95 S$TAR 31fl 19.60 pINTlE·LARGE B.4S 2T-MONO· 5.15 STAR 411 1.11 
SSTAR 31S PRO~ 4TBIPftOP. 
IMODULAR) IMDOULARI 
PINTLE·LARGe 25.16 STAR 48' 20.56 STAR 17AT 8.51 LIQUID 5.661WI SSTAR <II I.n 
STAR 26 STAR 17 QUENCH IV) SSTAR llS 
STAR 26/ 25.18 S$TAR 48/ 20.31 STAR 26' BO PINTLE· 5.141WI SSTAR oil i.51 
STAn 26 STAR37S STAR 26 LARGE IV) SSTAR llF 
STAR 01/ 26.45 S$TAR 48/ 20~S S.sTAR .. , 10.82 S.STAR 411 1.19 STAR 411 1.91 
2T-NiONOPROP. SSTAR l1F S.sTAR II S.STAR II STAR 37F 
STAR 0;' 21.03 STAR 48' 21.43 STAR 411 10.14 STAR 411 '.92 . 
STAR 26 STAR 37 STAR 26 STAR 26 
S.sTAR 411 21.01 
S.5TA.R 375 
17 II l2 22 • 10 
v - INDICATES CONFIGURATION IS INSTALLED VERTICALLY, ALL OTHERS ARE INSTAllED HORIZONTALLY 
W - INDICATES SHUTTLE CHARGE IS DETERMINED BY WEIGHT, ALL OTHERS ARE DETERMINED BY LENGTH 
STAR 4B IS SSUS·D, S. STAR 48 OR SST 481S SHORT NOZZLE SSUS·D 
MM III IS SSUS·A 
COST 
.. 
!.51 
1.11 
10.l< I 
I 
i 
, 
i 
~ ~" 
..J 
-, . 
• 
adaptations of existing/planned propulsion approaches evaluated, The costs 
include stage unit cost and Shuttle user charge for the stage and payload, 
Vertical installations are noted by a "V" ,fhere they are possible and lower 
in cost than horizontal installations. Where the weight load factor for the 
stage, payload and ABE determined the Shuttle user charge, it is noted by a 
"W". 
Using reference mission C as a typical example, Figure 3,l~ is 
a bar chart plot of the costs shown in Table 3-XXVII. ShOlm are '"he propul-
sion approach description and a breakdown of the total user charge b;r unit 
stage cost, Shuttle user charge for the stage sud for the payload, For 
reference mission C payloads used in th~s example, the length of three meters 
(9.84 ft.) combined with the stage length did not permit vertical installation. 
Length load factor for the stage and payload was greater than the weight load 
factor tor the stage, payload, and ABE for all propulsion approaches; thus 
the Shuttle user charge was based on the length of cargo bay re~uired for 
this reference mission. 
3.4.2 Screening by Propulsion Approach Combination 
Cost ranking by reference mission was used as a shopping list 
for candidate combinations of propulsion approaches. The modular bipropellallt 
approach shown in heavy bordered boxes in Table 3-XXVIII is a typical logical 
approach to launch all of the reference missions. Consideration of the 
relative cost weighting cf each reference mission was made using the l'eference 
mission payload ~ua.ntities also shown in the table. Another logical approach 
would be to use the integral OMS for reference mission A and the modular 
bipropellant for all others. Using this procedure, a series of logical com-
binations of approaches were selected that have the potential of being the 
10lfest cost to launch the 125 payloads represented by the reference missions. 
The total user cost buildup of the integral 0M3, modular bi-
propellant and the MM III/modular bipropellant combination :i.s shown in Table 
3-XXIX. This example is typical of the costing procedure applied to the 
series of logical combinations selected from the propulsion approach cost 
ranking by reference mission. A description of this example follows: 
• Integral OMS launches reference mission A payloads in 
this combination. While one OMS kit would be re~uired to deliver a total of 
29483 kg (65000 Ibs.) to orbit, an analysis shows that anticipated payload 
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PROPULSION 
APPROACH o 1 
TOTAL USER CHARG E - $M •• 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 
4 TANK MONOPROP WHHJ'7//I7Dl7/HH'~ 
flAT PACK -4 SHORT w:,,/////U/HffdMwuft//aA 
4 TANK 81PROP W//bZ';~7/m:'H//XWHHHM 
4 TANK BIPROP WH/HH/////HPH~ff.mH4 
4 TANK BIPROP-MODULAR ymH/H///HH/HH//UHU/~ 
2 TANK MONOPROP-MOOULAFl I F WU/U7Hh"/h0'//h'H/H//HlZ 
CLUSTER SOLID'> -4 STAR 17 I WH/H'//H//HH/H.mm-HHa 
PINTlE SOLID - SMALL UUUHH/H//H//.QU'h¥//H/Mj 
SOllD·UDUID QUENCH 
PINTlE SOLID-LARGE 
STAR 17A/STAR 17 
'9'h~'/////U//UHbWHH.hWB;i 
__ ==~ __ ==V~~///H////HHHU.u.uL@,A 
--.- 19//////////////////////UU///M 
9 10 
STAR 26/STAR 26 W/////HHHHH//H/HHM'/M 
11 
I 
STAR 48 SHORT/STAR 37 SHORT I W//H/H//U7747/1/7hWH//4I 
STAR 48/STAR 26 I' W//H'H/H///\,/HH/H!0m 
" STAGE PAYlOAD \!NIT COST SHUTTlE USER CHARGE SHUTTlE USER CHARGE 
ALL INSTAllATIONS ARE HORIZONTAL AND LENGTH CRITICAL IN THE ORBITER BAY FOR SHUTTLE CHARGE 
FIGURE 3.12 PROPULSION APPROACH COST RANKING 
FOR REFERENCE MISSION C 
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TABLE 3-XXVIII PROPULSION APPROACH COMBINATIONS 
r:~ A B C 0 E 
, f 
10,000 KG 3,000 KG 1,000 KG 200 KG 1
70 KG 200 KG 
500 KM I,OO~ KM 1,000 KM 577 KM 1,111 KM 
1,000 KM 
28.5° INel 97° INel 5t~11NCL 96.5° 1~~Cl 2.90 INeL 97.5° INe
t 
COST APPROACH COST APPROACH COST APPROACH COST APPROACH 
COST APPROACH COST APPROACH COST 
OROER SM SM SM SM 
SM SM 
1 INTEGL OMS 21.4B FLAT PACK 16.61 H·MONOPROP. 6.65 STAR 17A/
 3.24 L1QU!u 3.81 S.STAR 4B/ 9.51 
HONG STAR 17 (V) QUE.CH (V) S.STAR 37F 
2 6 T·BIPROP. 23.53 STANK BIPRO' 16.BB FLAT PACK 6.8B 4 STAR 17 (V) 3,33 PiNTl
E. 3.82 STAR 48/ 9.97 
(MOOULARI 4 SHORT LARGE (V) STAR 37F 
3 8 T·MONOPROP. 23.54 B T·MONO· 17.13 H· BIPROP. 6.89 STAR 26/ 3.75 
S.STAR 37FI 4.10 !W) MM 1ll/8T· 10.34 
PROP STAR 26 (V) !W) 5.STAR 37S (V) BIPROP. 
(MODULAR) (MODULAR! 
4 8 HIPROP. 23.55 LIQUID 17.89 4 T·BIPROP. 6.91 PINTlE· 3.78 (W) 8T.BIPRO~ 
5.23 I 
QUENCH SMALL (V) IIMODUHR 
5 FLATPACK 23.69 PINTlE. 18.07 4 T·BIPROP. 6.98 H-MONO· 
4.71 S.STAR 4B/ 5.68 
6 SHORT LARGE (MOOULAR! PROP. 4 T.BIPRQP.(V
) 
6 41·BIPRO'. 23.78 I 22STAR17 18.09 HANK MONO· 7.07 4 T·B1PROP. 
4.86 STAR 37EI 5.86 
(MODULAR) PROP. (VI 4 T·8IPROP. (V (MODULAR! 
s 7 4 T -MONOPRQP. 24.00
 STAR37E/ 19.17 4 STAR 17 7.11 FLATPACK 4.98 S.sTAR 4
BI 5.9j: 
(MODULAR! SHIPROP 4 SHORT H·MONO· PROP (V! 
8 7 STAR 17 24.19 S.STAR 4B/ 19.23 PINTlE. B.06 4 T-BIPROP. 5.
0B 22STAR 17 (V 6.59 
4 T·BIPROP. SMALL 
9 PlNTlE·SMALL 24.90 SST48/ 19.33 LIQUID B.l0 4 HIPROP. 5.20 STAR 48/ 
8.87 
4T -MONOPROP QUENCH (MODULAR) STAR 26 
10 L10U10 QUENCH 24.95 S.sTAR 37FI 19.60 PlNTlE·LARGE 8.~5 2T-MONO· 5.15 STAR 481 8.8
8 
S,STf\R 375 PROP H·BIPROP. (MOOULAR) (MODULAR) 
11 PlNTLE·LARGE 25.16 STAR ~BI 20.58 STAR 17A1 8.57 LIQUID 5.66(W! S,STAR 4B/ 
8.B9 
STAR 26 STAR 17 QUENCH (V) S,STAR 31S 
12 STAR 2.' 25.7B S'sTAR 481 20.38 STAR 26/ B.90 PINTlE. 5.74(W) S.STAR 48/ '::.51 i 
STAR 16 STAR 37S STAR 26 LARGE (V) S.STAR 37F 
13 STAR 48/ 26.45 S.ZTAR 481 20.95 S,STAR 48/ 10.82 S.STAR 48/ 8.89 STAR
 481 9.97 I 
2T·MONOPROP. S.sTAR 37F S,STAR 37 S.STAR 37 STA
R 37F 
14 STAR 481 27.43 STAR 481 21.43 STAR 48/ 10.84 STAR 481 8.92 
, 
STAR 26 STAR 37 STAR 26 STAR 26 
I 
15 S,STAR 48/ 27.47 I 
S.STAR 37S 
NUMBER 
OF 
AVlQAD 17 
38 32 22 6 10 
V -INOICATES CONFIGURATION IS INSTAllED VERTICALLY, ALL OTHERS ARE INSTALLED H
ORIZONTALLY 
W -INDICATES SHUTILE CHARGE IS DETERMINED BY WEIGHT, ALL OTHERS ARE DETERMINE
O BY LENGTH 
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PROPULSIO~ APPROACH 
COMBINATION 
INTEGRAL OMS SM 
8 TANK MODULAR 
BIPROFElLA~T SM 
4 TANK MODULAR 
BIPROPELLANT SM 
MM 111/8 T~'JK 
MODULAR BIPROPELLANT SM 
PAYLOAD SHUTTLE 
CHARGE SM 
TOTAL STAGE COST SM 
TOTAL SHUTTLE CHARGE SM 
COMBINATION DEV COST 
ASE DEVELOPMENT COST 
PROGRAM MAINTENANCE COST 
TOTAL USER COST 
. 
:--::1 .----, ~~"- -------: ...-_, .' -r ~ '--; 
TABLE 3-XXIX TYPICAL COST BUILD-UP FOR COMBINATIONS 
OF PROPULSION APPROACHES 
REFERENCE MISSIONSINUMBER OF PAYLOADS 
A B C D E . 
17 38 32 22 6 
STAGE SI/UTTLE STAGE SHUTTLE STAGE SHUTTlE STAGE SHUTTLE STAGE SHUTTLE 
COST CHARGE COST CHARGE COST CHARGE COST CHARGE COST CHARGE 
0 0 
1.41 1.3 1.41 1.12 
1.21 1.12 1.21 U2 
-
21.48 14.33 4.8 2.88 2.86 
0 53.6 38.7 26.6 8.5 
365.2 593.9 199.4 88.0 23.9 
------, ~.:.:.:::-;, 
F 
10 TOTAL 
STAGE SHUTTLE COST 
COST CHARGE SM 
2.41 5.24 
3.04 
24.1 151.5 
82.8 1,343.2 
19.8 
10.5 , 
62.1 I 
1,587.1 I 
-. , 
.,.-'=- ~---
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density and lengths make the integral OMS a practical candidate. For example, 
the RefeI'ence Mission A payload, representative of payloads in this class, 
weighs 10000 kg (22046 lbs.) and is 13.5m (44.3 ft.) long. This corresponds 
to a length load factor of .74 and a user charge factor of approximately 
1.0. Integral OMS can deliver the Reference Mission A payload to the 500 kID 
(270 nm) circular orbit and de-orbit to earth. For shorter payloads of th(' 
same density, multiple payload!; could be delivered by integral OMS to both 
296 kID (160 nm) and 500 km (270 nm) orbits. There is no stage cost or Shuttle 
user charge for a stage in this case, only the payload Shuttle charge is 
accrued. 
• An eight-tank version of the modular bipropellant approach 
is used for Reference Missions B and E and a four-tank version for Reference 
Missions C and D. For Reference Mission F the eight-tank version is used as 
a second stage on the Spinning Minuteman III third stage. Unit costs and 
Shuttle user charge for horizontal installations, re~uired for this combina-
tion, is shown for each reference mission payload. The number of payloads 
represented by each reference mission is multipl~ed by the unit stage cost 
to give the total stage cost and by the stage Shuttle charge plus the payload 
Shuttle charge to give the total Shuttle charge. These are summed to get 
total cost to launch all payloads. 
• The development cost for 'the combination is the cost to 
develop the modular four- and eight-tank versions of the bipropellant and to 
integrate the eight-tank version with the Spinning Minuteman III third stage. 
The ASE development cost includes the cost for development and design inte-
gration of the airborne support e~uipment for the four- and eight-tank ver-
sions and the cost of three sets of this ABE. Also included is the cost to 
integrate with the Spinning Minuteman III third stage ASE. 
• Program maintenance costs consist of wlnual program stmtaining 
costs and operations costs made up of system engineering and integrction and 
am ":.1 site operation costs. In this example the program s1lstaining costs 
are 21.24 $M, the system engineering and integration costs 27.86 $M and the 
annual site operation cost 13.01 $M for the total of 62.]. $M. 
Nineteen combinations of propulsion approaches were examined 
and costs, as shown in Table 3-XXIX, were built-up for 15 of these. Costs 
for the top ten of these are shown in Table 3-lCKlC. Of the four combinations 
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J MISSION 
COST COMBINATION 
ORDEr. NO. 
1 2 
2 4 
3 9 
~ 4 12 
5 7 
6 15 
7 6 
8 10 
9 11 
10 14 
. .... ; ~ ~--' ---- - -'"" .. 
.. ___ =_._~ r_~..o-:::- "'-0'0;=' t!_~=~ ~::.::; r="_",",= 
TABLE 3-XXX COST RANKING BY PROPULSION 
APPROACH COMBINATIONS 
-TOF 10 OF 19 COMBINATIONS -
A B C 0 E 
LAUNCH COMBINATION DESCRIPTION 
INTEGL MODULAR MODULAR MODULAR MODULAR 
OMS BT·BIPROP 4T·BIPROP 4T·BIPROP 8T·BIPROP 
INTEGl FlATPACK FlATPACK FLATPACK S·STAR 481 
OMS HONG 4·SHORT 4·SHDRT S·STAR 37F 
INTEGL MODULAR MODULAR MODliLAR STAR 4B/ 
OMS BT·BIPROP 4T·BIPROP 4T·BIPROP MODULAR 
4T·BIPROP 
INTEGL 22 STAR 17 4 STAR 17 4 STAR 17 2Z5TAR 17 
OMS 
INTEGL MODULAR MODULAR MODULAR S·STAR 4BI 
OMS 8T -MONO PROP ZT-MOi\lOPROP 2T -MONOPROP S·STAR 37F 
INTEGl PINTLE·l PINTLE-S PINilE·S PINTLE-L 
OMS 
MODULAR MODULAR MODULAR MODULAR MODULAR 
4T·BIPROP BT-BIPROP 4T·BIPROP 4T·BIPROP BT·BIPROP 
INTEGl LHlUID LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID 
OMS QUENCH QUENCH QUENCH QUENCH 
INTEGL PINTLE-L PINTLE·L PINTLE·l PINTLE·l 
OMS 
INTEGL S-ST,'R 48/ STAR 17AI STAR 17A1 S·STAR 481 
OMS S-STAR 37F STAR 17 STAR 17 S·STAR 37F 
F TOTAL 
COST 
M$ 
MM III/ 1587 
MODULAR 
8T·BIPROP 
S·STAR 481 1605 
S·STAR 37F 
MM 1111 161B 
MODULAR 
8T·BIPRDP 
S·STAR 48/ 1627 
S·STAR 37F 
S·STAR 48 1630 
S·STAR 37F 
S·STAR 4B/ 163B 
S·STAR 37F 
MM III/ 1641 
I MODULAR BT·BIPROP 
S-STAR 4B/ 1674 
J S·STAR 37F 
S·STM481 1685 
S·5TI;R 37F 
S·STAR 48/ 1801 
S·STAIl37F 
....i 
., ' 
, 
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, 
that were not costed it was determined
. by inspection, that two solid/solid 
combinations were highel' in cost than 
the SOlid/solid combination evaluated;
 
one was a biprope11ant combination hig
her in cost than the evaluated bipro-
pellant combination; and one was a mo
nopropellant higher in cost than the 
evaluated monopropellant combinations.
 
Five combinations were costed. but elim
inated :rrom consideration. 
One of these was the lowest unit cost 
for each reference mission. It consi
sted 
of six different approaches; Integral 
OMS - Mission A; Flat Pack - Mission B
; 
Monopropellant - Mission C; St8.l' 17 A/S
t8.l' 17 - Mission D; LiCJ.uid Quench -
Mission E and Short Spinning Star 48/S
hort Star 37F - Mission F. The resul
t-
ing user cOflt for this cOllibination was
 low as would be expected; however, th
e 
program maintenance end development co
sts were vel"y high. This combination 
was eliminated from further considera
tion. The second combination that was
 
eliminated Was identical to combinatio
n number 2 except for Missions E and F
 
which were launched by a Short Spinnin
g Star 48/Short Star 37F. This com-
bination was significantly higher in c
ost than combination 2. The third 
combination eliminated was identical t
o combination number 12 except that 
Mission A was launched by a 6-short-mo
tor Flat Pac1,. This combination WaS 
significantly higher in cost than com
bination 12. The fourth combination 
eliminated consisted of Integral OMS f
or Mission A, Star 37E!Six-Tank Bipro
-
pellant for ~issions B and E, a Four-Ta
nk Bipropellant for Missions C and D, 
and a Short Spinning Star 48/Short Sta
r 37F for Mission F. The costs for 
this sOlid/liCJ.uid combination were muc
h higher than combination 9. The fifth 
combination elimin~,ted was identical t
o combination 7 except that Mission A 
w'as launched by a Four-Tank Monoprope
11ant. The costs for this combination
 
were much higher than combination num
ber 9. 
LiCJ.uid propulsion approaches are repre
sented by combinatJons 2, 
9, 7 and 6; SOlid/solid propulsion app~oaches b
y combination 14; controlled 
solids by combinations 15, 10 and 11; 
and SOlid/SOlid cluster approaches by 
combinations 4 and 12. Combination 6 shows th
e cost impaat of replacing the 
Integral OMS with a liCJ.uid stage for R
eference Mission A payloads. Combina-
tions 2. $ and 9 sho,r the adaptation of eXisti
ng/planned Shuttle upper stage' •• 
A graphic comparison of the costs 
approach combinations is shown in Figu
re 3.13. 
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total cost is a function of the propulsion approach and 75% is attributable 
to the Shuttle charge for the payload; therefore the propulsion approach 
costs amount to about 420 $M in the case of combination number 2. Costs 
within 10% of combination 2 are considered to be essentially equal and a 
benefits analysis was performed to adjust the ranking prior to final selec-
tion of propulsion approaches. Based on this procedure, combinations 2, 4, 
9, 12 and 7 qualified for deeper penetration. Combinations 2 and 9 Were 
grouped together as a modular bipropellant, therefore, the propulsion 
approaches selected for additional benefits analysis were the modular bipro-
pellant combinations 2 and 9, the flat pack combination 4, the Star 17 
cluster combination 12, and the modular monopropellant combination 7. 
3.4.3 Benefits Analysis 
Mission capture, accuracy and risk for the four lower cost 
propulsion approaches were evaluated, as shown in Table 3-XXXI. Mission cap-
ture rating, rated on a one-to-ten basis with ten high was derived by calcula-
ting the percent of reference missions captures and then dividing by 10. Mis-
sion capture measured the program advantage of a single approach. The modular 
bipropellant, which can deliver five of the six reference mission payloads has 
a rating of 8. The modular monopropellant captures four reference mission 
payloads and has a rating of 7. The Flat Pack has a rating of 7. The Star 17 
cluster captures all but Mission F and haR a rating of 8. 
Accuracy is rated on a one-to-ten basis with ten high. Wasting 
excess energy by yaw steering fixed-impulse propulsion approaches produces 
errors in destination orbits. The accuracy rating equation is designed to 
produce a rating of 1 when the ratio of wasted energy to energy required is 
3.0. Also, each accuracy degrading characteristic penalizes the accuracy 
rating one point. Liquid approaches do not waste excess velocity, thus have 
no accuracy degraMng characteristics. The flat pack sized for mission C 
wastes about 40% of its energy for mission D. Also, aligning many solid 
rocket motors to thrust through the system center of gl'avity along with 
pointing inaccuracy from thrust buildup characteristics of multi-motors re-
sults in an accuracy rating of 7 for the flat pack. A similar rating was 
derived for the cluster of Star 17s, but its energy waste was greater and 
produced a rating of 6. 
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TABLE 3-XXXI BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
PROPULSION MISSION ACCURACY RISK TOTAL I APPROACH CAPTURE BENEFIT CONCLUSIONS RATING LOGIC RATING LOGIC RATING RATING I MODULAR 8 • NO b.V WASTED 10 • HARDWARE DeVELOP· 8 26 ACCEPTABLE FOR AODI· , BIPROPELLANT • NO ACCURACY MENT REQUIRED FOR: TIDNAL STUDY OEGRAOING 
- TANKAGE 
CHARACTERISTICS 
- GUIDANCE 
INTEGRATION 
MODULAR 7 • SAME AS BIPRO· 10 • SAME AS BIPRQ· 8 25 ACCEPTABLE FOR ADO!· MONOPROPELLANT PELLANT PELLANT TIONAL STUDY FLATPACK 7 • t.V WASTED = .4 7 • HARDWARE DEVELOP· 7 21 ACCEPTABILITY FOR iN REO'D MENT REQUIRED FOR: AOOITIONAL STUDY 
• MULTI MOTOR - GUIDANCE INTEG. MARGINAL DUE TO POTEN· THRUST ALIGNMENT 
- UNSYMMETRICAL TIAL ACCURACY AND RISK 
• UNSYMMETRICAL TH7UST BUllOUP PROBLEMS /::! 
'" 
THRUST BUILDUP SENSOR 
- UNSYMMETRICAL 
THRUST CORRECTION 
STAR 17 CLUSTER 8 • .6V WASTEO =.52 6 • SAME AS FLAT PACK 1 15 NOT ACCEPTABLE DUE TO l!N REO'D • RELIABILITY OF STAR (1) RISK 
• MULTI MOTOR 17 ClUSTER < .98 
THRUST ALIGNMENT 
• UNSYMMETRICAL 
THRUST BUILDUP 
~ISSION CAPTURE RATING = PERCENT OF REFERENCE MISSIONS CAPTURED '-10 
..lVWASTED ACCURACY RATIMG = 10-3 
..lV REQUIRED 
NUMBER OF ACCURACY DEGRADING CHARACTERISTICS 
RISK flATING = 10 - (NUMBER OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS REQUIRED + NUMBER OF HARDWARE OEVELOPMENTS REQUIRED) 
NOTE: (1) REOUCED FROM lTO 1 BECAUSE OF RELIABILITY 
i 
-- - - ---- -- ------- ------ -
-
-
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Risk rating is on a one-to-ten basis with ten indicating low 
risk. The rating is degraded from ten for each technology and hardware develop-
ment re~uired. None of these approaohes require technology development. Re-
quired sizes of metal bladder conospherical tanks require hardware development. 
Integration of a computer with a roll stab~lized platform requires interfacing 
hardware and software development. The resultant risk rating is 8 for the two 
liquid approaches. The flat pack has the same guidance integration hardware 
development requirement, and must have hardware developed to sense and correct 
pointing error due to thrust misalignment and unsymmetrical thrust buildUp -
thus a rating of 7. In addition to these risk rating degrading factors, the 
22 Star 17 cluster has multi-motor reliability of less than .98 based on an 
individual motor reliability of .999. The potential loss of 2 out of 100 
launches due to propulsion malfunction was not considered acceptable state-
of-the-art design. This was not correctable by reasonable technology or hard-
ware development and the risk rating was reduced to an unacceptable level of 1. 
Based on the total benefit rating only the two liquid approaches 
were considered acceptable for additional study. 
3.4.4 Propulsion Approach Selection 
New and adaptation of eXisting/planned propulsion approaches 
that were selected for detailed analysis and cost/benefit evalua:oion against 
the specific payloads of the new payload model are shown in Table 3-X.~II. 
3.4.4.1 Selection of New and Adaptation Approaches - The modular 
bipropellant and the modular monopropellant approaches ranked high in benefits 
and low in user cost and were first and second choices respectively for new 
propulsion approaches. An alternate to the integral OMS for Mission A was 
provided by the four-tank version of the bipropellp..nt for no additional 
development cost. This was a reasonable alternate as shown by Table 3-XXVII. 
An alternate to the higher energy requirements of Mission E 
was provided by the modular four-tankbipropellant as the upper stage for the 
Spinning Star 48. The propulsion approach selected tor Mission F was the 
eight-tank bipropellant as the upper stage for the Spinning Minuteman III 
third st age. 
3.4.4.2 Modular Bipropellant Configuration The modular bipropellant 
propulsion approach, Figure 3.14, was configured to minimize Shuttle 
installation length through use of multiple identical conospherical propellant 
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TABLE 3-XXXII PROPULSION-APPROACH SELECTION 
FOR DETAILED ANALYSIS 
A B C D 
110DULAR MODULAR MODULAR MODULAR 4-TANK 8-TANK 4-TANK 4-TANK BIPROP BIPROP BIPROP BIPROP 
MODULAR 110DULAR MODULAR 
8-TANK 2-TANK 2-TANK 
MONOPROP HONOPROP HONOPROP 
1 2 2 2 
E 
STAR 48/ 
MODULAR. 
4-TANK 
BIPROP 
MODULAR 
8-TANK 
BIPROP 
2 
-
·G. 
-;:;- --------- ~-.. 
~ 
IO'_'C.-".C_: f"_="--C ~- - ",-=-~ =-''''=--0 
F 
MN III/ I 
MODULAR 
i 8-TJI~~K 
BIPROP 
1 
----
-
. 4 
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S·TANK 
I 3.4S0M 
.. I (11.42 FT) 
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PRESSURIZATION 
TANKS (4) 
PLATFORM ----...J 
ELECTRONICS 
THRUSTER '<-" 
ELECTRONICS 
TRANSMITTER 
...... 
fiG THRUSTER-----
(2-·R·4D) 
~:t' 1 WlrA 0.70~M 
I v (2.31 H) ~r ( , 1 , 
V·BAND SEPARATION ·'--RC THRUSTER 
CLAMP THRUSTER (2-R.4D) 
HANK 
~OX!DIZER 
1- TANKS (2) ., (NZ04) -'. 
I " 
" 
" 
/ BATTERY 
'\ / PROPELLANT 
TANKS (2) 
(MMH) 
COMPUTER 
3.480M 
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Wp ~ 1,519 Kg (3,349 LB) 
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STAGE WEIGHT ~ 732 Kg (1,614 LB) 
Wp ~ 459 Kg (1,012 LB) 
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tanks arranged with centerlines normal to the stage centerline. Propellant 
transfer under varying loads and maneuvers was accomplished by use of tankage 
incorporating metal ~taphragms for single phase flow and center of gravity 
control. Tankage was prepackaged and required no servicing at the launch 
site. A regulated helium system was used for propellant pressurization. A 
single R-40A 3870 N (870 Ibf) thruster (Space Shuttle reaction control 
thruster) located on the stage centerline provided both perigee and apogee 
velocity increments. In applications for Reference Missions B through F, 
the stage employed a spin stabilized guidance and control system consisting 
of a computer, roll stabilized platform and control electronics. Maneuver 
and nutation cOlltrol was ~rovj ded by one and two R-4D thrusters (Missions B 
and C, D, E, F, respectively). 
. Propellant tankage and other components were sized for an 
eight-tank fully loaded configuration for Misnion B. A four-tank, off-loaded 
derivative satisfied Missions C and D requirements. Stage length Was con-
uistent with propellant tankage diameter as well as the combined lengths of 
the roll stabilized platform and th", main thruster (both were on the stage 
centerline) • Diameter of the eight-tank configuration was governed b.' the 
number of propellant tank:3, tank length, and plumbing requirements. For the 
four-tank system, due to the fewer propellant tanks, the diameter was less 
than the eight-tank system. 
3.4.4.3 Modular MonopropellEll!i - Similar to the bipropellant system, 
the modular monoprope11ant propulsion approach, Figure 3.15, was configured 
to minimiz'e Shuttle installation length thl'ough USe of multiple, identical 
conospherical propellant tanks arranged with centerlines normal to the stage 
centerline. Propellwrrt transfer under varying loads and maneuvers Was accom-
plished by use of tankage incorporating metal diaphragms which also provide 
single phase flow and center of gravity control. Since tankage was pre-
packaged, no servicing was required at the launch site. Propellant pressuri-
zation was by a regulated helium system. Four ME-lOll, 623 N (140 Ibf) 
thrusters (Mariner Jupiter/Saturn 77 Res) located on the outer stage circUhl-
ference, 90° apart and parallel to the stage centerline provided both perigee 
and apogee velocity increments as well as maneuver and nutation control. 
For Missions B through E, the stage employed a roll stabilized guidance and 
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control system consisting of a computer, roll stabilized platform and contl"ol 
electronics. Propellant tankage and other components were sized for an eight-
tank, fully loaded configuration for Mission B. A two-tank, off-loaded 
derivative satisfied missions C and D requirements. Stage length was estab-
Hshed primarily by propellant tank diameter. Diameter of the eight tank 
configuration is governed by the number of propellant tanles, tank length 
and plumbing requirements. For the two··tank version, the diameter is less 
than the eight-tank system. Since propellant density and performance were 
lower, the monopropellant package size was larger than the bipropellant system. 
3.4.4.4 Adaptation of Existing/Planned Approaches In the left side 
of Figure 3.16, the spin-stabilized modular bipropellant propulsion approach 
is combined with the Spinning V~nuteman III (SSUS-A) third stage for Reference 
Mission F. The bipropellant stage is the same as the e-tank modular bipro-
pellant and provides apogee velocity increment. 
The spin-stabilized modular bipropellant approach was combined 
with the Spinning Star 48 (SSUS-D) stage for Reference Mission F. The bipro-
pellant stage is the same as the 4-tank modular bipropellant, and provides 
the apogee velocity increment. 
Existing/Planned Launch Approaches - The existing/planned 
launch approaches for additional evaluation in the LES study are shown in 
Figure 3.17. Both integral OMS and OMS kits were considered in Task 6 (Volume 
IV) for delivery of payJ.oads that have been represented by Reference Mission 
A as well as for other applicable payloads. The Teleoperator Retrieval System 
in both two-tank and four-tank versions was considered in Task 6 (Volume IV) 
for delivery of all payloads for which it Ims adequate performance. The 
Multimission Modular Spacecraft (MMS) with a PMII propulsion module was con-
sidered for those payloads using the MMS. The Scout expendable launch vehicle 
was also evaluated in Task 6 (Volume IV) for those payloads it can deliver to 
their destination orbits. 
3.4.4.6 Total Propulsion Approaches Carried Forward - A summary of 
the total propulsion approaches carried forward in the study is shown in 
Table 3-XXXIII. Conceptual designs, STS interface analysis and flight and 
~d operations analysis are presented on the new approaches and adapta-
"~ons in Tasks 3, 4 and 5 (Volume III). Cost/benefit analysis of new, adapta-
tion and existing/planned approaches is presented in Task 6 (Volume IV). 
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TABLE 3-XXXIII 
SUMMARY OF PROPULSION APPROACHES FOR FURTHER EVALUATION 
ADAPTATIONS NEW EXISTING/PLANNEr 
. 
MIll/MODULAR BIPROPELLANT MODULAR-BIPROPELLANT TRS 
OMS 
MJ.'.9 
STAR 48/MODULAR BIPROPELLANT MODULAR-MONOPROPELLANT SCOUT 
2 2 4 
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